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Many church vision or mission
are

simply lost

"Where there is

vision is

a

hang as meaningless plaques on a wall,

in the mountain of projects that did not work. The

revitalization does not lie in

prayerfiilly

statements

no

a new

vision the

program but in

people perish."

a

When pastors and

congregations

seek God's vision for their church, God will reveal it to them. A transcendent

unique,

divine communication from

God, balanced in Scripture, that is specific
A

vision resonates in the hearts of people, unifies the church and
and activities toward

The purpose of the

changes in vision

study is to

statements and

experienced growth before and

a

aligns the

growth both before and after

after

a

quaUty vision

pastoral change in three
statements

A

and have

multiple case study method is

evaluative tool for vision statements,

congregational questionnaire, semi-formal interview protocol, and
following: (1)

the Louisiana Conference

visions, and

change of pastors.

a

researcher-developed

Results included the

church's

evaluate evidence of shared, transcendent

qualitative study is descriptive and exploratory.

utilized, using

shared, transcendent

reaching that vision and fiilfilling the church's mission.

Louisiana United Methodist churches that possess

This

for church

Person. Proverbs 29: 18a says,

enough to draw forth passionate action from God's people.

resources

answer

or

a

site evaluations.

In two out of three United Methodist Churches in

studied, evidences of shared, transcendent vision in differing

degrees were found; (2) When
transcendent vision that is

a

pastoral change

occurs

becoming increasingly shared,

built upon the vision discerned under the former pastor;

in

a

congregation with a

a new

(3)

vision emerges which is

In the initial

stages of

reestablishing balance with the arrival of a new pastor, the church often experiences a
change in growth patterns-more often an initial decrease in growth occurs;
(4) When the departure
decrease in

rapidly toward becoming a shared vision in the context

congregational system.

vision

broad

versus

Other

findings which

specific vision,

show theoretical

on a

fi^esh

vision,

a

quality vision statement

vision statement and shared vision.

of a

healthy

replication relate to

such

transcendence and shared vision, the pastor and

discernment, casting the vision and shared vision,

emphasis

church, the degree of

grov^h is proportionate to the degree of trauma; (5) Vision is systemic and

moves more

areas as

of the former pastor creates trauma in the

a

quality vision

statement and an

and church growth

and,

a

quality
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CHAPTER 1

UNDERSTANDING THE PROBLEM
The Quest
A

mythical quest, popular and almost

sacred among many churches

today,

is the

quest for the "Magic Program." Preachers and laity beUeve that if they could find the

right program to plug into,
legends

of other

it would "tum their church around." The search is fijeled

churches, which have discovered how to

renewed and revitalized their churches.
series of hit-and-miss programs that

might have worked in another church

flop in theirs. They end up with a hodge-podge

direction

or

so

numbers. I repent of my

-

a

programs

of programming with

no

they continue their quest looking to other churches, seminars,

programming books in search of the "Magic Program."

and

breakthrough projects that

Therefore, pastors and lay people assemble

that may

destination,

use

by

I confess. I

am one

of their

misguided ways.

My repentance began in George Hunter's class, "Leading the Church for the
Unchurched,"

at

books to read in
that proves to be

Asbury Theological Seminary in

preparation for the
eye-opening.

course.

For me,

Warren's The Purpose Driven Church.
years, aflier
was

reading this book my

eyes

one

Sometimes
of those

an

were

given several

individual reads

something

eye-opening books was Rick

Although I had been in the ministry for twenty

were

opened to

thoroughly captivated by the prospect that

a

a new

paradigm for the

church. I

church could be laser-focused for

mission, and for the making of disciples. Several questions naturally

ministry,

for

occurred

to me:

�

1996. Students

Is this just another

ministry fad in the program quest?

Martin 2

a

church

�

Does

�

How does

a

church

�

How does

a

church know if a vision is from God? What is done if it proves to be

valid

or

a

really need

it

a

or

vision?

vision statement? Who does it?

clear vision is

more.

than

and literature

way to discern

one

a

on

purpose driven

difference between purpose, vision, mission,

core

can

conflise,

how it will get

so

values, shared

becoming a visionary church than receiving

starting point for me was to develop the vision.

going,

I

churches,

vision from God. I also foimd

Different terms used in the literature

More is involved in

vision. Overall, the
know where it is

more

only one step.

helps to know the

vision, and

ministry possible in my church?

through more books, articles,

discovered that there is
a

written statement of purpose

invalid vision?

As I read

that

develop

Is this kind of focused

�

a

a

A church needs to

there, and what it will look like when it arrives.

I also discovered that the church could learn much about vision from the corporate

business world. Almost all church literature

on

from business literature. Business literature is
the

Each

learn from the other.

can

What separates

visioning in a

church and

and vision

or

without the

people.

In

spiritual when it

alignment in a corporation.

development

directed

source

by leadership

identify the shared, personal visions

employees that help shape the larger, corporate vision.

imagination of the leader,

the

principles

business, the discenmient of the vision is often related to

the leader's intuitive and creative abilities used to
the

on

or

visioning in most corporations is the

of the vision. There is much discussion about vision

with

quotations

beginning to verge

mystical qualities of shared vision

comes to

vision includes

the ultimate

source

of

Other than the creative

of the corporate vision is

a

mystery. It is

Martin 3

vital to the church that its vision

have any value,
transcendent
and

beyond

or

to create any

vision,

even

devised vision

I

mean a

growth

or

from God. The vision must be transcendent to

passion in the hearts of believers.

vision that is from

the best and most creative

source

on

church, will

be found in

not

origin, totally other,

a

vision from God. A

heart, mind and will of the eternal

extremely important lesson to learn is that the

any need of the

When I refer to

methodology of humanly

or

transcendent vision is

from the

flowing

of divine

high,

technique

development. Sunply stated,

transcendent vision has its
Father. An

comes

a

answer

for

vision, leadership,

program, but in

a

Person.

Prayer is the essential communication Unk between God and his people. Without

prayerful relationship with the Living God,
God's vision for

discerning
A

prayerful people will

a

discover what God is

techniques will

can

not

develop

a

vision for

a

in

ah-eady in place.

church.

Only

a

prayerflil

any method of discovering God's

saturated in prayer and must

never

Scripture. Critically important to the life and fiiture

any vision discernment

conflict with God's
of any church when

methodology is that the vision comes from God.

In my initial studies of visioning, I

pursued

a

method of identifying God's vision for

St. Charles United Methodist Church and the steps that would follow.

Through course

readings that included the study of writings on strategic planning and visioning,

developed

help

already doing and join him in moving the

indispensable cormection with God,

by a church must be

revealed will in

using

or

discern what God's vision has been, is and shall be for that church.

Because of this

vision used

methods

church. God's vision for every church is

church toward God's vision. Anyone

people will

new

a

a

process

by which

our

church

I

might become more focused in ministry.

Appendbc A outlines the strategic planning process which our vision team followed.

As

a

Martin 4

base to the church process, I used

strategic planning material presented in Hunter's

Spread the Power supplemented with
.

other

resources

To

(189-207). Modifying the eight-

step approach presented in Duncan Mcintosh and Richard Rusbuldt's Planning Growth
in Your Church

planning.

(53-54),

I took

a

"Committee-Led

The first segment of planning directed

Vision Team included

Approach" (McRaney 101) to

our

church

congregational reflection in the process

Concerning reasons for including the congregation. Hunter
Course in

to

look at its fiiture. The
as

much

says in his

as

possible.

article, "Crash

'Principles of Management'":
data, and more and better ideas, when you include
all the people. 2) People have greater understanding, and stronger emotional
support, of plans that they helped to develop. 3) Collaboratively developed
plans are less likely to be sabotaged and more likely to be implemented. (9)

1)

You get

more

and better

A biblical foundation is present for

including

others in the process of developing the

vision statement. Ecclesiastes 4:9 says, "Two

are

better than one, because

they have a

good return for their work. (NTV)"
The church's Administrative Board gave its

approval and

chose

seven

leaders

plus the

pastor for the Vision Team. Further inclusion of the congregation occurred through

weekly prayer requests
week

for the Vision Team,

period through the Book of Acts,

a

Congregational Questionnaire (Mcintosh

a sermon

series of five messages

over a

feedback poster available for comments, and
and Rusbuldt 1 15) to be filled out

congregation and collected over the period of one month.

The Vision Team

reported to

congregation and collected congregational feedback at significant intervals,

the

beginning

analysis,

such

and when the team identified

characteristics of the vision and mission of the church.

a

by the

the

of the process, the situation

five-

as

Martin 5

The purpose of the Vision Team
church

to

was

develop vision and mission

through prayerful investigation and study, and to offer informed strategies and

methodology to

move

An Action Team

effectively toward carrying

logo

After

can

assembled two months later to determine mission

was

be found in

I had several

grov^g

concems.

people were skeptical

over

our

The

not

The statement

evoke

an

was too

vague to

emotional response. I

was

was

the vision

pastor

once

can

the usefialness of the statements.

With all the work that

new

pastor?

as

statement and

constant vision

was

done

on

any fiirther action in

to another

move

nothing more would be

another church at any tune.

Methodist churches in my conference have

quality vision

implement
a

Many questions arose:

this vision statement, is there any

change with every pastoral change?

done to

church

appointment system,

the vision of the church and that the vision would not

Should the vision

supportive of its

casting and further planning.

but my immanent

concemed that

appointed to

were

action. The vision statement did

I moved fi^om St. Charles. In the United Methodist

be moved and

would stand

was

the results of our

church around the vision and mission. The

Specific goals and timelmes were projected,
I

on

generated little

only person to take

the

meaningless without

delayed fiirther action.

and

congregation unanimously

inspire unsolicited

focusing the ministry and activities of the
vision statement

ministries

statements

However, Vision Team members accepted the vision
use.

goals,

Appendk B.

accepted the vision and mission statements, but the
enthusiasm. Some

goals and

mission statement, mission

continually casting the vision and focusing

strategic planning,

reaching our vision.

out our mission in

strategic planning. The resuhing vision statement,
church

statements for the

assurance

that it

change with

every

Do other United

statements that reflect a

vision

Martin 6

for their church that lasts
God be discerned for

recognizable

after

a

Can

through more than one pastor?

local church

a

-

a

transcendent vision from

vision that will remain intact

at least will be

or

pastoral change?

a

Analysis of the Problem
In my conversations with other United Methodist pastors and in my
am not

alone in my

churches. In fact
In

an

a

concem

for

broader

concem

lasting,

1986, Bishop Richard Wilke,

transcendent vision, focus, and

reading,

I find I

growth in our

is present within the United Methodist Church.
at

that time the

bishop

of the Arkansas area, sounded

alarm to awaken the United Methodist Church in his book And Are We Yet Alive.

Wilke

begins with an ominous tone:
in

"Our sickness is

you and

I, and

more

serious than

we

United Methodist Church"

suspected.

We

and

show the decline in church school attendance, church school

graphs

church

are

membership.

trouble,

The

our

membership trend from

Church is not
Li

1987,

a

only losing members,

but also is

grave

an

reach

The United Methodist
new

people for Christ.

analysis of the situation. The following problem existed:

United Methodism, there

are scores

understandings

concern was

-

"Across

of congregations and their pastors who have become

debilitated because of unfocused, unrealistic, unbibUcal understandings

Their

decrease in

responded to Bishop Wilke' s alarm. They restated the ongoing concem

decline with

say biblical

a

loss of 1,827,546 members from

concem.

failing to

(9). Charts

follow-up book, RekindUng the Flame, written by William WiUimon and

Robert Wilson,
over

a

a

first

enrollment, and

1964 to 1985 indicates

membership from 1 1,054,634 to 9,227;088 members,
United Methodism (16). This trend reflects

at

-

or

should

about the nature and purpose of the Christian church"

that the United Methodist Church had lost its purpose. A

we

(25).

possible

Martin 7

solution for revitalization was:

spend time composing
the local

a

people would

do well to

"Every United Methodist congregation would

'Statement of Purpose' for itself This would be

own, not

a

purpose that

simply a statement handed down from a distant

agency"(33).
With these

concems

voiced in the late 1980's

United Methodist Church
New Connection,

how the church

doing now?"

A

more

an

obvious

recent

question arises,

book, published in 1995, is A

by Andy Langford and William WiUimon. They gave

was

doing up to that point

"How is the

an

update on

after the recommendations made in Rekindle

the Flame:
For the most part, the alarmist language of that book and its specific proposals
for renewal along with numerous other books and papers by pastors, bishops,
-

and

have gone unheeded by the leaders of our church. There were no
fimdamental changes in the way our church works; our cormection lost another

laity

-

half miUion members.

With these facts in mind, what

(13)

are we

and WilUmon restate their caU to the

to

do in the United Methodist Church?

Langford

church, "Clarity of vision and purposefial order of

priorities are our prime necessities" (12).
In

1996, the General Conference of the United Methodist Church began

response to the need for vision and mission in churches. A
of Discipline

was

made in the 1996 edition to

suggest where it should be lived

change from the

clarify our mission and vision,

a

formal

1992 Book

as

weU

as to

out:

The mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ. Local churches
provide the most significant arena through which disciple-making occurs.
.

.

.

The mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ by proclaiming
the good news of God's grace and thus seeking the flilfiUment of God's reign

and realm in the world. The fiilfillment of God's
is the vision Scripture holds before us. (114)

reign and reahn in the world

Martin 8

Recent

membership

denomination is

not

numbers in the United Methodist Church indicate the

losing

as

the United Methodist News
decUne in

membership

smallest decrease in its

many members

in the past.

According to

a

report from

Service, "The United Methodist Church's decades-long

continues to slow down in 1998, with the denommation

membership

Zekoff, communications officer

now

a

loss

stands at 8.4 million members. Steve

at the General Council of Finance and

beheves that the denomination is

posting its

An unofiBcial tabulation for 1998 shows

history" (Tanton).

of 35,697 members. The U.S.

Administration

"reaping the benefits of evangelism efforts and church

growth work in the

annual conferences that

is available that the

improved membership

While these many

as

are

reflecting grov^^h" (Tanton).

numbers

changes were reflected

point to

across

a

trend

the General

(Purdue).

Conference, the

Louisiana Aimual Conference also heard the first alarms of decline. In

prepared in 1985, L. Ray Branton voiced

concems

for

our own

No evidence

a

booklet

conference. His research

showed that in thirteen years, from 1970 to 1983, the average United Methodist church in
Louisiana
our

gained a total

churches

of five members. Overall decline

(Branton, Church Grovyth 6). Among

many

was

occurring

in 60 percent of

insightfiil recommendations,

Branton says that the local church must do its homework to know the church and

community and design mission strategies to reach new people for Jesus Christ (12).
The Louisiana

Conference, like the General Conference, continued to stmggle.

1996, vision and mission

statements were

approved

at the annual

In

conference.

OUR VISION The vision of the Louisiana Annual Conference is to be a
community of local churches who make disciples for Jesus Christ. Each United
-

Methodist church is a separate group of people, but we are bonded together by
our cormectional system and common beliefs. We are also working towards the
same

vision.
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mission, in working towards this vision, is to
spiritual leaders who make disciples for Jesus Christ. (Louisiana)

MISSION STATEMENT

raise up
The tide is

Our

turning in the Louisiana Annual Conference. According to Bishop Dan E.

Solomon in his 1999

membership

-

Episcopal Address, "We

ended 1998 with

our

strongest

in sbd;een years in the life of the Louisiana Conference"

amount of this net

gain is

826 members. In

a

statistician, I discovered that the Louisiana Conference has experienced

to occur

with visionary

of the vision
As

a

level,

was

their vision

a

I

now

net

gain in each

Growth

appeared

clear vision for the conference, and constant

casting

struggled with assuring that

curious

to

learn if there

are

even

our

vision is

a

shared vision in St. Charles

help their church in any way?

making

Is all of this

Theological Framework

Proverbs 29: 18a says, "Where there is

a

on a

bibUcal?

Biblical/

indicates

vision statement

other churches that have succeeded in

shared vision. Did their vision

commonly recognized

on a

wonder how many other churches in my conference have done

fiiss about vision statements

verse

conference

by the bishop.

the same? Since I
I

a

member of the Louisiana Conference who has worked

local church

UMC,

leadership,

(Rhoads).

a

gain in
The

(Solomon).

phone conversation with the

of the three years of Bishop Solomon's tenure in Louisiana

net

no

vision, the people perish" (KJV). This is

statement on vision in both Christian and secular reahns. This

need for vision, but in this form it does not

how to find that vision. A

reason

give clear direction

for the lack of direction is that the

as

to

quotation is not

complete.
The

complete verse

says, "Where there is

keepeth the law, happy is he" (KJV).

no

The tacit

vision, the people perish: but he that

implication is that the vision must come

a
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from God. It is

a

divine vision. Still,

saying. Upon fiirther scrutiny,

the

at

first

verse

glance it is not clear w^hat the passage is

speaks

of the need of a word from God for

congregated people to experience life as God intends.
that this life is

Scripture.

The passage describes two ways

possible: (1) Through the pronouncement of a prophetic vision relevant to

immediate and fiiture
in

a

circumstances,

When the

and

(2) through the written,

subject moves from plural to singular,

revealed word of God

it suggests there

are

fewer

who will discern God's vision for them because of their disobedience and failure to
listen.
The first part

implies that to

avoid

perishing,

we

Many churches today are beehives of activity, yet

not many

God's word for them and their church. If God has
God

keep it a

will hear

secret?

must listen for

a

that

Scripture?

verse

says that those who

The Word of God, Jesus

overall vision for the Church
A vision statement that is

as

reflects

theologically

correct

alignment with Jesus'

one or

to reflect

a

church, would

preferred fiiture is.

A church

keep the Torah

people,

the

Church,

as

revealed

Gospels.
prophetic

of the local church and/or elements of the written

vision of the

kingdom of God.

When the vision statement

prophetic and written word,

God's vision for the church. Transcendent vision goes
A

the written word

sound will contain elements of the

both of these elements of the

procedures.

or

Christ, made the clearest pronouncement of God's

recorded in the

appropriate to the environment

Word in

to Usten and discern

stop

only when it Ustens to the voice of the Holy Spirit.

of God vdll be blessed. What is God's vision for God's

word

word from the Lord.

preferred fiiture for

Surely God wants to reveal what

The second part of the

in

a

it is

more

likely

beyond following

spiritual work of the Holy Spirit is evident.

A

prayerflil church
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will

where God is

sense

within the

spuit

vision is not

drive the

of the

already moving the congregation.

Further

simple verse of Proverbs 29: 18

for vision discenmient

expansion on the greater context of Scripture is

necessary. A

theological framework will be presented in

prophetic word and Scripture in vision discernment

questions for me about how churches discern the vision in their vision
vision statement in churches

prayerfiil

processes?

change of pastors.

word to alter

or

study,

or a

a

statement.

combination of business and

If the church vision is from

Does

raises
Is the

developed through business processes, through a process

discernment and bible

discernment

change

God,

of

spiritual

then the vision should last with

of pastors indicate God is

sendmg

a new

prophetic

refine the church vision? Are there churches in my conference that have

spiritually discerned vision

statements that have lasted

Purpose
The purpose of the

study is to

through

a

pastoral change?

Statement

evaluate evidence of shared, transcendent

changes in vision statements and growth both before
Louisiana United Methodist churches that possess

and after

a

quality vision

vision, and

pastoral change in three
statements and have

experienced growth before and after a change of pastors.
Research Ouestions
The

the

chapter.

The unportance of the

a

to

congregation in mission toward the fiilfiUment of the vision.

detailed discussion of the biblical and

the next

resonate

negotiable. God's revealed vision for that church will energize, inspire, and

development.

more

begins to

congregation creating a passion for ministry. Obedience

More is contained within this

and

The vision

following questions will be addressed in the course of this study:
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Research Question 1
�

How did the churches with

Related

questions for clarification

statement? What

quality vision statements develop
are as

follows: What constitutes

spiritual disciplines, such

as

prayer

Who

developed the vision

How

long has the vision statement been in place?

statement~the pastor

or

were

used in

the pastor and

a

their statements?

quality vision

discerning the vision?
congregation together?

Has the vision statement gone

through

revisions?
Research Question 2
What church growth occurred in the previous ten years in churches with

�

quality

vision statements?

Related

questions for clarification are

church by church

growth standards?

change in pastors?
toward church
in any way in

What

growth?

was

as

follows: Is this church considered

Was there

done to

growing

change in the growth trend following

a

employ the vision in motivating the congregation

If the vision statement

following years? What

a

a

are

the

was

revised, did the growth trend change

perceived reasons for the growth trend

changes?
Research Question 3
�

In what ways is the vision statement considered a shared vision

Related

questions for clarification are the following:

of the

church?

What is the view of pastor and

congregation about the vision statement representing a shared vision of the church?
What variables aid in the vision statement

church? Does the vision motivate and

becoming the

shared

or

energize the congregation?

corporate vision of the
Is the vision
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considered

vision from God

as a

or

transcendent in nature

by the pastor and /or the

congregation?
Research Question 4
Have the church vision statements

�

a

of churches in my study changed with

pastoral change?

The

ft)llowing

related

are

statement after the

questions for clarification:

What

changed in the vision

pastoral change? What remained the same?

trends affected in any way after

develop the vision remained

a

pastoral change?

at the

How

Were church

growth

long had the pastor who helped

church?
Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this

study and

to reduce

confiision,

I define the

following nine

terms.

1

a

Vision

.

word

picture

the church

of God's

as a

Mission

2.

it the

A mental

-

means

-

preferred fiiture

for the

provides.

3.

Purpose

Mission is the

"Why did

as

study, vision is

the

people of God,

as

well

as

congregation of believers.

Mission is the

-

In this

Church,

overarching purpose for the

by which the church will move forward.

vision

answers

local

image of a preferred fiiture.

Purpose

grand purpose

answers

God allow this

the

church. It holds within

Mission draws

on

the energy that

of the church.

question "Why do we exist?"

A purpose statement

congregation to be established in this community

at

this time?" Purpose is synonymous with mission.
4.

Core Values

-

These

are

the

non-negotiable values and beliefs of a congregation
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or

away without

breaking down its basic character.

Vision Statement

5.

formal statement
statement can

In the context of this

-

recognized by

Church Growth

church
or

as

indicated

its Aimual

-

growth

over a

vision statement is any

or reason

criteria estabUshed in the

growth is

an

for

local

-

A

being.

design of the research.

increase in numbers of disciples in

The church's Decadal Growth Rate
can

growth in a local

years

A transcendent vision is

church, received through

ahead,

in and

(DGR)

one or more

a

church.
divine communication fi-om

persons in that church. The vision

circumstances of the church. God communicates what God
or

a

quantitatively

and

usually speaks to ministry immediately related to the specific environment

days

quality

ten-year time period. These figures include conversion

and transfer

Transcendent Vision
a

preferred fixture

by church membership.

growth, biological growth,

God to

a

church that motivates and directs the church. The

by seven

Church

research,

Average Growth Rate (AAGR) in church membership

determine church

7.

a

the church's

pertain to

vision statement is defined
6.

organization which cannot be taken

Core values define the beliefs of the

corporation.

through that church, when

wants to see

God's

people are

happen in the

obedient to the

vision.
8.

Shared Vision

A shared

-

or

corporate vision is

majority of the church members. However,
A shared vision creates

a

a

one

held in

shared vision is

vision greater than the

sum

more

common

than

a

by the

group vision.

of its parts. Shared vision

inspires,

energizes, and proAndes the spiritual fliel and driving force of a congregation that

recognizes,
9.

owns, and

Pastor/Leader

implements that vision.
-

Both pastor and leader

are

used

as one term

to reduce confiision
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when

shifting between business

and church literature. Both terms

apply to the

church

setting.
Description of the Project
The

project is an observation

statements that

of three United Methodist Churches with

experienced growth under the church's

After six months of collecting vision statements,
and

current

pastor and former pastor.

evaluating the vision statement quality,

measuring growth under the former and current pastors, the three

selected for

quality vision

churches

study.

For the next three months I studied the churches

through on-site visits, informal

interviews with the members, interviews with the pastors, and

questioimaires.

congregational

I looked for evidence of transcendence in the church

the amount of spiritual

disciplines

visions, based

and the types of methodology used in

the vision. I wanted to know what the

I

inquired about ways the

expected to

was to

sense a

discover

new

congregation thought

church

began to

casting of

and felt about the church

center around the transcendent

vision.

spirit of excitement among the congregation in my visit. My mtent

understandings (new to me

discernment and steps that led to

transforming

transcendent vision that could be passed in

a

a

and

new

to the

literature)

transcendent vision into

pastoral change.

understandings could be beneficial to my current and
of my conference.

on

discerning the

vision. I considered the involvement of the pastor in vision discernment and

vision. I

were

fijture

a

of vision

shared,

I believe these

churches, and

new

to the

churches
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Methodology
qualitative study was descriptive and exploratory. Methodology used

This
case

study design following

a

theoretical

a

multiple

replication logic in the descriptive aspect

of the

study. Analytical generalization was used to identify new theories stemming from the
study's exploratory nature.
Churches utilized

a

A

multiple

case

study method for three United

researcher-developed evaluative tool for vision

congregational questionnaire,

semi-formal interview

a

protocol,

Methodist

statement

quality,

a

and site evaluations.

Population and Subjects
The

population of the study was the

United Methodist Church. A

churches

as

555 churches in the Louisiana Conference of the

researcher-developed selection process produced three

subjects for fiirther evaluation

Pastors and members of each church

-

medium and two

large

congregations\

provided information.

Delimitations and
DeUmitations

one

Intervening Variables

placed on the study were that (1) only churches of the Louisiana

Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church would be included in the

(2) churches with quality vision
over a

statements that have

experienced

ten-year period, and growth under the former and

current

a

study and

change in pastors

pastors would be

selected for fiirther study.

Intervening variables that could effect the outcome were (1) the vision
technically be a mission
the vision statement

context, and

^

or

purpose statement,

statement could

(2) pastoral leadership, (3) ownership of

by the congregation, (4) quality of the statement, (5) the church

(6) accountability

structures in the church.

I wanted to have small, medium and large churches
criteria.

represented,

but

no

small church passed all selection
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Data Collection and Instrumentation

major steps in methodology

The three

and data collection include

(1) collection and

evaluation of vision statements from Louisiana United Methodist Churches,
of three

growing churches

-

a

large congregations, (3) a case study of

medium and two

each of the three selected churches. Field

observations, semi-formal interviews and

research-adapted questioimaires were utilized.
the pastor of each church. Questionnaires

(2) selection

A semi-formal interview

were

used with involved

was

held with

lay persons of the

church.

Importance of the Study
Since the

study is

case to

another. The

studies

can

results

then be

can occur

theoretical

a

multiple case study, the findings cannot be generalized from

findings, however,

can

be

generalized to theory,

theoretically replicated, which means that

but

are

replications

predictable.

Some of the

in

one

which in fiiture

replication, contrary

findings from this study will be

of theories from other studies. Other

exploratory nature of the study, will be generalized into

new

findings, stemming from the
theories which

can

be

theoretically replicated in other studies.
Based

on

the biblical studies and the

certain truths
a

church vAth.

exploration of the literature, I expect to find

exempUfied in churches with shared,
a

shared, transcendent vision has

reflects God's vision for that church;
prayer; members who

a

a

transcendent vision.

fiinctional vision statement that

truly

visionary pastor and congregation steeped

consciously hold the vision in common; and

transferable from pastor to pastor.

My theory is that

a

vision that is

in
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The

importance of this study arises

applicable in

personal

concem to

different church situations v^^here God's vision for

and basic steps
29: 18a

out of my

can

be followed to create

an

enviroimient for

a

("Where there is no vision, the people perish") is tme,

a

church

discover theories
can

be discerned

shared vision. If Proverbs

as

I believe it

is, then it

is

cmcial to the life of every church of God to pursue God's vision in order for that church
to

flilfill its purpose and reach its vision.
Overview of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides
The

perspectives.
a

local

an

overview of vision literature from business and church

chapter clarifies the meaning of vision,

church, and what Scripture

says about vision. Other considerations covered

who discerns the

vision, considering

discussion of the

significance of shared vision,

to encourage the

development

greater detail

analyzes the

as

to

a

pastor-led model

and

a

design,

case

major findings

a

variables that affect it, and what is needed

and instmmentation of the

data received from the three

are:

pastor-people led model,

of churches with transcendent vision.

the purpose,

5 reports the conclusions and

discusses the need of vision in

studies

of the

as a

Chapter 3

goes into

study. Chapter 4

result of the research.

study of the three churches.

Chapter
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CHAPTER 2

Precedents In the Literature
Overview
In his 1997 dissertation

literature streams

flowing

on

into

visionary leaders,
a

Tim Barton

river of vision formation

(20).

in vision literature has increased such that the river is both

shifting its

course.

Frustration has grown v^dthin

vision statements in the past.
proven to be the panacea it

literature stresses the

Having

was once

some

divergent

dangerous
current

divergent

overflowing its banks

currents

off to

a

hawked to be. One

a

church

powerfiil

business has not

or

currents in the

discerning

in vision

current

and valid influence in vision statement

that could throw vision off course

slow

or

and

organizations that have developed

vision statement in

or even

Even

development

dam it. A
It faces the

moving current that leads in no particular direction.
river of vision formation each

insure that the vision statement represents

involved in

The volume of materials

becoming popular requires congregational consensus.

danger of branching
The

metaphor of various

importance of visionary leaders in vision discernment.

visionary leadership with its strong
has

a

uses a

a

shared vision in

developing the vision,

the

maimer

an

emphasize

a

desire to

organization.

in which

a

Who is

vision statement is

formed, and the relentless vision casting by the visionary leader or leaders are all crucial
elements for the vision to become
moves

around

toward
a

a

shared vision. The

building organizations with lasting vision.

transcendent vision fi-om God and

individual

or a

vision is fi'om

emphasis in business literature

not

Churches

are

to

be

designed

sunply the creative imagination of an

committee. A transcendent vision is from God. A shared, transcendent

God, received and communicated by

a

visionary leader and discerned in
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the hearts of God's

people within their community. The congregation has ownership.

shared, transcendent vision will stand despite
In the

is without

some

verse

than

8b,

are

a

reference to

parable

'Tor the

the

review,

Chapter 1,
a

of secular

vision

no

mixture of Christian and secular

Christian book

or

article written

resources

also has

a

bibUcal

light"(NIV).

Of course, any

shrewd in

source.

Jesus goes
use

on

deaUng with their

to say we should use

on

In Luke

need vision is

a

worldly things

transcendent

vision is defined to

dreams, wishes, mission, and

organizations, especiaUy churches,

kind

integrity.

through the precedents in vision literature. First,

is and how vision differs from

own

of worldly vdsdom should be done within the

I wiU show the support and direction of discerning

chapter,

vision

on

Besides the volume of materials written

are more

boundaries of bibUcal, moral, and ethical
In this

use a

of a manager who used shrewd business tactics. Jesus says in

of the

kingdom purposes.

change in leadership.

a

source.

people of this world

people

I

almost

secular

subject, approval for the use

16, Jesus teUs

for

of this literature

As mentioned in

sources.

the

course

A

purpose.

explained. Third,

clarify what it

Second, why

the

bibUcal/theological fi-amework for vision as it pertains to the Christian community is
given. Fourth, the question of who discerns, develops,
of a church is
a

discussion

explored. Fifth, the

on

the role of the

the

meaning

and

significance

truly reflects the

variables of a church such

as

identifies the vision statement

discernment of transcendent vision is discussed.

pastor/leader is discussed.

the vision statement

or

of a shared

This section

shared vision.

or

Sixth,

corporate vision, along with

emphasizes what happens when

Seventh, certain intervening

acceptance of the vision, the church's position in its life-

cycle, size of the congregation and tenure of the pastor are considered. Eighth,

research
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design is discussed. Instrumentation and components
also

explored. Ninth, elements needed for a shared

out of the

literature recommendations

churches in

maintaining and

fiirther

a

quality vision

church vision

are

statement are

considered. Tenth,

offered for churches and conferences

aid

to

developing a shared, transcendent vision.
1.

Vision

are

for

What is Vision?

Generally Defined

A definition of vision is vital

physical

m

sense, vision is the "sense

perception of images by the
design of the human body,

understanding its impact
by which the world is

The vision before

seen.

the church. In the
Vision involves the

eye and formation of images in the brain"

God put

our

eyes in the front of our head

forward-looking, perceiving the images in firont of us.
going.

on

us

determines

our course

du-ection. A transcendent vision enables

us

to

God wants

us

(Encarta).

so

that

our

would be

to see where we are

of action, movement,

perceive

we

In the

path,

forward direction

or

through the

eyes of God.

Vision also relates to the mental and

discernment

or

perception,

a

mental

spiritual

image,

a

areas

of our lives. Vision involves

"mystical experience

of seeing

as

if with the

eyes" (American Heritage).
In

a

review of vision literature, agreement is

definition of vision. In essence, vision is
future. In the context of the

church is God's

portrait

This definition of vision

a

church, if it is

virtually unanimous

clear, mental portrait
seen as a

or

growing child,

as

to the core

image of a preferred
God's vision for the

of what the church looks like when it grows up in God's

requires clarification.

image.
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What Vision Is Not
To

the definition of vision into

bring

what it is not. Norman Shawchuck and

fi-om

wish

a

like to

see

or a

dream.

happen, but

a

enjoys talking

or

A

say that "a wish is

They

one

with

actually believes it will

make the wish

dream,

happen.

on

reaUty.

The

complaining

a

pinmg

true,

a

wish when

shed

light

image

clarify v^^hat vision is and
on

how

about it

no

a

person would

nor

it would like to

does anyone want to do

see

A

happen, but

anything to help

ever

change

and it

(Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading 141).
an

A dream

about the dream, that it has

vision differs

beyond his ability to accompHsh" (13).

image of something

wish in that it carries with it

people talk about it.

a

of something

congregation believes that nothing will

the other hand, "is also

It differs fi-om

an

I must

lofty wishes about what

come

(Shawchuck and Perry 13-14).
than

Lloyd Perry

it is beUeved to be

wishing congregation is
no one

sharper focus,

brings up

A

a

a

a

person would like to

see

significant emotional experience"

much stronger emotional response

dreaming congregation spends

energy left to do

anything

so

much time

about it. The dream

paralyzes them and prevents action (Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading 142).
No investment of commitment, energy,

time,

money,

or

action goes into

a

dream

or a

wish. This is not true of a vision.
What Vision Is
In

considering what

vision is.

a

vision is not, I

move

into

a more

extensive discussion of what

a

Pickmg up with Shawchuck and Perry's explanation of wishes and dreams,

they differentiate the meaning of a vision;
wish, begins with an unage of something the person or group
would like to see happen, and, like a dream, excites all the emotions. But a
vision goes beyond either a wish or a dream to "capture" the person. A person
may "have" a wish or a dream. A vision, however, "has" the person. Having
A

vision, like

a
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under the control of the vision, a person will pay any
of death, to bring the vision into fiill reality. (14)
come

In

a

the

visionary congregation, the vision is

driving force that moves the

into movement toward

only for a desired

not

church into

or

price, to the point

preferred future,

action, focusing their energies and

it is

resources

bringing that vision into reality (Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading

142-143).
Further clarification of vision appears in
�

Vision is

a

visual

variety of literature

a

image (Albrecht 150; Bama, Tummg 35;

sources:

Shawchuck and

Heuser, Managing 111; Senge 206; Kouzes and Posner 95; Pascarella and Frohman 23).
A vision is

an

image that

(Albrecht 150).

can

be described and

Because it is

symbols, images,

suprarational,

it is not

a

picture of what could be

only described in words.

At

times,

metaphors communicate the imagery of the vision more effectively

and

(Shawchuck and Heuser, Managing
be. In fact, it is

understood,

more

of a

11

1). Vision is

a

picture of what the

church could

painting than a sharply focused photograph. Creating a vision

statement is more of an art than a science.

�

Bama.

Vision is future oriented

Turning 35).

A vision

dissatisfaction with the
Honest

appraisal,

to what can

not

(Kouzes and Posner 95; Lucas; Bama,

always looks toward

current

reality is part

a more

Power

103;

desirable fiature. Inherent

of the desire in

seeking

a new

vision.

denial, of current reality is, in part, the motivator. The vision looks

be. It stretches the

imagination but is attainable.

It

pulls the church into the

future, rather than pushing it (Lucas).
�

Vision

inspires (Calian 487;

Shawchuck and Heuser,

Bama, Power 97). Vision transforms people

something greater than themselves.

It is

a

as

Leading 143, Nanus 29;

they see the power of involvement in

cause,

a

holy quest that raises their sights
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above the

ordinary.

level. It is

Power

People are willing to give

�

all their resources,

even

emotional response

and evokes

passionate emotions

Perry 14). Vision excites people and

(Shawchuck and Perry 14).

It captures the heart and

(Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading 143).

Vision

provides standards (Lucas;

choices be made. Some
themselves wiU

CaUan 486; Nanus 29; Kouzes and Posner

Vision

not be

aUgns

high ideals (Nanus 29).

done because

resources

they do

not

are

resources

good

m

churches

of the church

are

Shawchuck and

always Umited, but when

align themselves toward goals

help reach the vision.

�

Vision is

contagious (Shawchuck and Heuser, Managing 111).

Vision is

communicated through the pastorAeader, the keeper of the vision. When it is

vision, it wUl

connect with the

personal vision

spread. Congregation members
they

in

align with the vision.

(Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading 143;

vision catches hold of people, the

95).

requires that

It

things that the church might wish to do that

Heuser, Managing 111; Senge 206). Resources

that

their Uves for the fijlfiUment of a

(CaUan 487)

The vision sets standards of excellence and

a

higher

drain; it energizes.

fixlfillment. It does not

Albrecht 150; Shawchuck and

provokes deep

�

to a

vision.

(CaUan 487;

�

own

Vision awakens the emotions

the muid

one

energizes (Nanus 29; Shawchuck and Heuser, Managing 101; Bama,

A vision will fiiel its

100).

powerfiil

draws that

spirit of a person and

larger than life.

Vision

�

It connects with the

are

motivated in

are

of each member of the

a

shared

congregation and

excited and mvite their fiiends to be part of it because

reaching the vision.
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Vision is

�

Power

unique to the organization (Nanus 28; Kouzes and Posner 95; Bama,

101). The vision is often specific for a particular place

at

a

particular time.

important to understand the environment of the church, because vision will
church apart fi-om others. Its ministries will be

God intends to be met

Vision

�

action. The

brings

action

set that

aligned with the vision, filling a niche that

through this particular church.

detailed, customized, distinctive and unique to

It is

a, given

Bama says, "Vision is

specific,

church"(39).

(Shawchuck and Perry 15).

It is not

so

large that

it

paralyzes

inspiration of the vision promotes action. Vision is attainable with a great

deal of stretch. As vision

provides fiiel

and energy to the church, the church

moves

forward with all of its heart toward the vision.
Vision clarifies purpose and direction

�

and Frohman 23;

(CaUan 487; Lucas; Nanus 29; PascareUa

Senge 206). The vision makes clear where the church is headed.

brings unity to diverse activities.
particular community and

no

It clarifies the

reason

It

why the church is in that

other.

Vision. Mission. Purpose and Core Values
A clearer definition of vision

other related terms such

as

and purpose is necessary,

helps to

elucidate what the literature

means

when it

uses

mission and purpose. Further clarification of vision, mission

as

different

emphasis is given on the unportance of each of

these features.

According to
same.

many

In business

sources

as

Uterature, mission and purpose

literature, Burt Nanus says, "A vision is not

organization has a mission is to
such

in

a

are

mission. To state that

state its purpose, not its direction"

Perry PascareUa and Mark Frohman

say,

essentially the
an

(3 1). Other authors

"Purpose also relates to another popular
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term

in

leadership literature-vwron:

when it is

fulfilling

its

purpose" (23).

"What?" What is the future

Why do

exist

we

a

we are

description of what the organization will look like
Peter

says that vision

Senge

trying to

create?

(223-224)? Senge clarifies the

Purpose

or

answers

the

question,

mission answers,

"Why?"

difference:

Purpose is similar to a direction, a general heading. Vision is a specific
destination, a picture of a desired future. Purpose is abstract. Vision is
concrete. Purpose is "advancing man's capability to explore the heavens."
Vision is "a man on the moon by the end of the 1960s." Purpose is "being the
best I can be," "Excellence." Vision is breaking four minutes in the mile (148149).
In Christian

hterature,

Norman Shawchuck and

Roger Heuser place high value

interrelatedness of vision and the mission of a church.

components

to the

distinctions: "Vision is not the
same.

Vision is

a

church desires to

(2)

consume

same as

energy

mission.

(Managing 99). They make

They

are

closely related,

but

ignites passions;

mission

consumes

energy,

they are not
'now.'

organizes passion

(101).

To add to their

we?

core

compelling image of a more desirable fiature; mission is

Vision generates energy,
into work"

say that of four

the

transforming system of a church, spirituality and vision provide the

energy, while mission and structure

the

They

on

What is

explanation of mission, Shawchuck and Heuser recommend that

gain clarity in its mission,
our

outwardly focused.
George Bama,

business?

There is
an

no

(3)

How do

such

between vision and mission:

or

yoiar

we

thing as

avid Christian voice

grand purpose for which you

it must

on

answer

three

questions: (1) Who

get it done (89)? Mission is

an

if a

are

always

inwardly focused mission (96).

vision and

mission,

says that "mission is the

ministry exists" (Turning 38).

Bama differentiates
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speak about vision for ministry, we are alluding to a fliture-based,
detailed, unique perspective on the church's calling. When we address mission
for ministry, we are speaking of a broad-based definition of the reason for
existence that undergirds everything the church does and stands for. (Power
46)
When

Bama represents

we

a

clear, simplified view when he states, "While vision relates to specific

actions, mission relates to general approaches to action" (46).
A statement of core values is

vision and mission for
values
the

answer

the

a

clearer

question,

one

other critical element that needs to be added to

perspective prior to plaiming. Senge

"How do

we

want to act

path toward achieving our vision?" He

the three

governing ideas that

answer

the

says that

question,

says that

consistently with

our

vision, mission, and

"What do

we

mission

core

believe in"

characteristics you want reflected in your life"

to the life of the person, or the life of the church

relate to

a

child

growing up

(224)? Bama

John

Examples of how vision,

image projected by its

are

the

(101).

growing up, aid in clarifying how these three

into the

are

(Turning 42). Values refer

Earlier I mentioned that God's vision for the church is God's
church looks like when it grows up.

along

values

also includes values in his three components of perspective. He says, "Values

nonnegotiable

core

Creator. In A

portrait

of what the

mission and

core

essentials relate to

values
a

church

Biography of Tiger Woods.

Stege said that when Tiger Woods was six months old, he watched with focused

fascination

as

his father

practiced his golf swmg.

club that his father had made for

father. By five years
program which

He

using a small

him. Tiger hit the ball into the practice net, just like his

old. Tiger was scoring ui the ninties and appeared

highlighted his

golfer he could be.

At nine months old and

skills. His purpose

accomplished many

or

mission in life

short-term visions

was

on a

television

to be

the best

along the way. Tiger set
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records and dominated junior, amateur, and
his son, but he

professional golf

Earl Woods did not

provided the clubs and the opportunities for the greater vision

push

of his son's

bemg a title-winning, professional golfer with a mission of being the best golfer Tiger's
skills would allow. His father taught

sportsmanship. Father and
affirmed

foundation of his

Pete Maravich is another

nurtured

by his father.

father's basketball

be

one

day.

personaUty.

relationship with his parents (Strege).

autobiography.

All American at LSU. He held

as

the ultimate

a

a

vision that

was

Dream. Maravich teUs of his

players could

son's heart when Pete

passion for basketball.

He

was

was a

five

three-time

number of records in the NCAA and NBA. In the

a

book's forward, Maravich says, "He gave to
weU

Heir to

planted the dream in his

years old. The vision fed Pete's skiUs and

as

athlete with

and his dream of what basketball and basketball

Press Maravich

good

The book's flier stated that the

example of a professional

In his

career

and

his unshakable

career was

and

shared the vision. His father's vision did not violate, but

son

Tiger's passion, gifts,

Tiger the core values of mental discipUne

me

his years of knowledge and

experience,

gift-a life dedicated to helping me become the best basketball

player I could possibly be" (Maravich and CampbeU, Forward).
Although these are weU-pubUcized cases
plethora of professions
vision, mission, and

The
its

adjusts

values

or

as

core

The vision

it grows, just

given by a parent to

vision that

vision, mission, and

heavenly Father.

athletes,

a

similar pattern in

a

could be documented. ParaUels could be drawn between the

core

growing into the image

of exceptional

as a

comes

child

mental

growing

out of a close

values of a church

or

a

portrait

are

to

child and to

relationship

with

arise out of a

a

church

a

Parent.

relationship with

of what the church will look Uke

changes in appearance

and skiU

as

the child grows.
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The

heavenly Father does

mission. He vaUdates its

not

violate the

personaUty of the church in giving its vision and

personality and make up.

the vision

can

accept

reject the direction of its Father.

of the

or

be

passionately Uved

out.

The

He

church, like

a

child, has the choice to either

If the church accepts and follows the direction
If the church

Father, the church wUl discover God's vision and purpose.

belUgerently rebels against the Father's direction, that
obUvious to the

reason

that it

was

created. This

imparting his vision to the church is
can

places it m an environment where

force

a

vision

on a

child,

understanding

different from its

transfer his

or

her

church wiU wander

own

of the

earthly paraUel;

how and

through whom the Father communicates his vision to

his

a

or

aimlessly,

heaveiUy Father
an

earthly parent

purpose onto the child

misunderstand the child's purpose and vision. More wiU be said in

ignores

or

totally

later section

growing child,

to

as

the

church.

Vision and Vision Statements
Literature says much about vision. Now
relate

to a

comes

the

question,

"How does the vision

vision statement?" A vision statement attempts to capture the vision of an

organization in written form.
characteristics of a
statement wUl

quality vision statement, wiU be

truly reflect the shared vision

advertising slogan,
both create

The process of writing

a

strategy,

or a

plan.

a

vision statement, and the

discussed later. A

good vision

of the church. A vision statement is not

A bad vision statement

apathy and lower morale if it is not practical

can

be

a

negative.

an

It

can

and coimected with any real

corporate vision (Lucas).
James Lucas states the
says, "The interest in

negative

effects of poorly

developed vision

statements. He

developing a corporate vision has faded of late, largely because the
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statements do not

inspire

any

change

growth,

or

life,

even m

organization is.

small ways, is

a

or

coimect with most

statements sound too

deep aspirations" (Lucas). Many vision
tell how wonderful the

feel real

good to be true

Lucas says, "A vision that is denied in

dead vision. Even worse, it's

a

vampire that will

people's
and

sunply

day-to-day

come

back

to haunt us, mock us and drain the life out of us." He indicates that the vision statement
must be a

living

document that mcorporates the best of the past into

view of the fiiture. In order for

organization, great

care

Bama insists that

a

a

a

filtering

and hard work must be part of the process of its

vision statement be detailed. He

wams

about

a

development.

vision

statement

provide direction,

does not

of opportunities, and does not aid in recmitment of people for

meaningfiil outreach "because the task
motivate"

ideal, yet feasible,

vision statement to reflect the shared vision of the

that is vague and broad-based. A vision that is broad fails to
allow

an

(Bama,

Power

103).

seems too

broad

or

because the purpose fails to

He offers critical elements essential to

a

detailed vision

statement:

Identify what type of people you are called to minister to: a specific age group,
a personaUty type, a life-style segment, a geographic area. Clarify the purpose
of your efforts to reach those people: to introduce them to Christ in a nonthreatening way, to bring unchurched Christians back into the church, to
disciple beUevers, to build a core of socially conscious believers who wiU
address current issues, and so forth. Indicate the qualities that make your
church distinctive fi'om others in the area: the target audience, the ministry
format, or some other point of differentiation. (138)

Examples

of good and bad vision statements

according to Bama and

others

are

found in

Appendix C.
Different churches have different ideas about what drives their ministries.
use

different processes for vision statement

vision statement is any formal statement

development.

They also

For my research purposes,

recognized by a church that reflects its

a

desire for
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a

preferred fiiture or

states

something of who they
called

a

vision, mission,

interchangeably is
work

are

on

the

or

its

and who

for being. The vision statement should reflect

they believe God wants them to

purpose statement. A

established

purpose-driven church (217).

important,

operate under

some statement

Even

be. It could be

precedent for using these terms

through the research

and mission is

might

reason

of Will

McRaney,

though the

Jr. in his Ph.D.

distinction between vision

many churches do not make this distinction. Churches that

do have purpose and vision,

although one

or

the other

not be in vmtten form.

2.

What has been
statement.

Is this

the church.

presented

Does

so

Church Need

a

far initiates

assumption correct?

Why does

a

church

even

an

a

Vision?

assumption that

The vision statement

need

a

church needs

a

a

vision

simply reflects the vision

vision? Do churches get

of

along well without

one?
Christian and business authors alike tout the need of a vision for any
Nanus says, 'There is

excellence and
of the

no more

long-range

powerfiil engine driving

success

future, widely shared" (3).

than

an

From

a

plainly, "Vision is the key to the fiiture
If vision
a

"One of the

major reasons

answer

Christian

perspective,

of your church"

a

similar

Richard Rusbuldt states

(30).

then

are

churches

for most churches is "no."

concem

have Uttle

for churches

or no

seeking to

Aubrey Malphurs

85 percent of the churches in America

dying is because they and their leadership
Bama shares

organization toward

attractive, worthwhile, and achievable vision

truly is the key to the fiiture of a church,

vision for themselves? The

an

organization.

vision"

are

either

says,

plateaued

(37).

through more drastic

discern

statistics:

or
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nationwide research among Protestant churches, I estimate that
less than 4 percent have an articulated vision statement that has been heard,
understood, accepted and embraced by the congregation. Our national
Based

on our

research among adults suggest that perhaps as little as 3 percent of all believers
have truly determined God's vision for their lives. (Turning 135)
Bama beheves that "until members of the Christian

Body in this country exercise their

abihties to discern God's vision for their lives and ministries and then make wholehearted
commitments to such

that

a

vision, the Church will continue to stmggle" (1 1).

vision-driven church creates

change while

a

visionless church

He also states

only reacts to change

(135).
Rusbuldt thinks that

a

deeper theological issue might be

at

the

core

of the

problem:

Churches without vision limit God. Most Christians beUeve God is "allpowerfiil"; yet God's most limiting factor in the world today is the church
itself Churches often stand "in the

way" of God's kuigdom. If God is

"small," it's because the church has forced
limited unless we do the hmiting. (29)
Churches need to wake up
churches

m

"smallness"

on

God. God is not

by re-evaluating. George Hunter suggests that declining

need of renewal should ask themselves

some

key questions:

"If your church

gets where it's going, where will it be? What will this church be like when it grows up?
Describe this church

as

you intend it to be ten years from now"

(Spreading the Power

187).
An evaluation offered

exactly what
programs,

by Rick Warren could be helpfiil for a church to determine

drives its ministries. Warren states that

buildings, events, seekers,

Herb Miller offers

a

or

purpose

can

tradition, personality, finances,
drive

a

church

(77-79).

series of questions to determine if a church is stuck in the past

or

headed toward the future:
Ask yourself three questions: (1) Does our church have a mission statement
that keeps us focused on our primary purpose? (2) During the past five years,
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consciously set short-range and long-range goals? (3) Have we m the
used an outside consultant to help us see our strengths and build
past
upon them with concrete goals and methods? (24)
have

we

ten years

In

determining the need for

another church

vision, the possibiUty that it will be perceived

a

ginMnick is quite conceivable.

Yet if churches

are to

as

just

grow and not just

survive, something significant must be done. Roy Oswald and Robert Friedrich speak to
this

concem:

currently a hot topic in the church. This is good because merely
gomg through the motions of "doing church" is obviously unsatisfymg and
unfioiitful. But we are after profound change the kind that will have to occur
in congregations that vAsh not only to survive but to be spiritually effective
into the fast-paced fiiture. Bringing about this kind of change requires clear
vision and a plan, (v)

"Vision" is

-

The literature states

church, which does

not

concern

have

a

for the life and health of any

clear vision of its purpose, where it is

will get there. As Lucas says, "We can't live without

managed to

extend their death throes

be upon those who refiise to be
the need and

they

just

visionless state"

(Lucas). Many

visionless state. The Church will

(Matthew

16:

18). The

shame will

part of that building program because they did

not

BibUcalATheological

about vision? I

see

Framework

important theological question is whether visioning is necessary for a church

another fad of the church

focus:

and how it

did not have the vision.
3.

An

a

a

m a

survive because Jesus said he would build his Church

going,

vision, although organizations do

manage to extend their death throes for several years in

churches have

organization, especially the

following business principles.

What do the

Scriptures

or

say

begin with two initial, broad questions which will later be brought into

(1) What is

God's overall vision for God's

Scriptures? (2) How does God

people,

as

already revealed in the

communicate his vision to his

people?
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God's Overall Vision

First, God has always had

a

preferred

beginning of all things in Genesis
humankind. With the
is

preparing

a

one,

we can

read of God's

God's

crowning creation,

God creates the

world, is similar to when parents

expected baby.

Each

with

an

original vision for

progressive nature of the days of creation,

place for

child arrives. Eden is

people. Looking back to the

future for his

one

thing is clear

are

preparing

form of the vision God had for

atmosphere of peace, harmony,

people, people with one another,

and

and intimate

even

God

humankind. The creation story, when
a

nursery for their

day brings the nursery closer to completion until
a

-

It is

humanity.

all is
a

ready

place

of shalom

relationships between God

people with nature.

That

and the

and

image became

distorted with the fall. God's vision includes restoration of the edenic state.
Occasional flashes of recognition of God's vision for humankmd appear at various

places in Scripture.
new

heaven and

The

a new

prophetic vision of Isaiah 65; 17-25 paints

earth. John's

dimensions to this vision of the

with his
The

a

familiar

prophetic vision in Revelation 21-22

place where God reigns

supreme and is

picture

of a

adds other

intimately present

people.
one

who

Word of God.

proclaimed

God's vision

According to the Gospels,

more

than any other

Jesus' vision

was

Jesus

Christ, the

(a verbal image of God's

preferred fiiture for God's people) communicated in a simple yet profound visual phrase,
was

the

kingdom of God.

While this work is not meant to

meaning of the kingdom of God,
God rules supreme. This

intent of this

study is not

a

the fliU scope of Jesus'

very basic definition for the term is the

"place" can be in heaven,
so

cover

much to define the

on

earth,

or

in

a

kingdom as to point

"place" where

person's heart. The
out

that Jesus did
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have

a

vision for God's

people

and that he

proclaimed

it and

passed

it

on to

those who

became the Church.
The

difficulty in nailing down

vision. In its verbal form,
vision is

more

like

is, but it leaves

were

in

heaven and

for

metaphors

or

a new

or

new

identify Jesus' vision,

placed it before his hearers.
seed,

(Mark 1:15),

a

a

a

as

has

come

In his

Jesus talked about the

coming

sense

an

emotional

and Revelation 21-22-a

new

to you

out

of his

own

kingdom of God

is

words. The first
near.

Repent and

parables, Jesus said the kingdom of God is

field, and

8:

10).

Jesus

merchant

spoke

is within you

of the

looking for

kingdom

At the

(Luke 17:21),

as

is to

come

post-resurrection appearances,

His

disciples were ready for its

ascension, but he still held it before them

During the forty days of Jesus' post-resurrection appearances,
Acts 1:3b says, "He

a

hke, the kingdom of God is near you

(Matthew 12:28),
(Luke

seed, yeast,

more.

kingdom of God (Acts 1:3).

at Jesus'

kingdom of God.

A

of what the vision

vision also instills

a

comes

farmer who sowed

treasure in a

uponyou

it

come, "The

to come. He made statements

(Acts 1:7), has been given

ultimate

1:15

fishing net,

who found

present and yet

clear

pictures.

NIV). His preaching and teaching reflected this

vision and

a man

painting,

a

word

covenant).

good news!" (Mark

pearls,

There is

as

earth; Ezekiel 37-the valley of dry bones brought back to life;

believe the

mustard

a

often used

despair (Isaiah 65: 17-25

thing he preached was that the time had

a

are

as a

images communicated through prophetic vision when the people of

It is not difficult to

like

symbols

As

interpretation.

exile, persecution,

Jeremiah 33-a

kingdom is built into its nature

definition of the

painting than a photograph.

room

response, like the

God

a

a

as a

he

vision.

emphasized the

appeared to them over a period

of forty

days

and
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spoke

about the

kingdom of God."

His last words to the

into heaven referred to then- mission to

disciples before he ascended

toward the greater vision of the

move

kingdom

(Acts 1:7-8).
After Pentecost, the
and

apostles continued to keep the vision

of Jesus in focus

others, including the Apostle Paul, preached the kingdom of God (Acts

20:25; 28:23,3 1). When the apostles could

not

be present,

kingdom in their letters (James 2:5; 2 Peter 1:11).
that Jesus' vision of the

apostles, along with Paul,

proclaiming it

to future

a

a

they

12; 19:8;

message of the

The sequence for vision acceptance is

kingdom of God was communicated to the disciples

eventually received by the apostles as
became

they included

8:

as

and

shared, transcendent vision. The disciples, who

continued

moving toward the vision

of Jesus in

generations.

How God Communicates God's Vision

The second broad

his vision to his
New

question arising fi-om this study is "How

people?"

Testament, starting

in fiilfillment of the
out my

In the Old

prophecy fi-om Joel 2:28,

dream dreams, your young

Spirit
the

of God

can

receive

a

gifts of the Holy Spirit.

church

are

Testament, God gave visions to the prophets. In the

at Pentecost in Acts

Spirit on all people.

Your
men

sons

will

does God conmiunicate

and

see

2, God poured

out his

which states, "And

Spirit upon all flesh

afterward, I will

daughters will prophesy,

your old

visions"(NIV). Anyone who

men

pour

will

has received the

prophetic vision for a congregated people. Prophecy is one of
Individuals who

are

gifted to receive God's vision for a

present within the Body of Christ. However, this vision will

alignment with the Scripture in the already disclosed vision

of Jesus: the

never

be out of

kingdom of
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God. A revealed

prophetic vision will relate to fiilfilling God's vision

of the

kingdom in

the immediate context of that church.

Throughout Scripture and

in

common

practice,

vision is clarified and communicated to God's
In

prophecy.

considering the gifts

of the

foretelling but forth-telling the word

God

people.

Holy Spirit,

uses

through whom the

These persons have the
the

Kinghom

divine

gift

of

of prophecy is not

gift

of the Lord. Kermeth

"Prophecy means basically to speak God's word with

persons

says of this
In the

anointing.

gift:

scriptures,

prophecy is used far more to proclaim than to predicf (48). Although various leaders in
the church

might have this gift,

the pastor often has the

gift

of prophecy

regularly

exercised in the act of preaching.
A Studv Of Proverbs 29: 18

After

study

looking

of a

at this broad sweep of God's vision and how he communicates

specific biblical text

can

shed additional

Scripture is quoted in vision literature,
The

quotation is,

verse.

The

give a

sense

perish:
the
no

"Where there is

widely used

of what the

cast

"Where there is

complete passage

are

passage is Proverbs 29: 18a.

meaning. Different translations

says: "Where there is

off restraint; but blessed is he who

no

its

keepeth the law, happy is he" (KJV);

vision, the people

Whenever

vision, the people perish." This is only half of the

complete verse gives greater insight to

but he that

people

no

the most

Ught on the subject.

it, the

no

vision, the people

"Where there is

keeps the law" (NIV);

no

revelation,

"Where there is

unrestrained, but happy is he who keeps the law" (NASV);

word fi'om God,

people are uncontrolled,

they have been taught are happy"(NCV).

"Where there is

no

but those who

obey what

prophecy, the people cast
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off restraint, but

happy are those who keep the law" (NRSV). "When people do

accept divine guidance, they

The overall context of the
not shed

much

Ught

on

its

instruction. The greater

in the midst of these

The

larger context

meaning of the verse reUes
emphasis

on

definition

as

a

thirty-five tunes

used in Proverbs is

a

the book of Jeremiah

comes

"a

prophef (CUnes 183),

(Fuerst 432;

CUnes

(14: 14;

183).

fi'om God. God

If God is the

stresses

the

importance

does

of

key words

on two

-

the words used

parallel usage adds insight to

of the text.

source

23:

verse

in its transUterated form is chazon

divhie communication in
"a

the

of the

a

vision, oracle,

revelatory word

or

or

16)

is it used

ui

reference to

source

a

or

Its

prophecy

inspired saying sought

prophetic vision" (Holman). Only on two

The chazon is understood to be

as

only once in Proverbs.

in the Old Testament and

(Brown, Driver, Briggs 303; Fuerst 432),
fi'om

pithy sayings of Proverbs

the former. Their

The Hebrew word used for vision in this
hazon. It is found

obeys the law is happy" (NLT).

depth of meaning is self-contained.

for vision and for law with

meaning

verse

meaning.

A determination of the

the greater

wild. But whoever

run

not

lying

or

occasions in

deceptive visions

divine, revelatory word that

of the vision is understood in the text in Proverbs.

vision, then who

or

what is the

recipient

of the divine

communication? Chazon, vision, in its nominative form is often associated with the

word, nabi,

or

prophet (VanGemerer 58).

Further evidence

points to this connection.

In 17 passages, then, derivatives of the root are associated with the activity of
nabis. In addition, we may observe that chozeh and chason also appear in

paraUeUsm or associated with nabhi.
ask whether

...

On the basis of this

evidence, we

may

connection with nabis and their activity should not be assumed
in other passages as weU. (Botterweck and Kinggren 282)

Thus, in Proverbs

a

29: 18, the vision would be received

by a prophet

of God.
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Since

a

prophet would receive the vision,

Scriptures and the

Church

Hebrew word nabi
In

Briggs).

an

means a

what is

prophet,

or

in

article in the Holman Bible

variety of aspects
receives and

today is,

of the

proclaims

a

a

a

question to

prophet?

general,

an

As

ask in the context of the
the

already mentioned,

inspired person (Brown, Driver,

Dictionary. Randy Hatchett brings out

prophet's ministry.

A

word from the Lord

prophet is

as

an

a

instrument of God who

prompted by the Holy Spirit.

In the Old

Testament, the prophet spoke God's direction to the people of Israel within their
immediate historical context. A

prophet was called by God and received the

through different means,

dreams, visions

word of God,

calling

the message in

a

such

God's

as

people,

ecstatic

often

variety of ways,

sometimes

The

prophets spoke the

by acting it out; performed miracles,

often wrote down the

spokesperson for the oppressed

as a

experiences.

theophanies.

people to obedience and faithfiilness to the covenant; relayed

confirming their message. Prophets
the

or

message

and

prophecy. They ministered to
disadvantaged. Prophets had

Hatchett continues:

The

prophets were not all-knowing but all-telling~that is they told what God
Prophecy has a progressive character. One must seek to
read prophecy m light of its whole, deriving partial insight from different
prophets. Prophecy must also be read in its historical context. (Hatchett)
had told them to tell.

In the New

Testament,

a

change came with the outpouring of the Holy Spirit (Acts

2:4; 4:3 1) where all behevers

prophecy (1
who

are

Word
to

are

called to

Corinthians 14: 1,5,12,39). There

especially gifted in prophecy.

(Friedrich 829).

speak,

prophesy.

In Christian

with the power to

their hearers"

A

are

BeUevers

are

to seek the

those within the Christian

gift

of

community

prophet is basicaUy a proclaimer of God's

community, the prophet is "moved by the Holy Spirit

instruct, confront, encourage, rebuke, convict and stimulate

(Thayer and Smith).
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Prophets and teachers

community (Acts 13:1,1
difference between

the most

are seen as

Corinthians

prophets

significant preachers of the Word
4: 1

12:28fif; Ephesians

in the

1; Romans 12:6flf). The

and teachers is that "the gaze of the

prophet is directed to

the

fiiture, and he fixes the path of the community from this angle"(Friedrich 854). The NT

prophet

does not have the unlunited

the judgment of the Christian

validity

of the

authority as the OT prophets. He/she is subject to

community,

because he/she is

prophecy is measured against Scripture

Corinthians 12: 10)

prophecy.

Even with

the vision is

and not fi-om God

see

are

(1

reliabiUty of the prophet, ultimately

Jeremiah 14:4 and 23: 16

lying visions that

(NIV).

come

are

fi-om

A false

fiiends, do

discenmient in the

are

not have the call

prophecy (1

source

reservation. The

examples within the life

a

of false

gone out into the
or

her life. The

Scripture points to the

5:21). Those with the gift of

community assist with that judgment (Friedrich 855).

indicate that the moral and ethical

prophet

prophet's own heart

of God upon his

John 4: 1; 1 Thessalonians

false

spirit, but test the spirits to

God, because many false prophets have

prophet will

a

the word chazon for

another

not believe every

community is not to follow any prophet without
need to examine all

use

fi-om the false

(VanGemeren 59). Deceiving spirits

1 John 4: 1 says "Dear

whether they

world"

of discernment

accepted by faith, what happens when the prophet is

false vision. False visions

as

gift

community to vahdate or challenge the

discernment and the

proclaims a deceptive vision?

visions,

grounded in the divinely given

Those who have the

also within the Christian

prayerful

is

accepted by faith that the vision is fi"om God.

If the vision is

who

are

part of it (849). The

and tradition. However, 'Tor the

reliability of prophecy there is no objective criterion; it

prophetic proclamation itself' (854).

a

of a

prophet

Jesus did

could reveal
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whether the
7:

prophet was false or not.

In the

15-20).

He said

prophets are known by their fruit (Matt.

early church, Paul demanded orderly, Christ-honoring, upbuilding
The

prophecy which submits to apostolic authority (1 Corinthians 14:26-40; Hatchett).

prophet who receives the divine
evidenced

by consistent moral

communication must demonstrate

in the

What of the absoluteness of prophecy? A

be stoned

(or not do) this."

them

as

The

prophet must be

"//"you

do

destroyed unless they repented.

Jonah

the

(or do

of discernment.

100 percent correct

do) such and such,

not

prophet, Jonah, preached the people
Nmevah

or

else

come

or

then God will do

of Ninevah that their

repented and

prophesied. Prophecy is not fataUsm

choices. God's word will
course

community with the gift

(Deuteronomy 18:22). However, prophecy, when it refers to fijture events, is

often conditional in its nature,

would be

divine call

Any vision vM fall under the

and ethical behavior.

authority of Scripture, tradition, and those

a

God did not

determinism. God

city

destroy

gives us

about, but God permits human action to determine which

prophecy will take. Prophetic

outcome is

determined

by the obedience

or

disobedience of people.
In what form does the vision

come?^ The vision

comes, not

as a

visual

image,

word from God

(VanGemeren 59, Botterweck and Kinggren 283). Words

from God, with

a

visual

impact possibly occurring later.

distinguished from dreams
night, often during
(284).

^

a

These visions

and appearances from God. The chazon

deep sleep

are

are

to

as a

received

be

clearly

usually takes place

and is sometimes associated with emotional

The content of the vision is often written down

but

at

agitation

(Habakkuk 2:2). God,

then

important to note that God does not only use the chazon in his divine communications with the
prophets. He also uses dreams, theophanies, visual images, or other means to communicate his will. The
It is

current focus is

on

the

use

of vision in this text.
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primarily

communicates the vision

through words, possibly as the prophet sleeps.

chazon is God's verbal disclosure of God's
unage

the chazon; God

m

the

verse

says that those who

instruction, direction,
of sages

or

to the

or

keep their lives protected

meaning of torah

Pentateuch^

(Strong).

a

as

or

"a precept

or

two ways of receiving divine

theophany

verse

could

text

or a

or

can

divine

refer to the instruction

a

direction fi-om God
A

or

clear direction in

Pentateuch. If torah is meant to

through a prophet,

possible interpretation could

be the

credibility of this view. Why was chazon

instead of another form of receiving God's

visual

by a prophet

image? Since chazon is

a

portion

writings

of Scripture, all three

and Wisdom-are necessary for divine direction

easily be considered conjecture.

direction, such as

a

dream,

verbal communication often written

of God, it could be in reference to the

itself is in the Wisdom

Prophets,

It

or

by the law are

priestly instruction of the Law.

chosen in this

down

about

statute, especially the Decalogue

preferred definition.

The choice of the word chazon adds to the

a

hedged

The context of the passage does not allow

the Mosaic law would be the

sage's

as

from God.

(436). Strong's Hebrew Dictionary

preferable definition-sage's instruction

parallel chazon

or

(Brown, Driver, Briggs 435).

indicates the

choosing

The vision is later written

here, essentially means human

Deuteronomic Law

or

God does not show the

29: 18 is the Hebrew word torah. The second half of

it is used

as

law

Mosaic

image.

community as a directive word

key word in Proverbs

happy or blessed. Torah,

visual

only gives the description of it.

down to hold before the faith

The other

own

The

of the

Prophets.

As the

portions of Scripture-Law,

(Holman).

This connection
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What is clear is that the

same

authority is given to the chazon

as to

the torah for divine

guidance (Scott 170). The two methods of direction would be through (1)

a

communication from God, received

subjectively through an inspired subject,

objective communication from God,

held within the

The revealed word of God

law. A person and

a

people have

word of God. This kind of life

their

current

comes

a

and

(2)

an

Scriptures.

through both the prophetic vision and the written

unified, protected, and harmonious life

comes

fresh, divine

in the revealed

by having a fresh revelation from God relevant to

situation, and by obeying the already revealed word of God, relevant

in all

situations.
Visions

are

progressive in their revelation of God's greater vision.

For

example,

Genesis 12 God revealed that he would make the descendants of Abram into
nation.

Since Abram

old and had

was

no

accomplish this task through his servant,
would be

through Abram's

own

a

was

changed Abram's

EUezer

God then revealed it

(Genesis 15:2-3).

offspring (Genesis 15:4-5).

actually for the

two

This biblical account is

name

to Abraham and Sari's

of them to have

an

a

child,

even

Abram and Sarai then

relating to changing

God has for his

people.

to

1-2).

Sarah, because his plan

in their old age

care

people must be obedient in proceeding

instructs. A renewed revelation will

vision

name

16:

(Genesis

17:

19).

example of God's progressive revelation of the details to the

greater vision. It also illustrates the dangers of taking
wisdom. God's

great

children, he thought that God was going to

thought Abram's offspring would be through her handmaiden, Hagar (Genesis
God later

in

current

come

as

of the details

far

as

using

our own

the current vision

when the circumstances

are

right. Each new

conditions, progressively leads to the greater vision

God's greater vision is his

kingdom established

on

earth. The
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unique
move

and

progressive visions given to

God's

leading to

a

a

local church in the context of thek environment

people toward that greater vision.

Church visions

greater objective. Bama says, "[Vjision is

God all at once, but is
When

a

not

can

be

seen as

small

goals

dumped in people's minds by

progressively revealed to them. (Turning 13)"

church goes

through a visioning process,

it is

important to understand the

elements necessary to discern God's vision for that church. Shawchuck and Hueser
illustrate the value of understanding these
statement. The biblical

images

and

two

critical elements in

imperatives found in Scripture

universal. Envirormiental realities also tme of that

congregation can always

help

create a

shift and

meaningfiil mission

method of discerning

a

a

The

change.

statement

an

mission

are constant

and

converging of these two vital elements

(Shawchuck

and Heuser,

oversimplified form,

type of formula such as. Mission Statement

The mission statement of a

a

particular community and

church mission statement relates to the law

the latter part of Proverbs 29: 18. In

considered in

discerning

a

=

Managing 82).

or

This

instmction noted in

mission statement

might be

Scripture + Church Setting.

particular congregation reflects a part of the greater mission

of the Church. The local church fiilfills its purpose
circumstances in which it finds itself,

m

the

community and the

according to clear bibUcal teaching.

It is

clearly

objective in nature.
Discerning

a

vision statement of God's

subjective in nature.

An

awareness

of the

preferred future for a particular church is
setting is also

an

more

unportant element in

discerning the vision, but the fi^esh communication fi'om God (chazon) might be
discerned

m

ways other than

authority of Scripture.

An

Scripture, although the vision is always subject to the

oversimpUfied formula for a vision statement, corresponding
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mission statement, could be Vision Statement

to the formula for

a

Communication

Church

+

The vision would

Setting.

church would look Uke if it reflected the

move

=

Divine

the church toward what that

kingdom of God in that setting.

The vision is

discerned, under most circumstances, by the pastor, although other possible alternatives
are

that the vision is discerned

prayerfiil

consensus

the criteria

by another individual with the gift

of those in the

discussed,

Jesus did. The vision wUl become

prophetic voices

a

prophetic vision into

shared vision

only when it resonates with the vision

It would still be

leader wUl

of that church and its

church should be essential in

more

community.

determining the next pastor,

important for the

new

readily

assume

in

a

the vision of

connectional system.

leader to seek the face of God to discern if the

progressive, unfolding

of a vision, where the next step should be determined. God

leader to that church with different

be

a

The shared vision of the

even

vision should be revised. This need for revision is due to the

new

as

vision, it wiU be reflected in the church's spiritual discernment, recognition, and

kingdom in the context

nature

shared vision just

a

and ministries within the church. When the vision becomes

ownership of the vision to where the next
the

community, according to

discerned, it is important that the leader with the

vision fi-om God learns to communicate the

shared

or a

then evaluates the transcendent nature of the vision.

Once the transcendent vision is

of other

The Christian

congregation.

of prophecy

gifts

and graces,

directions that take them fiirther than the

possibly to lead the congregation in

original vision.

prudent because of possible changes within the

appointed a new

Re-evaluation would also

envu-onment or

community.
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Truths about Visions and Those Who Discern Visions
With the above BibUcal and

theological understandings,

certam truths emerge

concerning visions and those who discern them:
1

in

a

.

God makes known his wiU and direction for his

divine communication

2.

vision and the

Scripture.

Scripture reveals the general purposes and

word to reveal

torah,

or

direction of God. God does

3. A vision reveals

his

provides basic directive principals for a blessed life.

specific directions fi-om God

and times. God mtends to make his

plans known to

circumstances

relevant to

specific

his

Amos 3:7 says,

Sovereign LORD does nothing without revealing

the

use

specific directions m revelatory moments with the Holy Spirit. However,

bibUcal instruction,

as m

people through his word revealed

people.

his

plan to

"Surely

his servants the

prophets."
4. A fresh vision fi-om God is essential to the life and
5. God reveals his

Bible calls this person

the

prophet.

caU of God

and

A

on

plans to individuals within the faith community. Traditionally the
a

prophet

prophet.
can

In most

visionary churches, the pastor fiUs the role

be whomever God chooses. A

his/her life. That

prophet is to live a moral

prophet is

and

one

of

who has the

spiritual life before

God

people.

6. A vision is

one

step of a step-by-step progression of visions leading

revealed vwll and purpose for his
or

unity of God's people.

leadership

are

people. Changing circumstances, times, environment,

mdicators that God is

greater vision and purpose for

a

to God's

preparing to reveal the next step

church. God's overall

toward his

grand vision remains the

same.
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Progressive visions

lead up to God's greater vision. At times God

renews or

revises the

vision into its next form with each successive leader.
7. The vision

can

have visual

can

be

a

imagery through word pictures. God

through dreams, theophanies, visual images
8. The

or

other

It

also communicates his vision
means.

prophet/leader reveals God's vision to his people.

constantly before the people
9. A

preferred future for his people.

verbal revelation of God's

He/she

keeps the vision

of God.

congregated people to whom

a

vision is revealed in their circumstances, must

discern if the vision is from God.
10. The vision is to be written down. Habakkuk 2:2 says, "The LORD answered

'Write down the
others'"

(NCV).

answer on a

vision; write it clearly
The

on

clay tablets

Living Bible paraphrases it:

billboard, large and clear,

so

so

whoever reads it

can run

to

me:

tell

"And the Lord said to me, 'Write my

that anyone

can

read it at

a

glance

and rush to

tell the others.'"
11. When

an

obedient

people follow

a

vision from

God, it will

come

about.

4. Who Discerns the Transcendent Vision?

Further discussion
nature

and the

on

branching

must come from

who receives the vision is necessary, due to its controversial

streams

God. God's vision for the Church

The vision that God has for
one more

in the river of vision literature. Vision for

a

as a

local church will be the

whole is the

kingdom in

a

a

church

kingdom of God.

microcosm, providing

piece of the puzzle in the greater picture of God's kingdom on

earth. Haddon

Robinson, in the forward to Aubrey Malphurs' book on vision development, said, "Our
vision

must arise from

recognizing what the transcendent, contemporary God wants to do
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for his church and

through his

church, would he Iceep it
expect
from

us

on

a

to guess without

high,

a

church

secret

If God has

today" (Malphurs 10).

from his

people? God would not be

Transcendent vision is

telhng us.

divine communication from God to his

a

people.

fiUs the criteria of the

poured his Spirit.

an

individual,

a

prophet, although God also speaks to

Two trains of thought

are

God has

any person

present in the Uterature

elements to

it,

as

weU

as

people/pastor-led model.

dangerous

currents that must

to

a

word

vision for each

a

churches, the pastor

pastor in vision discerrmaent. One direction the literature takes is the
model. The other direction is the

as

vision from God,

In most

prophet.

cruel

so

Scripture indicates that God

church and desires to share it with those who will Usten. The
does communicate the vision to

vision for each

a

as

on

to

whom he has

the role of the

pastor/leader-led

Each model has

positive

be avoided.

The Pastor/Leader-Led Model
In

considering who

Uterature and

discerns God's vision for the

the

most of the Christian

Scripture support the position that the pastor of the

receives the vision from God. Pastors
God. The

church,

are

the

key leaders

church discerns

of congregations, called

pastor/leader led model is where God's vision for that church is

pastor/leader and

might assist

in the

shared with the

wording

congregation.

Leaders within the

of a vision statement, but the

core

or

by

discerned

by

congregation

vision itself is

given

through the pastor.
A

major area of concem in this study is the

discernment of vision for

congregation in the United Methodist Church.
are

often centered

people who

are

on a

God-given vision

wilUng to

of the

share the vision.

New

an

existing

congregations in any denomination

founding pastor.

People who

are

The church attracts

not attracted

by that particular
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vision go to another church.
a

variety of directions,

God reveal

or renew

unless

in

Existing churches have a diverse group of people moving
they remained focused

his vision to

an

on

the

founding vision.

How does

existing congregation in the United Methodist

Church?

The

primary pattern of visionary pastoral leadership

in

existing United Methodist

churches, considered to be visionary churches, is consistent with the pastor/leader-led
model. In 1989,

a

study was

done

on

thirty visionary churches in the five jurisdictions

the United Methodist Church. These churches of vision
churches in their jurisdiction,

growing

Research

as

determined

in

(viii).

some

current or

in

pursuing the vision.

sixteen

Most mention the

previous pastor influencing the vision

and

One of the churches of vision mentioned in the

Methodist Church in

Office of

God's call, reach

thirty UM churches studied,
speak specifically of a

mission statement, and all mention the influence of the

degree

the fastest

of people who need that which the

Of the

changed pastors while maintaming their vision,
or

as

by the general board's

communities, and find increasing numbers

churches feel God has called them to offer"

vision

selected

(Mohney viii). They "demonstrated then- abiUty to respond to

out to their

nine

were

of

leadership

stated

of the pastor

visionary leadership of the

growth of the church.

study was Frazer Memorial United

Montgomery, Alabama, where John Ed Mathison has been the

pastor since 1970. In 'T)eveloping Staff," number ten of his eleven principles for church

growth, concerning the
a

leader who

helps to

role of the senior pastor, Mathison states, 'The pastor needs to be

see

the vision for the

moving toward that vision"(103).

clearly understands the ultimate

congregation,

In his last

source

and then

gives leadership

in

principle, "Depend on God," Mathison

of that vision when he says, "God created the
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church and invited
the innate

us

abiUty to

to

be

a

part of it. We did

church,

so we

do not have

determine what the church should do and be. The church is God's

church and God must

give direction to

Another church that would make

Ginghamsburg United Methodist

its

an

ministry (106)."

updated Ust of churches of vision is

Church in

Tipp City, Ohio,

has been the pastor since 1979. From that time
grew from 90 in 1979 to 2,200 in 1996.

by vision.

not create the

where Michael

through 1996,

the

attendance

worship

Slaughter states that leaders are

Slaughter

driven forward

He states:

Leaders

people who have seen burning bushes. They have heard God's
They have a very clear picture in their minds of what God wants them
to accomplish. Vision enables the leader to discern God's direction. It gives
clarity of purpose. The leader is able to articulate clearly the "why" and
"where," and speaks vAth the authority of God. (104)
are

voice.

Slaughter speaks of his
small church for
as

he

prayed.

a

He

own

experience of discemmg God's vision.

was

determined not to leave that field untU God gave him

Ginghamsburg Church. God answered

"Standing knee-high in grass,

I envisioned

personal relationship with Christ
thousand

people in worship.

ministry.

Of this vision

He

before it

which he did with the

saw a

ministry that would
(1 10).

"This

focus

looking
clear

Slaughter
equaUy on

In his mind's eye, he

experience has been the basis

The power of vision enabled

me

After he received this

congregation, then to develop

leadership

his prayer.

a

at this

at it

sense

says,
a

saw

three

teaching church where people were equipped for

happened" (110).

to cast the vision before the

a

and social action"

Slaughter adds,

everything that has taken place.
success

was

short time. He walked out into the field behind the church

of God's vision for

God's

He

of the church

on a

a

to see the

for

reality of

vision, his first goal was

clear mission statement,

two-day retreat (117).
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The literature indicates that the

pastor/leader-led model is evident in many churches of

vision in the United Methodist Church. The pastor does not receive the vision in

isolation, however.

God

gives the vision to the individual in the

congregation. Like the saying goes,

"The leader who has

walk." A transcendent vision will hold within it

within the hearts of the

Dangerous

followers is

only taking a

of the call of God that resonates

a sense

people in that particular church.

Currents in the Pastor/Leader-Led Model

Skeptics

say the

pastor goes up
aimounce

no

context of a

pastor/leader-led model represents a hierarchical

to Mt.

it to the

structure where the

Smai, receives the vision, then comes down the mountain to

people who

must

accept it (Rainer 51). In considering the

pastor/leader-led model, Thom Rainer indicates that

a

fallacy in much

of the literature about vision today is that the pastor must
somehow get direct word from God about the vision, communicate it to the
church, and get the people to "own" the vision. The bibUcal reality is that God
desires to speak to aU of the people of the church about vision. (40)

Why would
Dangerous

a

pastor/leader-led model

not be an

acceptable alternative by some?

currents are inherent in this model.

In both the business world and the

church, there is

a

greater distrust of the

pastor/leader naming the vision and handing it down to the organization or church
expecting complete compUance.

In the past few years,

leadership

faUure has caused both

the business and Christian worlds to re-evaluate their views of leadership. Oswald and
Friedrich make the

point that

only grassroots visions have any real meaning or staying
go Moses-Uke up the mountain and return with

their wishes for the

a

power.

revelation

can

Clergy who
easUy mistake

Spirit and lead groups hungry for direction down
unfiaiitfiil, perhaps dangerous, paths. Just as use of the hierarchical model is
graduaUy diminishing in the corporate world, we in the church need a more
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engaging process for our members if we hope to help them embrace
fixture together, (vii)
This comment is

had

on

Mt.

meant to

achieve his goals, but

own

visionary experiences,

as

Moses

a

God-given vision.

and wdU of

God has used charismatic leaders

great many charismatic leaders have used God

achieve their

to

personal goals.

In

Overcoming the Dark Side of Leadership. Gary Mcintosh and Samuel Rima

explore the
gifted

m

causes

of leadership failure in pastors,

leadership. They

often go unexamined"

especially those who

state that every person has a dark side to his

dark side refers to "the irmer urges,

compulsions,

and

(22). The dark side does not refer to evil

When examined

regularly carefully and prayerfixlly,

with its

chaimeled in

energies

a

or

destructive forces that could explode

side drives

positively.

assure

personality.

personality that

demonic

can

be

a

community, he

or

or

but

kept ui check
one

to

accountability

she may

use

these dark

pastor/leader discerns the vision and accountability is
must

put safeguards in

the vision is fi"om God and not fi'om the ego of the leader. The inherent

danger of the pastor/leader-led model is whether the vision arises fi'om the
the leader

impulses,

time bomb of

at any moment. If the leader has

context of Christian

When the

they may create

The

assets or deficits.

present, opportunity for abuse of power arises. Church leaders

place to

apparently

positive way as these quu-ks in personality drive

achieve. When left unexamined and unchecked,

systems in place within the

the dark side

are

of our

dysfunctions

personality quirks that may prove to be either potential leadership

not

such

danger hes in placing greater emphasis on the personality traits

the leader instead of the power of a
to

belittle

Sinai, for God certainly did and still does speak to individuals in such a

The

manner.

probably not

a new

the vision is indeed fi'om God.

ego needs of
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Churches and businesses make

personality.

James CoUins and

corporations that are built to
sheds

light

on

assumptions that the leader must

Jerry Porras have done

last. In their book,

the type of leader needed in

a

a

some

section

have

a

charismatic

significant research into

on

'Twelve Shattered

Myths"

visionary organization.

Myth 2: Visionary companies require great and charismatic visionary leaders.
Reality: A charismatic visionary leader is absolutely not required for a
visionary company and, in fact, can be detrimental to a company's long-term
prospects.
[T]hey [the CEOs] concentrated more on architecting an
enduring institution than on being a great individual leader. (7-8)
.

.

.

Edwin Friedman expresses cautions for
of a charismatic

especially to

a

style leadership

moves

and is most effective when
are

a

the

charismatic

brings about

despondent system in need

leadership organizes and

problems

is that it

a

style

dramatic

of an emotional boost. Further, this

organization toward a goal

style

of leadership

can

create

has trouble with succession, because the system becomes too

having
as

long

church

an

as

in

a

short

style of

period

of time,

God

can use

dependent

charismatic

It

unhealthy polarization.
on

The leader is forced to overfijnction and is also

organization to lead (225).
any

changes quickly,

system is in need of stimulation fi-om beyond itself The

that the charismatic

personality of the leader.

of leadership. One benefit

dependent

personaUties

personaUty is subjected to the authority of the Scripture,

the

or

on

introverts

accountable to

a

body, and foUows the leading of the Holy SpUit.

Dietrich Bonhoeffer

experienced in a very personal way the abuse of power by

godless leaders whose vision found its

source

in the leader's ego needs. He

wams:

God hates visionary dreaming; it makes the dreamer proud and pretentious.
The man who fashions a visionary ideal of community demands that it be

reaUzed by God, by others, and by himself He enters the community of
Christians with his demands, sets up his own law, and judges the brethren and
God Himself accordingly. He stands adamant, a Uving reproach to aU others in
the circle of brethren. He acts as if he is the creator of the Christian
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things do not go his
way, he calls the effort a failure. When his ideal picture is destroyed, he sees
the community going to smash. So he becomes, first an accuser of his
brethren, then an accuser of God, and finally the despairing accuser of himself
(27-28)
community,

In business

refers to such

if his dream binds

as

godless

wary" (Newman).
should

and

egocentric visionary leaders
are

Newman's

speak up

courage to do it. He

reading the

together.

When

Uterature, George Newman reflects similar concem

He says, "Not aU visionaries

someone

men

as

m

his article when he

Napoleon, Hitler,

monsters, but enough of them have been

concem

in

to make us

corporations is that, according to the textbooks,

if the leader's vision is

mappropriate.

In

reality no

adds, "Most firms' mformal succession policies put

CEO's mind and

and Stalin.

anticipatmg her wishes,

not on

a

one

has the

premium on

contradicting her" [sic]

(Newman).
This

concem can

important issue
the church

as

easily apply to the pastor of the church as weU.

and has been broken

weU

as

speak up when it honestly

seeks the

people

of Israel in

guidance of the Holy Spirit

earUer,

Christian leaders. The
or

(Barton 37).

it necessary to

as

weU, in that

even

equip Moses with

in

courageous

discerning the

visions from God

several

signs to

a

source

are

not

convince the

source

clear difference is present between the corporate and
of the vision makes the difference. In corporate

worst of situations, the source of the vision Ues within the

The

enough to

Egypt.)

As mentioned

in the best

body must prayerfully discem if the vision is

God, the congregation must be

of the vision. Caution must be taken here

readily accepted. (God feU

an

enough tunes to warrant safeguards for the sake of

the pastor. The church

fi-om God. If the vision is not from

Tmst is

source

America,

corporate leader

of a Christian leader's vision must be God. The

danger is when
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the Christian leader attempts to imitate corporate leaders too

closely, apart from the

accountability of Christian community and the practice of spiritual disciphnes necessary
in

discerning

The

transcendent vision.

a

People/Pastor-Led Model
Other Uterature

model. The pastor
vision does not

on

vision statement

plays a unique leadership role m the process but discernment

fiiUy rely upon his/her cormection ^mth

the issue of whose

prophetic gift(s)

of prophet within

congregation.

that

God

gift.

development recommends the people/pastor-led

a

can

also

are

God. This model

of the

helps resolve

utUized when the pastor does not meet the criteria

God wiU

speak coUectively to

speak to
a

in the

someone

congregation with

church that seeks God's vision

through

prayer.
In Rainer's

the

people

"people-led vision model,"

of the church.

They receive

God discloses God's vision

God's

directly through

calling ui ministry and spiritual gifts. The

congregation begins doing the ministry according to their giftedness

and

calling.

The

pastor then discerns and communicates the vision according to the giftedness and

ministry of the people (52). The pastor/leader stiU fiilfiUs a valuable role but it differs
from the

pastor/leader-led model.

discem what God is
and

equip

the

Rainer says, 'The

pastor's role in this

model is to

already doing in the church, communicate that vision to the people,

people

as

they continue to develop

ministries

according to the vision"

(Rainer 52).
Shawchuck and Heuser share
leader's

private domain.

In

a

a

similar beUef

They state;

"Vision is not in the

healthy congregation, vision wiU

reside in the hearts of
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many,
A

as

the leaders set the

congregation is
It is

people free to

discem God's vision for their life and

at its best when vision is

breaking out everywhere" (Leading 139).

important to understand that the vision might already be lived

variety of ways. God does not have to wait for
should expect to
out in the

assume as

its

It is

own.

a

The church

existing ministry of the church.

spiritual gifts in their own call to ministry.
has to force anyone to do these

pastor to

out

m

ministry m a

vision that the church

name a

possible that the vision is akeady being Uved

Elements of the vision bubble up from within the

one

ministry.

thmgs.

sunply has

not

recognized it yet.

congregation as the members use their

The vision empowers and
As the

same

energizes them.

vision pops up in

places, the pastor helps guide the church in identifying the vision.

a

If God is

variety

No

of

speaking

through a prophetic voice within the congregation, ideally the pastor must be able to
and accept the transcendent vision.

perceive it, spiritually discem it,
The pastor has

a

unique role hi the Body of Christ, fiiUy connected to the

Body.

The way this connection

caUs it

a

usually plays

men are

church because

to

see

they have

visions
a

includes mission statement

(1).

He says that

^

a

vision team

development.

group. Mathison

dreams and

people own the planning of their
a

strategic plan that

Hunter states that "it is cmcial that the

and the

important than producf (Spread

or

to dream

men are

part in designing it (3). In developing

together, prayerfully define their fiiture
more

is in

"Joel Committee" from Joel 2:28b where the old

the young

is

out

rest of the

impact they intend.

the Power

people,

In this case, process

189).^

The importance of process was evident with the Vision Team in my own church. The process was
incredibly important. We took time to include the congregation in the process with feedback opportunities.
We asked the congregation to pray for the Vision Team while we worked through the process. The Vision
Team and the congregation had ownership of the product, the vision statement.
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Dangerous

Currents in the

Critics of the

emphasis

on

the

God

historically,

People/Pastor Led Model

people/pastor led model
congregation
uses

notice in the Bible that God
selected

a

committee

or a

individuals

gave

person for whom he tailored

Committees

are

inherent

problems with an

discerning the vision. Biblically

and

communicate his vision. Bama says, "Did you

to

never

feel that there

a

vision to

a

vision for

a

a

committee? In every case, God
better fiimre"

generally operate by vote or consensus.

Vision that

(Turning 75).

tmly

comes

from God is

not up for a vote.

In Generation to Generation. Edwin Friedman identifies the

A system is not hierarchical but

family system.
any

system

or

ability to

he

or

as a

do with "the leader's

motivate others"

characteristic of leaders who
believe

interdependent. However,

organization is dependent upon the leadership of one

Spiritual leadership has more to
with the

are

capacity for

(221). Self-definition

confident in who

leader. The leader accepts his

she stays

or

her

they

own

or

a

mn

the health of

two persons

(221).

leader and what

uniqueness,

while at the

they

same

time

In terms of this paper,

God and their God-

unique vision mn the risk of being aloof from the

congregation or defensively separating themselves
of themselves also

type of

self-definition than

unwavering in recognizing their call from

given vision. Leaders who receive

or

a

self-differentiation is

are as a

closely cormected with the rest of the system.

leaders must be clear and

are unsure

congregation as

the risk of being

from the

congregation.

Leaders who

dependent on the congregation for

direction. Self-differentiated leaders, who accept their

uniqueness,

also maintahi

relationship with the people while comforting, compassionately confronting,
nonreactively dealing with sabotage and moving forward (229).

a

close
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Just

as

Friedman expresses

holds similar

concems

Consensus is "An
or

a

opposite

or

accord"

progress and

Consensus

dependent

resource

person

personal feeUngs over ideas.

creative ideas have

come

on

whole

or

As

by majority will"

positive as

or an

enabler. Consensus values peace

Consensus is less

imaginative,

since most

from individuals rather than groups. Leaderless groups

gives strength to the extremists

and offers
lead

no

by

easily

guarantees against

consensus

is

more

reactive

proactive.

A biblical

example of the negative influence

Jeremiah received

surrender to the

prison.

The

Zedekiah

a

Babylonians instead

A bibUcal

silenced

.

.The

king can do nothing to

and

at the

support of Peter presented their
beUevers who

were

arrested and put mto

repUed to them in Jeremiah

oppose

example of a self-diflFerentiated leader taking

vote, is found in Acts 15

was

by putting him to death. King

along with the consensus of the oflBcials
.

King Zedekiah of Judah to

of fighting them. Jeremiah

king's oflBcials wanted Jeremiah

went

of consensus is found in Jeremiah 38.

word from the Lord which instmcted

38:5 "He is in your hands.

or a

as a

the will of the group. The function

polarization in the organization (227). Attempting to
than

approach.

a consensus

(American Heritage Dictionary).

Consensus is

of the leader becomes that of a

panic.

extreme of using

he

might be, Friedman voices mherent dangers when regularly using consensus in

congregational system.

over

relating to the charismatic style of leadership,

opinion or position reached by a group

"general agreement

consensus

for the

concems

a

you" (NIV).

stand, uistead of consensus

Jemsalem Council. Paul and Bamabas with the

case

that the Gentiles

were

receiving

salvation. Other

Pharisees said the Gentiles must first be circumcised

Law of Moses. After

according to the

hearing both sides, James, the brother of Jesus and leader of the
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Council, then made a judgment (Acts

15:

13-20).

"should not make it difficult for the Gentiles v/ho
added

two

practices the Gentiles should avoid.

present and

unlikely,

and

a vote

In

verse

are

19, James said the church

turning to

In this

situation,

God"

consensus was not

blockages to vision.

One of the most

damaging is Robert's Rules of Orders and the vote (Managing 114).

A vote calls for

people are more likely to defend their ovra position than to cooperate

also reduces vision to
it is the

James then

would have been divisive.

Shawchuck and Heuser mention several

debate where

(NTV).

one

alternative among many

(116).

If the vision is

and

truly from God,

only ahemative.

Slaughter says of the people/pastor-led model where the pastor acts as a manager
rather than

a

leader:

Because the manager lacks

a clear vision, he or she becomes more of a
facilitator of group process: "What do you think we should do?" "How do
you
feel about it?" "Where do you think we should be headed?" The
group
faciUtator role, however, fails to take into account one very critical problem: It

is in the nature of people to want to go back to
Even in the best of situations when usmg the

looks to the pastor for du-ection.

people/pastor-led model, the group

or

leaders to

identify the vision and/or mission of the church-all eyes fall
current

surrender his/her
Comments

on

m

the

often

Every United Methodist pastor knows what happens

during his

dangerous

her annual

Egypt. (105)

charge conference,

the district

asks the church

superintendent

on

the pastor. A

people/pastor-led model is that the pastor would abdicate

leadership responsibility to

a

if

or

group.

the Two Models

Although critics

of the

emphasize differences,

pastor/leader-led model

the two models

are

and the

actually very

people/pastor-led model

similar. In the

pastor/leader-led
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model the pastor discerns the vision in the context of the Christian

community.

In the

people/leader-led model, the pastor discerns the vision

out of the

prayerfiil

the Christian

branching

streams of vision

literature

community. The two models

flowing in parallel with

possibiUty exists that

one

at

like two

another while

moving m the

same

of

direction. The

might be more appropriate than the other under certain

model

circumstances, for instance

one

are

consensus

different

phases

of the church

life-cycle.

5. How Transcendent Vision Is Discerned

Since God is the

by

a

pastor

one means

or a

source

of a transcendent vision, how, then, is God's vision discerned
The mystery of God

congregation?

of communicatmg his vision. God

precludes that

God does not

use

any

speaks to individuals m ways pecuUar to

those individuals.
The most

important,

Bama says, "In

common

grasping vision,

(Turning 90). Prayer is

our

ingredient in discerning a transcendent vision is prayer.

prayer is

an

indispensable ingredient m the process"

essential Unk vAth the transcendent God. In these times of

communication in prayer God reveals his vision for the church. Even
sections of the vision literature
not

neglected.

In his section

are

on

dedicated to

'The

essential to bathe the entire process in
prayer, which is prayer

methodology,

Development

an

of a Vision"

though larger

emphasis

on

prayer is

Malphurs states,

"It is

prayer" (62). Malphurs emphasizes envisioning

specifically concemed with discerning the ministry vision (62).

Prayer should be focused

on a

request for God

to

reveal his vision for the church.

Shawchuck and Heuser say.

Many congregations attempt to plan up a vision, which ends up printed
somewhere on the buUetin, church stationary, or in the long-range planning
document. The missing ingredient is the spirituality of waiting on God,
spiritual conversation, prayer, covenant community, and the means of grace.
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congregation and its leaders to be receptive to vision
God's dreaming God's vision of the Kingdom in the heart of the congregation
(Managing 100).
all of which

If a church is to

the

move

-

begin a vision discernment

spiritual disciplines where the members are
God. The church seeks
In

recruit in the

insists, "When God places

the door for vision
among the first

on

effectively m tune with the Spirit

of

more

congregation to
in your church

a

assist in vision

person of prayer. He is

communicate his vision for

a

Vision

means

comes

congregation

by divine encounter, intuition,

of discernment is

come as a

(106-107).

sees a

leader must Usten to

(108-109).

Some

discernment. A

God's vision

likely to

experience,

Vision becomes apparent

occur

divine

a

to a

impulse,

or

still small voice

Vision is discerned

which is Uke

come

act

blessed

or

inner

by seeing through a need.

(105-106). Vision also

waking dream that is

through the hopes and dreams

congregations might

be detected

and

always to

a

lofty goal

of the members. A

personal visions of the congregation through discussion and dialogue

simple method

can

might

actually Ustening to the

pressing need that compels them to

"cloud nine"

are

people.

nudging of the Spirit (Managing 103-104).

may

should be

church, those means

Shawchuck and Heuser indicate several ways that vision

A

opening

people to be mcluded in the process" (Rainer 1 8). Although God might

be immersed in the prayers of his

hunch. This

discernment,

discovery and vision implementation. Prayer warriors

variety of means to

congregation.

the

vision that is God-centered.

considering whom to

Thom Rainer

use a

a

process, the first step is to concentrate

suffer the

is to make up

a

"paralysis of analysis" of vision

vision and try it

by practicing foresight

or

on

for

a

while

(109).

anticipating changes that

are

planning for ministry opportunities that wiU meet the needs those
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In defense of this last

changes bring (109-1 10).
"Making up your vision,

and

method, Shawchuck and Heuser say:

practicing foresight,

is still better than

attempting to

vision through

a

strategic planning process and Robert's Rules of Order.

submit itself to

a

plarming process.

Vision is

caught,

or

it catches us"

In Barton's dissertation entitled The Christian Leader

Barton interviewed

as a

force

a

Vision will not

(1 10).

Spirit-Driven Visionary.

thirty Christian leaders who were considered to be visionaries.

He

discovered fourteen observable patterns used

by God to impart vision: adversity, angels,

audible

dreams/visions, music, people,

voice, circumstances,

common sense,

reading/studying/thinking, scripture, seminars/conferences,

spouse, and

prayer,

still, small voice

(120).
Barton identified

Spuit m the Uves
1.

seven

major findings that provide

Visionary leaders follow

ovm

a

number of different routes toward
an

idiosyncratic process (181).

catching God's

Leaders must discover

style of vision discernment.

2. God

Scripture,

operation of the Holy

of visionary leaders:

vision. The creation of vision is

thek

clues for the

uses a

a

variety of elements to impart vision.

stiQ small voice,

people,

Conmion

prayer, circumstances and

mgredients were

reading/studying/

thinking.
3.

Living

a

life of personal devotion to God is essential for

Spiritual disciphnes are ways leaders do their part in seeking
God.
4. Vision is best created in

community with others.

a

visionary leadership.
dynamic relationship with
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5. Vision unfolds

developmentally.

Vision is

expanded upon within the Christian

community.
6. Vision is
cause

macro

in scope.

Focusing on details

as

the vision is

being birthed can

premature death of the vision.

7. God transmits vision

receive God's vision

as

along a disengagement-engagement

they disengage from the world,

continuum. Leaders

and then engage

m

ministry.

God

reveals the vision to different leaders at different times in this continuum.
6.

The

Significance of a

meaning and high value

helpmg the church identify and

Shared Vision

of a shared vision and the role of the

cast the vision must

connection exists between shared vision and vision
What is Shared

or

means

corporate vision. Corporate vision is

we are

held in

by the majority of the

the corpus

personal vision of the members,
becomes greater than the

interaction of two
sum

ownership by a congregation.

continually crops up within the literature is "shared vision."

the church skice
common

be discussed. A vital

Corporate Vision?

One of the terms that

Shared vision also

now

pastor/leader in

simi

or more

as

or

body of Christ. Shared

experienced

or

or

appropriate term for

corporate vision is

forces

in their call and

Synergy
so

ministry,

shared vision

occurs; synergy is defined

as

"the

that the combined effect is greater than the

of their individual effects" (American Heritage). Shared vision is the

church where the

one

church members. When it connects with the

of its parts.

agents

an

congregation embraces the transcendent vision.

goal for a
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When
the

a

vision is

congregation

openly

can

see,

stated and

presented to the congregation by the leadership,

and

recognize

own

shared vision. A vision that is shared has the
A shared vision coimects wdth

�

the

vision, turning

following

involved, they share

resonates vnth the

Leading 145).
how
the

personal visions. When people in their

vision. A shared vision matters to

Peter

Senge

says, "Shared visions emerge fi'om

of the

people

A shared vision is owned
as can

feel involved in it and

(Harari).

as

it is

as

long as it

personal visions.

This is

It captures

continually shaped through dialogue and

be

by the organization.

supported by it,

or

her

and act upon

organization

personal vision,

the church, when each member of a

coming fi'om God,

not

resonance occurs

doing in the

see

same

organization (Lucas).

can

be

as

profound

then

it, it will

not make much

impact

agrees that the shared vision is

ownership takes place.

an

In the context of

congregation perceives the vision as transcendent and
with those

A shared vision unifies. Sometimes

things, they do

A vision

humanly designed, but unless people understand it, buy into it,

When each member of the

important part of his

are

people

they

(Easum 82).

and wonderfiil

�

of the church in which

they derive their energy and how they foster connmitment" (Senge 211).

prayer

a

personal visions of individuals in the church (Shawchuck and Heuser,

hopes and dreams

�

a

ordinary vision into

characteristics:

personal vision carry similar pictures of the preferred fiiture
are

an

seeking God's direction

even

when churches

the connection between what

a

doing the right

they do in ministry and what others

church. A shared vision is invaluable to
A shared vision unifies

are

in their lives.

an

interdependent

diverse group. It motivates and unites

large, scattered workforce ("Vision Thing"). That workforce

sees

itself as

working

a
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toward

a

shared

goal.

It shares

people commit to helping
Senge

says, "A vision is

committed to
When

one

one

truly

another

something in common that binds them together.

another because

not just to

people hold that shared vision in

sidetrack them.
that will
�

each of us,

common, it

a

similar

their

mdividually, having it" (206).

pulls them together. Nothing

can

goals (Oswald and Friedrich 1).

A shared vision is facilitated

John Naisbitt and Patricia

by aligimient.

speak of the critical maimer in which alignment helps

They state,

picture and are

They are intentional about then- purpose. They focus only on the things

bring them closer to

Aburdene

fact,

they feel connected by shared vision.

shared when you and I have

having it,

In

"When

people work to their full capacity,

co-workers, when everything

when

create a

they feel

shared vision.

in sync with their

together on cue though completely unplanned,

comes

alignment is present" (25). Alignment is a description of an ahnost mystical or spuitual
effect, enabUng the shared vision to take hold in
an

ordinary vision into

aligned

a

an

organization. Alignment transforms

corporate vision because the personal visions of the people

with that vision. A corporate definition of alignment is "that

and enthusiasm that

right-and

to do the

energizes people in companies to
right thing" (27).

In the

from other

systemic.

things

church, alignment happens when the Holy

gifts in a unified working unit that moves toward a common vision
A shared vision is

unparalleled spirit

make the extra effort to do

Spirit brings all the parts of the Body of Christ together through the

�

are

Shared vision does not

iniportant components of a church.

open system, that seeks to create outputs such

occur

It is part of a
as

are

of the fiiture.

in isolation

transforming system,

influences and

church's environment. Shawchuck and Heuser say there

exercise of spiritual

resources

four

an

that affect the

interdependent parts to
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the

transforming system of a congregation: mission, organizational design, spirituality

(vision
�

spirit), and intra/interpersonal relationships (Managing 46).

and

A shared vision takes time to emerge. A vision

is discerned

by the leadership takes time to become

this

happens depends upon the leadership.

the

personal vision of members

materiahzes.
as a

takes weeks

congregation that

corporate vision. Much of the way

As the vision is clarified and resonates with

are

truly

shared take time to emerge.

of interactions of individual visions"

or even

of the

congregation, alignment begins and a shared vision

says, "Visions that

Senge

by-product

of the

a

rising out

years to emerge. Yet

(218).

Sometimes

during this time people

a

They grow

shared vision

draw closer to God in

discerning God's vision (Bama, Turning 40).
�

A shared vision in

become

a

shared

simation and

a

a

church

comes

fi'om God. In order for

vision, the congregation must

"big

ear" toward God. God

have

a

"clear

a

eye" toward their

speaks to people out

congregation to the point where vision

comes

popping

comes

God is

out

will make his vision known to those who Usten. A corporate vision

Body of Christ

own

of their concrete realities

(Shawchuck and Heuser, Managing 50). Through gifts and calling,
life of the

vision to

working

everywhere.

in the

God

perceived by the

fi"om God.

The corporate vision is a congregation's image of its God-given possibilities.
It is God dreaming God's vision of the Kingdom in the heart of the

congregation. It is the congregation's unshakable beUef that God is working
purpose through them that is larger than any one of them could imagine.
(Shawchuck and Heuser, Leading 140)
Bama mentions

God:
the

(1) scriptural,

seven

checkpoints to

evaluate if the vision discerned

when the vision is tested

comes

a

fi-om

against the word of God; (2) verified-asking

opinion of others whom you respect; (3) emotion, where the vision brings excitement;
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(4) fear, which is
which

sign the vision is overwhehning and fills us with awe; (5) uniqueness,

a

distinguishes the vision as different fi-om all

indicating that

God's vision will be

worthiness, where the vision gives
commitment

other

visions; (6) diflBculty,

beyond what we can do
a sense

of being

on our

own; and

(7)

worthy of our deepest level of

(Turning 41-42).

The Role of the Pastor/Leader in Shared Vision
A

define

good definition of leadership
leadership

as

comes

the art of mobilizmg others to want to

aspu-ations" (30). Managers handle things.
before

fi-om Kouzes and Posner who say

(36). Leaders help

to discem the

Leaders take

struggle for

us

"[W]e

shared

places we have

shared, transcendent vision that

never

been

directs the

church.
A

big picture perspective of the leadership role can provide additional msight to the

discussion of the

understanding
ocean

pastor/leader and

shared vision.

Senge provides

of the role of the leader. He asks that you

liner and you

are

the leader

-

to fill one or more

of these roles

as

fascinating

imagme your organization is an

what is your role? Some

captain, navigator, helmsman, engineer stoking the fire,

a

respond with answers

social director.

leaders of their churches.

of

Many pastors try

Senge responds with an

unanticipated role:
neglected leadership role is the designer of the ship. No one has a more
sweeping influence than the designer. What good does it do for the captain to
say, "Tum starboard thirty degrees," when the designer has built a mdder that
will tum only to port, or which takes sbc hours to turn to starboard? It's
fruitless to be the leader m an organization that is poorly designed. (341)
The
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In his

emphasis

on

the

"Most leaders with whom I

importance of design, Senge adds,

have worked agree that the first

leadership design task concems developing vision,

values, and

(343).

purpose

As mentioned

or

mission"

earUer, the pastor/leader is to discem the vision

context of congregational

Ufe and

discerning process is helpfiil
vision. Leaders
their main

are not to

in

ministry.

Inclusion of the

shared and

God reveals it in the

congregation hi the

assuring that the congregation has ownership of the

abdicate their

responsibility in discerning the vision,

responsibility. Bennis and Nanus emphasize this:

assemble for the

as

organization a vision of a desired fiiture

which is

"The effective leader must

state. While this task may

developed with other key members of the organization,

it remains the

be

core

responsibility and cannot be delegated" (141).
To discem God's vision in the context of their
encourage members of the
say, "The dreams and

leader's vision of the
purpose

church, the pastor/leader is to

congregation to voice their own visions.

aspirations

fiiture, for

a

of a leader's constituents must be inherent in the
shared vision is

possible only if constituents find the

appealing" (119).

Kouzes and Posner note that "Visions

spring forth from our intuition.

the mother of invention, intuition is the mother of vision"
have

one

special talent,

it is to

sense

If necessity is

(111). They add that

the purpose in other people

does not guarantee the vision is transcendent. Barton wams,
a

Kouzes and Posner

if leaders

(129). Intuition, alone,

"Although

intuition

can

play

major role m vision formulation, it is an intuition mformed by God for the visionary

Christian leader"
then become

a

(47).

While the

source

shared vision through

of the vision is

God,

a

transcendent vision must

intuitive, pastoral leadership.

A

pastor/leader
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intuitively

senses

the

degree the vision connects with the personal visions

congregation to become
are more

eflective at

shared vision. Easum beUeves that certain

a

leading

initiates. He states that the

suited for transformation

a

personality types

congregation through the transformation

Myers-Briggs Type Indicator suggests NTs

(145). The Ns

oriented persons. Sensation

or

of a

shared vision

a

and NFs

iNtuitives contrast with the Ss

or

are

best

sensation-

(S)-oriented people call themselves practical while intuitive

(N) people consider themselves mnovative (Keirsey and Bates 16). The intuitive leaders
are,

however,

intuitive

a

minority,

as

only twenty-five percent

of the

pastor/leader seelcs the prayerfiil support

discem God's vision. When the pastor beUeves he/she has

vision, the pastor brings to

a

leadership

group

Through prayer and dialogue with the pastor,
vision's transcendent

nature

is discerned.

administrative

stmcture

of the

the

as

responsibility of the pastor/leader is to

ministry have

a

responsibility to

leadership,

a

vision of the church is the

the

transcendent

and the

congregation,

the

written vision statement, if it is not
or

redesign of

body.

clearly as possible,

the role of the

He/she should not

keep it

locked away.

continue to cast the vision before the

All in the vision team,
cast

a

Then, with the assistance of selected leaders of

guardian of the vision.

congregation in a variety of ways.

of the church to

vision team what he/she has discerned.

should include leaders of the church

Once God's vision has been discemed

pastor/leader is that

tmly received

Any strategic planning, realignment of finances,

format.

in

or

congregation, the vision is then fashioned into

already in that

The

as

(Keirsey and Bates 17).

In the best of situations, the

the

population see themselves

leadership,

and all

participants

vision, but the primary spokesperson for the

pastor/leader (Malphurs 95).
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Concerning the frequency of casting the vision. Rick Warren speaks of the Nehemiah

Principle that

is based

on

the Book of Nehemiah, where the

vision of a restored wall around the
to

city of Jerusalem.

Principle is:

keep the church moving

speaking opportunities
uses

of visual

programs, skits and
song, and

in the

right

direction"

more

of the pastor

images (sUde,

or

shared vision.

With

a

change in pastors,

responsibility

that vision will not

of the

pastor/leader is to

will

about

any

promoting their ovm agendas.

new

leader,

about

a

a

on

the head of this

change in the system.

The

or

a

vision which

change

of the next

lapel pins),

church around

new

can

the

survive

a

a

progressively

in the vision. If a
a

particular church,

visionary pastor.

Pastor/leaders who

staying power that

as

vision,

promoting the vision-as well

discem God's vision for

designing

of the

state-of-the-ministry speech, brochures,

a

concem

visionary church will not be solely dependent
or

modeUng

again. The danger is always present that leaders

vision. This kind of vision has

twenty-six days to

presentations, logo,

The desired resuh is

there is often

discem and cast the vision while also

the leader

the leader's

necessarily change with the arrival

issue of design arises
concemed about

are:

audio and video

(Malphurs 105-135).

a

bring

discouraged. Nehemiah

(111).

leaders of the church

drama, newcomer's class,

becomes

core

only fifty-two days

"Vision and purpose must be restated every

Other methods of communicating the vision

the

grew

shared

vision, which energized them to complete the vision. According to Warren,

the Nehemiah

as

The wall took

build, but after the first twenty-six days, the Israelites

restated the

prophet held up the

The

are more

are

tme

visionaries

divine, transcendent

leadership changes.

A

personality of the leader. However,

family system

called the local

church,

pastor seeks God's direction for renewal
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or

revision of the vision,

as

the

change could be God's indicator for the next step of the

Once God's vision is

luifolding vision.

helps to design churches

around

a

vision,

as

weU

be discussed

cycle, the
Church

size of the

a

a

Four variables to

vision, where the church is in its Ufe-

church, and the tenure of the pastor.

place, acceptance

of the vision

Shawchuck and Heuser state,

vision may not become

communication-which
For

a new

Acceptance of the Vision

congregation.

place,

visioning process should proceed.

whether the church accepts the

Once the vision is in
the

affect the readiness of an estabUshed church to receive

influence how the

as

are

can

shared, transcendent vision.
Church Variables

7.

Certain variables

confirmed, shaped, and cast, the pastor/leader

vision to become

in

varjdng degrees within

"Though everything

else may be in

reaUty because of a lack of support, trust,

keeps the people apart,
a

comes

not

trusting one

shared vision that directs the

another"

and open

(Leading 152).

congregation, acceptance is vitaUy

important.
Bama

gives four primary ways people respond to

congregation does not

claim the vision

as

its OAvn;

a

vision:

(1)

denial

-

that

is, the

(2) coexistence, where the

congregation acknowledges the vision, but it is too busy to change anything; (3)
acceptance,

a

response in which the

movuig toward the

congregation accepts the vision as weU as changes

vision, but is not driven by it; and (4) ownership, where the

congregation owns the vision as
On the corporate

a

shared vision

(Turning 135-137).

level, Senge reports possible attitudes people take toward the vision.

The best attitude is commitment, where

people want the vision

and wiU do what it takes
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to

make it

happen.

Next is

enrollment, where people want the vision and will do what it

takes within the letter of the law. Genuine

organization see the benefits
attitude where
comes

they

see

and will do what is

do.

where

Noncompliance

people do

people have no

The desire of church

uiterest

ui

leadership

expected.

move

acceptance. As mentioned above, ownership
vision.

Acceptance and enrolhnent

Church

Life-Cycle

All

church

still

or

see a

less

maturity,

and dechne

growth, stabiUty,

go

(68).

(219-220).

truly reflects

church du-ected

even

a

shared

by its vision.

churches. Several authors

on

Bama reports that

through the pattem of birth, development,

(Tumaround Churches 19).

and decline

apathy,

congregation into the upper levels of

visioning recognize the need to acknowledge this variable.
can

only what

not see the

The final attitude is
care

Next

no more.

benefits and will do

commitment

organizations journey through a life-cycle,

churches, like other organizations,

as

can

the

but

organization does

the vision and could

is to

Formal compliance is the

expected,

not see the

is evident when the

benefits of the vision and will not do what is

where the

expected.

the benefits and will do what is

grudging compliance,

they have to

compliance occurs when members of the

Mcintosh and Rusbuldt chart the

Rendle breaks it down fiirther mto the

cycle

dream,

beliefs, goals, stmctures, nostalgia, questioning, polarization, and dropout (135).
Shawchuck and Heuser present the

maturity, and decline
s-curve

that tilms

on a

life-cycle of a congregation as: inception, growth,

time/effectiveness graph

upward with growth

organizational development,

but it

(Leading 160-161).

and effectiveness in the

Easum

uses a

early part of

drops back down as time progresses (148-149).
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Clinton Parker of the General Board of Discipleship in the United Methodist Church

presents

a

church

Ufe-cycle as a bell

curve

in

a

time/growth graph.

Phase I of the life-

cycle is the lower left quadrant of the graph, when the church is birthed and rapidly

growing. Phase II
takes

shape,

but

tradition takes
are

occurs as

the church becomes

growth continues.

hold, maintenance is

firmly estabUshed.

All

Phase in is the stage where
a

high priority,

Phase IV represents

not occur, the church will die

settled and

more

a

organizational form

growth declines

as

organization and positions

and church

Ufe-cycle phase where,

if intervention does

(Parker).

organizations, includmg churches, travel through life-cycle changes. Intervention

can occur

not

simply to prevent death,

Literature varies

as

to when is the most

reference to the four

growth has

phase Ufe-cycle,

stabUized and yet

church is

but to embark into

appropriate

two

and

new

Ufe

optimal times for renewal

continues, and phase four,

a new

vision, finding renewal and revitalization in it. However,

death, members vAll try anj^hing. They are

a

great deal of energy

are

phase two,

when the church is

a

precarious time for re-visioning;

Ufe-cycle.

optimal time for intervention.

When

near

on a new

must

be

a

more

church

near

In

when

death.

ready to accept
near

death is

a

expended for

resurrection.
The best time for

second

The

new

vision

was

not done at the birth of the

are

helps create

new

practically infaUible:

successfiil... If you don't

church, is in the

stabiUzed in its structure and yet is stiU vital and
birth and

a

speaking of how non-profit organizations are to

says, "One strategy is
you

if it

phase when the church is

growing.
When

visionmg,

renewal of the church
remain

Refocus and

improve it, you go

innovative,

Ufe-cycle.

Peter Drucker

change the organization when

downhiU pretty fasf

(66).
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Church Size

Accordmg to Lyle Schaller,
determined

by average worship

seven

categories

attendance:

of congregations based

on

size

are

fellowship (35); small (75); middle-size

(140); awkward size (200); large (350); huge (600); minidenommational (700

or

more)

(Multiple Staff 28). The discussion of size characteristics is usually more generaUzed,
but these
The

categories provide a clarifying breakdown.

large church offers

a

stronger emphasis

congregation of several congregations.
(Schaller, Grovying 93).

Even with

process, the pastor of the

also

see

the pastor

in the years ahead
within the

as

The pastor is

perceived

as a

congregation, discerning

projects the vision

Staff

a new

plays a primary role

vision in

in both

rancher

an

or

bishop

role. The church

of what the tribe

Because of multiple

109).

makeup is a

involved in the vision

large church must take a strong leadership

the tribal chief who

Its

pastoral leadership.

congregational leadership

(Schaller, Muhiple

diflScult. The pastor

on

estabUshed

can

can

become

congregations

large

church

can

be

plannmg and projecting the unified

vision.
The middle-sized church

and

lay participation in the visionmg process is

church. A

a

absolute

necessity in the middle-sized

determination of the shared vision for tomorrow

The small church reUes

Doran

an

long-range planning committee can look into the future to determine

reality, plarming, and

Pastoral

Pastor

emphasizes lay leadership (SchaUer, Grovying 63).

on

McCarty

because there is

says,
a

(62).

personal relationships with the pastor and

leadership is not imparted by the of&ce but by developing

'Teople in the

smaU church

process recommended

a

current

one

another.

trusting relationship.

change because they trust pastors not

by a book,

a

class,

or

denominational

agency"
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(98).

Trust

only begins to build after three to five years (67).

church often arises out of its

The vision of the small

heritage. The member's vision is personal,

not

organizational (47).
Ron Crandall indicates that
necessary for

a

helping to develop

small church to become

more

vital

a

clear, shared congregational vision is

(23).

A pastor must assist the

congregation m discemmg God's vision for them, but they must help the congregation
develop their own vision and
seven-step process for

a

not force the

vision of the pastor

(36). Crandall posits

a

pastor who wishes to clarify and empower the vision of the

congregation (69-71).
Varying

shades of emphasis

on

the involvement of pastoral

different size churches. It would be wise for the
consideration when
can

mfluence how

initiating

a

a

visioning

visioning

in the

pastor/leader to take these into

process within

process is to be

leadership exist

a

church. The size of the church

approached.

Tenure of the Pastor

One of the most

significant church variables for

the tenure of the pastor. Churches that

time

are more

keep the

a

vision to become

same

pastors

likely to be growing in numbers and having

Long tenure does

not

a

over

are

shared vision is

extended

periods

of

shared, transcendent vision.

guarantee growth and shared vision but without

pastorate, growth and shared vision

a

a

long-term

severely handicapped.

Ray Branton believes that growth has been stunted within the Louisiana Conference

partially becaiise of constant pastoral changes.
A check of the Journal of the Louisiana Conference for any given span of time
shows that m nearly every case of significant, sustauied growth in a local

church,
decade

one

of time, often a
where churches have had four to six pastors in the last

pastor stayed

or more.

In

cases

on

the job for

a

significant period
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significant number of these, virtually none have
experienced any sort of growth or revitaUzation. Many are among the 60
percent of our churches who lost membership in this period. (45)
ten years, and there are a

How much time do

growth

and

a

transformmg vision take?

"Transformation seldom

happens overnight.

sometimes much

Patience is essential"

a

longer.

church? In small churches it

can

be

as

It

short

Bill Easum says,

usually takes three to five years,
(147).
as

How

long do pastors usually stay

four to five years

(Koesler 27). Of

United Methodist churches "studies have shown that the fifth year is

effective year of a pastor's term

m a

congregation.

Yet

many conferences after the fourth year. The average

four

pastors

usually the most

are

length of service

routinely moved in
in 1994

was

still

years" (Langford and WiUimon 68).

Pastors who desire to lead and assist

commit to
the

our

at

longer pastorates.

leadership

longer period

of the

If churches,

pastor/leader,

of time. A

must be

an awareness

explored.

especially

visioning process

small ones,

are

to

must

develop trust in

willing to stay with them for

a

long pastorate provides the tune needed to walk with the

of the variables

This

local church in the

then the pastor must be

congregation through discerning God's
Once

a

design also

vision and

unplementing it.

effecting visioning is raised,

includes the

manner

a

design for research

of instrumentation used in the

study.
8. Research

Design and

Instrumentation

Research Design
The

quaUtative research approach is the broad approach to this study.

states, "QuaUtative research

Dana Durm

approaches are distmguished by a reUance on verbal reports,
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descriptions,

and

interpretations of events" (37). Of the qualitative methodologies,

case

study is the appropriate method of research for this study.
A

multiple

case

study design will be utilized.

question of sampling problems.

samples
to

of the

population?

How

Case

can

these

(4).

case

a

collective

case

representation of a

relevant behaviors

small

sample is

use

cannot

be

soft research. Yin contends:

that"

(2).

and fair

on

m

using more than

what he calls

a

one case

collective

of the

difficult to defend"
case

study,

even

"Teaching

cases

case

Case

study in a project

case

study:

"A

(5).

the

multiple

utilizes

case

same

research

case

so

that it either

a

as

same

same.

exactly

way that another

results

opposed to sampUng logic.

logic underlying the use of multiple-case studies is the

carefiiUy selected

as

and the

investigated

smdies need to do

in such

procedures and arrive at the
as

are

study design,

study research is often regarded

smdy should be done

replication logic,

case

studies need not be concemed with the

presentation of empirical data;

researcher could foUow the

'The

manipulated (8).

He beUeves that the

of multiple

We do not

obligation is to understand this

vaUd research tool. It is to be used when contemporary events

rigorous

study is meant

case

study may be designed with more concem for representation but, again,

Robert Yin justifies the
a

provide appropriate random

Our first

cases.

study researchers

dilemma. Stake comments

recognize

the

Most

raises the

cases

study research is not sampUng research.

study a case primarily to understand other
case"

cases

of multiple

use

study researchers quaUfy what the

do. Robert Stake notes, "Case

one

The

Each

(37). The use

Yin states,
case

must be

(a) predicts similar results (a Uteral repUcation),

or

(b)

produces contrasting results but for predictable reasons (a theoretical repUcation)" (46).
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replication approach to multiple-case studies has the following design: develop

The
the

theory => select

study => write

and

cases

each individual

design the data collection protocol =>
case

study report

=>

draw

cross-case

conduct each
conclusions

case

=>

modify the theory => develop poUcy unpUcations => and write the cross-case report (49).

Although most

case

studies will start with

a

proposition,

begin with a proposition for legitimate reasons.
different

The

goal.

seeking to

new

show literal

Designing

exploratory case study has

not

a

goal is to "develop pertinent hypotheses and propositions for fiirther

These

inquiry"(l 8).

The

studies will

some case

a case

or

be researched fiirther in other

discoveries

can

theoretical

repUcation.

study protocol is essential

in the

case

studies

preparation for conducting the

Yin states:

study.

A

case

study protocol is more than an instrument. The protocol contains the
procedures and general rules that should be

instrument but also contains the

followed in usmg the instrument.
The protocol is a major tactic in
research and is intended to

guide

increasing the reliability of case study
investigator in carrying out the case study.

the

(63)
Elements that should be present in

project,

field

procedures,

65). Field procedures

performing

a

case

are a

a case

study protocol

study questions,

vital part of the

field-observation that

can

and

a

protocol.

are an

guide

overview of the

for the

Stake offers

be utUized in this research

case

case

study

study report (64-

guidelines for

(52-53).

Instrumentation
In

a

a

further view of the

part of the

case

selection process
church

literature, there were certain instruments that would be used

study field procedures.
are

growth, (2)

as

Instruments that would assist in the church

(1) the Annual Average Growth Rate table for the measurement

criteria for the evaluation of vision statements, and

(3)

a

church

of
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questionnaire for purpose
of these tools benefit the

Measuring

statement

evaluation. An

explanation of how and where

study will be discussed in the following sections.

Church Grovyth. There

are a

variety of ways to

Church

grovyth measurements can include

transfer

grovyth, and conversion grovyth. The primary

researchers

use to measure

Grovyth Rate

Certain authorities
McGavran indicates
to AAGR

(average

resulting figures
In order to

on

grovyth.

indicators of biological

growth,

measure

most church

means

grovyth

growth is the detemunation of the church's Aimual Average

church

(DGR).

growth favor the AAGR and DGR approach. Donald

that, 'The standard church grovyth methodology is either to

annual

are

one or more

church

and/or the Decadal Growth Rate

(AAGR)

each

growth rate)

or

expand

it to DGR

reduce it

(decadal grovyth rate). The

equally accurate" (281).

grade what is considered to

Wagner, Elmer Tovyns,

percentiles (284-286).

be

acceptable levels of church grovyth,

and Win Am offer this
I vyill

use

grading

Peter

scale for both DGR and AAGR

the AAGR for the selected churches in this

Appendix K shows the manner of computation with a table to

study.

locate the AAGR

(Waymire and Wagner 38). The AAGR tracks changes in grovyth trends fi-om one year to
the next. This
after

a

tracking

of the

grovyth trend is

necessary in order to determine

changes

pastoral change and subsequent vision changes.

Evaluation of Vision Statements. Nanus states that
vision carries

a

powerful

special properties (28). UtiUzmg these properties,

and

transforming

he offers

eight criteria

for the measurement of vision statement: To what extent is it fiiture oriented? To what
extent

the

is it

Utopian

-

where it leads to

organization (appropriate in the

a

better fiiture? To what extent is it

sense

that it considers

history, culture

appropriate for
and
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environment)?

To wiiat extent does it set standards of excellence and reflect

To what extent does it

clarify purpose and

direction? To what extent is it

likely to mspire

enthusiasm and encourage commitment? To what extent does it reflect the
the

Is it ambitious

organization?

Using these criteria,
the

eight

degree of compUance.

on a

comparing the results from different vision

the best

one.

I wiU

use a

comparisons. Each of

scale of one to five, where five represents the

Once measurements

compare results of several

uniqueness of

enough (121)?

the researcher makes measurements and

criteria is measured

high ideals?

are

made, the researcher

statements

(121).

statements in an

possible vision

similar table to compare the

Nanus

can

uses

highest

develop

a

the table to

organization in order to

quality of vision

table

statements

select

fi'om

different churches.
The literature offers other vision statement criteria. Albrecht offers three components
for

an

value

effective vision statement:

people

doing that

can see as

can

demonstrates

win

(1)

a

existing; (2)

focused concept, which reflects

a sense

of noble purpose

and

people's commitment;

(3)

a

or

something

something that

plausible chance

of

is worth

of success, which

something people can realisticaUy beUeve to be possible (150).

Kouzes and Posner have four attributes:

uniqueness: pride m being different; (3)

(1) ideaUty: the pursuit of excellence; (2)

fijture orientation:

looking forward; and (4)

imagery: pictures of the fiiture (97-102).

Malphurs has six facets
someone

of a vision:

else, (2) chaUenging, (3)

possibility (it

can

be),

and

a

(1)

clear

mental

(6) tenacity (it

or

understood weU

enough to teU

picture, (4) the fiiture of the ministry, (5)

must

be; it won't let go) (3 1-39).

has
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From these lists of vision

these

common

common

characteristics

were

used in

a

researcher

as

well

as

seven

qualities.

from the vision audit

self-designed interview with the pastor

questions presented by Nanus (56-57).

A Church Questionnaire for

church to

In his PhD work

Purpose Statement Evaluation.

purpose-driven churches. Will McRaney developed

which

apparent. Some of

designed vision evaluation with

Assistance with the types of questions for the
comes

are

characteristics, such as fixture orientation and imagery,

additional elements,
vision

quahties,

a

questionnaire for members

complete (217-221). Since McRaney' s definitions for the

we are

questionnaire

inquiring
can

questions were

be

are

compatible with this study,

made, makmg it

selected from

questionnaire to the front

an

minor

on

of a

statement about

adjustments in wording the

appropriate tool. However, only certam

McRaney' s questioimaire in order to confine the

and back of one sheet. The reduced size increases the

probability that respondents will complete the questioimaire.
9. Elements Needed for
A

generally understood

truth is that

the

visioning process

elements must also be present to

move

plants in then- hearts. Havmg a vision
The business world is

that

or

the

statement does not mean

already discussed the key
and the role of the

elements of

pastorAeader. Other

congregation toward

a

shared vision that God

statement is not all there is to it.

quite cynical

many have failed to reflect

Shared Vision

simply having a vision

the church has identified its vision. I have

discerning the vision,

a

about vision statements, due to the fact that

produce vision or results.

point toward the vision being an illusion:

so

Lucas offers several indicators
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brought up m strategy or planning sessions.
Employees who have been with us for more than 30 days can't tell us what the
vision means to them personally.
We "finish" the "vision thing" and move on to other projects or initiatives,
forgetting that our vision is neither a project nor an initiative.
Our people tell us in an anonymous survey
that our vision statement sounds
is
useless
but
or
good
really
meanmgless. (Lucas)
It's

�

never

�

�

�

.

ColUns and Porras write about
on

myths include

an

companies that

.

.

built to last. Their section

are

important comment about vision

statements:

Myth 12: Companies become visionary primarily through "vision statements."
Reality: The visionary companies attained their stature not so much because
they made visionary pronouncements (although they often did make such
pronouncements). Nor did they rise to greatness because they wrote one of the
vision, values, purpose, mission, or aspiration statements that have become
popular ui management today (although they wrote such statements more
fi"equently than the comparison companies and decades before it became
fashionable). Creatmg a statement can be a helpfiil step in buildmg a visionary
company, but it is only one of thousands of steps m a never-ending process of
expressing the fimdamental characteristics we identified across the visionary
companies. (10-11)
Many steps
church is

involved in vision

are

development. Discerning God's vision for the

only the beginning. God does not want

piece of paper or etched

on a

plaque on the wall

a mere

and

copy of the vision written

ignored.

on a

More is involved in

moving toward the vision.
Almost all writers

needed to

vision mclude other elements besides the vision statement

bring the vision to life. Shawchuck and Perry illustrate these elements

of the vision
God

on

cycle,

which is

actually a planning cycle:

calUng us to be and do?)

goal setting (Where
there?)

=>

do

evaluation

mission clarification

we

=>

congregational

want to

be?)

=>

mission clarification

assessment

as

part

(What is

(Where are we now?)

=>

implementation (How do we plan to get

(How close did we come to

our

destination?) => leading back to

again (19). Thom Rainer presents

a

vision

cycle of a healthy
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church:

(1) outward focus => (2) unleashing the church

which the vision

happen in

(3) rekindlmg the vision =>

structure => outward focus

(4) ministry and growth => (5) organization and
Bama states that vision does not

=>

He

a vacuum.

again (39).

provides the context

out

of

comes:

Mission, vision and values represent the perspectives you have in relation to
ministry. Your goals, strategies and tactics flow from those perspectives and
result in your ministry plans. The remaining elements your spiritual gifts,
natural talents and Ufe experiences represent the preparation provided by
-

-

God for

ministry. (Turning 37)

our

The product that results from all of these aspects is effective

ministry [bold

in

original]

(45).
Other

strategic plaiming processes include

their steps. BiU Easum has

a

vision statement

development

as one

of

nine-step process for transforming decUning or plateaued

congregations: pastor's commitment, congregational context, understanding the
community,

committed

leadership, casting a vision, developing a team ministry,

developing a plan, implementation,
a

institutionalization

sk-step plan (17-18). George Hunter combines

planning (188-207).

methods

The

a

visioning process:

after we've

in

a

section

on

strategic

on a

goals (Silvers)." Many

available.

brings the vision to Ufe.

it to permeate

sources

purpose, mission and

point is that developing a quality vision

process that

the

are

several

David SUvers says, "A vision is achieved if it is built

foundation of core values and beliefs,
more

(141-142). Aubrey Malphurs has

Lucas

we must

developed the vision statement

only part

of a greater

emphasizes the need to remember the rest of

"We need to support the

organizational life,

statement is

implementation of the vision.

devote
as we

as

much

did when

(or more) time to

If we want
our

creating if (Lucas).

ideal

Just

as
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the process is

typified

as a

cycle in

some

contmuously revisited, evaluated, and,
enviroimient

or

of the

if necessary, renevyed. A

miUeu in vyhich the church exists

be revisited and

it is clear that

examples,

can

a

vision must be

change in the

act as an alarm that

the vision must

possibly renewed. Demographic changes m the area raise the question if

the transcendent vision is current. The transcendent visions of the

prophets always

related to their current situation. A

change in leadership

a

vision. God's vision for

dynamic,

a

church is

God has called it to be within
Even with

an

church is vital to

a

not

static,

indicates

body is

a

particular context.

understanding of the visioning process,
estabUshing a shared vision.

a

A church is

larger understanding

an

described in 1 Corinthians 12, is such

is

a

systemic.

a

in

a

healthy way. The

The

ever

strong emphasis

on

before

us.

the church

A church is

a

living system,

The pastor is to manage the

congregation at the

same

As I mentioned
as a

as a

human
to

body

or a

family

keep that

earUer, Shawchuck and Heuser place

a

whole,

or

aU the components of the

(Managing 46).

Oswald and Friedrich mention three factors that
converge before

as

transforming system wdth four interdependent parts.

congregation as

tune

Body of Christ,

system.

system. Each part is interrelated and interdependent. It is vital

understanding

of the

interdependent system that

perfect example of an interdependent system.

Shared vision is

revisiting the

the church grows up into what

as

requires all parts and steps to be coordinated and operational
human

time for

act as

interlocking circles that must

positive change can take place: cUmate, which is the general feeUng of

warmth and acceptance in

a

congregation; logic

or a common

understanding of what it
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takes to be
the

a

faithfial

congregation to

member; and vision-a common understanding of where God wants

go in the fiature

Even in the business
to

world,

grasping the whole picture.

an

(14-15).

understanding of the organization as a system is vital

It must be

seen as a

whole.

Senge

says

that,

vision without systems thinking ends up painting lovely pictures of the fiiture
with no deep understanding of the forces that must be mastered to move from
here to there. This is one of the reasons why many firms that have jumped on
the "vision bandwagon" m recent years have found that lofty vision alone fails
to tum around a firm's fortunes. Without

falls

on

harsh soil.

systems thinking, the seed of vision

(12)

10. Churches with Shared. Transcendent Vision

Once

a

shared, transcendent vision is in place, what does the pastor/leader do to help

insure that the vision will continue to thrive with

changes

are

necessary

on

general and

Church to nurture continued

What

pastoral changes?

systemic

annual conference levels of the United Methodist

development of churches with shared, transcendent vision?

Working On Design
The

pastor/leader is to work with the congregation ui designing a church with a

shared, transcendent vision. The vision will

not be a

again. God's vision for a church is dynamic

and

vision should
The

progressively unfolds.

allow for

touched

If anything, the

change when appropriate.

Nanus states

changes occur, "although a vision may be the right one at the time it is

formulated, rarely is it right for all time. The world changes, and

(157).

cannot be

undergo regular re-evaluation (Bennis and Nanus 109).

accountability system should

that when

holy reUc that

so

The idea is not that the vision is deified but that the church

must the vision"

keeps in touch with the

living God who might be changing God's preferred fiiture for that church.
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The most
a

enduring thmg

church that is built around

Pastoral
One
which

a

a

pastor/leader can do
fresh, shared,

for

a

church is to assist it in

designing

transcendent vision.

Changes
thing that must be done differently in the United Methodist

pastoral changes

occur.

Church is the way in

Two unportant considerations for vision

continuity in

visionary churches relates to the consuhation process when a new pastor is appointed.
Consultation between the

bishop

and the cabinet and between the district

and the churches should consider the

new

superintendent

pastor's personal vision and the vision of the

church.
Concem is voiced in the Uterature about the tune

church, after
pastor

a

church vision has been discemed.

means a new

vision, based

on

the

under the former pastor is sometimes

visionary,

he

or

she would

ignored
a

pastor is

Unfortunately,

or

rejected.

appointed to

to some

a

churches,

a new

The vision discerned

pastor's agenda.

new

recognize when

a new

If the

shared vision is in

new

pastor is tmly

place and work with what

is there.
If every church had

church, this

a

vision statement that

statement would

be central in

(Bama, Turning 139). Langford
make

a

difference in the way
Each

was

becoming

a

shared vision of the

making the appointment of the next pastor

and WiUimon beUeve the vision of a church should

appointments

are

made:

congregation ought to have a mission statement to guide its mission, its
giving, and its mtemal stmcture. This statement of purpose and mission
should be a concise picture of where this congregation intends to go in its Ufe
together. It should be its theological guide and benchmark in congregational
planning, budgeting, and mission. When the time comes for a change in
pastoral leadership, that statement of mission, along with consultation between
the cabinet and the leaders of the congregation should determine the choice of
a pastor. (46)
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The role of the pastor is to lead the

them. The pastor who is
them mto

a new

appointed to

vision. Pastors

already disclosed

reinforcing the core

the vision and for

of the

pastoral change.

shared

re-evaluation should
of re-visioning,
new

pastor is

a

a

vision does not have to lead

on

The

one

occur

and tactical focus of the church"

(Bama,

each pastor builds upon the foundation of work laid

design.

new

that

mcoming pastor is responsible

vision, for updatmg and refining the peripheral elements of

by the

The church does not need to be reinvented with

pastor

ministries of the church with the
a

a

people mto the transcendent vision God has

Bama says, "The

revisiting the strategic

pastor before and focuses

the vision is

to lead

pastor?

new

Turning 139). The idea is that

each

church with such

a

for

to them.

What is the role of the
for

are

people of God into the vision that God has

can

continue to cast the vision and

align the

vision, continuing the work of the previous pastor until

inspires

with the

and motivates in fresh ways. An initial

new

pastor. Just

as

pastoral change could indicate a shift

major systemic change within

a

period

of

demographics can mdicate a time

in God's vision for that church. A

church. After

prayerfiil study and

seeking the face of God afresh, adjustments can be made without destroying the integrity
of the shared vision.
A Church With A Shared. Transcendent Vision

What is it like to be

a

part of a visionary church with

An excitement about what God is

kingdom hangs heavy in the

air.

doing is present.

A

a

shared, transcendent vision?

sense

of the presence of the

Camegie Cahan shares the following:

A visionary church looks

beyond personalities, placing tmst in God and
building a unique culture and fellowship always open to the Holy Spirit. The
efforts of a visionary church are directed toward building up the body of
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Christ, whose membership is interdependent upon
church
to

sees

itself as

generation. (493)

a

birthing fellowship

one

another. The

that succeeds itself from

visionary
generation
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CHAPTER 3

Design of the Study
Purpose of the Study
The

problem addressed by the study speaks to the need

transcendent

vision, where the vision would,

change in pastors.

The

only survive, but also thrive

study falls under the category

strong interest in vision statements,

meaningless paper vision,

or

leaves. The purpose of the
and

not

concems

of a local church for

of pastoral

three Louisiana United Methodist churches that possess

experienced growth before

after

and after

change

a

a

With the
a

visionary pastor/leader

evaluate evidence of shared, transcendent

changes in vision statements and growth both before and

have

shared,

arise that either the statement will remain

the vision will dissolve when the

study is to

leadership.

a

after

a

visions,

pastoral change in

quaUty vision

statements and

of pastors.

Statement of Research Questions

Question 1 : Vision Statement

Development

How did the churches with

intent is to

explore what constitutes

statement and how

a

a

who

statements? The

developed the vision

Did the pastor receive

are:

a

such

were

as

uivolved in

prayer, used

formulating the vision

m

vision discernment? Is the

divinely inspired? When was the vision statement accepted?

long has it been in place?

revisions would be

quality vision statement,

What steps

sphitual disciplmes,

vision considered to be
How

develop their

congregation? Did the pastor and congregation discem the

cooperative group?

statement? Were

a

statements

they did it. Other clarifymg questions

vision and share it with the
vision in

quality vision

Has the vision statement gone

part of the ongoing development of the

through revisions? The

current vision statement.
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Question 2: Church GroAvth
What church

growth occurred in the previous ten years

statements? The

question relates to changes

health. This church has

a

quality vision

growmg church by church

church

change in any way in subsequent years?
any shifl:s in church

as a

growing?

Was there

If the vision statement

churches with

growth,

statement. Is it

growth standards?

following the pastoral change?

they beUeve

m

m

a

quality vision

reflection of church

Is it considered

a

change m the grovyth trend

were

revised, did the growth trend

Interviews of the members

might clarify why

growth occurred.

Question 3: Shared Vision
Is the written vision statement considered to be the shared vision of the church? A

shared vision

can

general on-site

only be clarified by interviews,

evaluation. Further related

pastor and the congregation of the vision
church? What other variables do
shared

or

answers

to the

questions are these:

statement

questioimaire,

What is the view of the

representing a

they believe helped the vision

and

shared vision of the

statement

become the

corporate vision of the church? Does the vision motivate and energize the

congregation?

Is the vision considered transcendent in nature

by the pastor and/or the

congregation?
Question 4:

Changes After a Pastoral Change

Has the church vision statement of churches interviewed

change? With

some

promotes his/her

own

own? Other related

the

pastoral changes

pastoral change?

agenda.

comes a

changed with

change in vision

as

the

new

a

pastoral

pastor

Are there churches that understand the vision

questions are as foUows:

What

as

their

changed in the vision statement

What remained the same? How

after

long had the pastor who helped
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develop the vision remained

at

the church? How

the vision

was

successfiilly transferred

pastor to the next? What safeguards for preserving the vision

from

one

any?

Were church

growth trends affected in any way

after the

were

used, if

pastoral change?

Subjects
The

population of the study was the

555 churches

United Methodist Church. A selection process
fiirther evaluation,

growth under the

one

medium and two

current

m

the Louisiana Conference of the

produced three subject

large congregations that

churches for

demonstrated church

pastor and the last full year of the previous pastor. Pastors and

congregation were the subjects providing information within each

members of the
church.

Instrumentation and Procedure
Four instruments

were

used in the

study. They will provide

growth, quaUty of the vision statement,
evaluation of the vision statement

congregation's
that utilizes

a

vision statement selection process, the

pastor's

through a semi-formal mterview, and the

evaluation of the vision statement

some

standards for church

through a questionnaire.

A

procedure

of these instruments is the vision statement selection process.

Church Grovyth Measurement
The

means

of measuring church

grovyth vyUl be

a

determination of the Annual

Average Grovyth Rate (AAGR) for ten years. Membership statistics from the selected
churches

were

obtamed from the Louisiana Conference journals

over

the past ten years

from 1989 to 1998 inclusive. The AAGR for each of the ten years showed

variations

m

the

yearly

growth trend. The table below provides the grading for church grovyth.
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Percent AAGR

Growth per decade

Rating

25 %

2.3 % AAGR

biological growth only:

50%

4.1% AAGR

fair

100 %

7.2 % AAGR

good

200 %

11.6 % AAGR

excellent

300 %

14.9 % AAGR

outstanding

500 %

19.6 % AAGR

incredible

minimal

The School of World Mission at Fuller

Theological Seminary developed these AAGR

measurements as a standard

growth rates (Wagner,

I selected churches for this

during the last

criteria for

a

other criteria and had the

seven

criteria

quality vision

on

determined

and its environment?
else?

statement are

(Appendix H).

(1) flimre oriented-does it pouit to
statements? Is it

state

cormected-can the

or

imply the purpose, giving

kingdom of God be

humanly possible to

a

The

seven

preferred

unique to that

church

(3) clarity-is it clear enough to be able to easily explain it to

(4) miagery-does it produce a picture or an unage

purpose-does it

statement

highest AAGR

by measuring its level of

the vision criteria worksheet

(2) unique-does it stand apart from other

someone

Am, 284-286).

Quality

quality of the vision statement was

compliance with

fiiture?

study that met the

Towns and

fill year of the former pastor and for 1998 under the current pastor.

Vision Statement
The

for church

reach with God's

quaUty wiU be made.

The

seen

help?

in it?

some sense

of a fiiture?

of direction?

(5) clarify

(6) kingdom

(7) attainable with stretch-is it

An additional ratmg for

general rating of one to

general vision

five wiU not be added to the
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composite
one to

score.

Compliance with

five, with five

on

each criterion wUl be determined

by using

a

scale of

mdicating high compliance with the criteria.

the scale

Interview Protocol
A third instrument used in the

pastor of each church was asked

a

study was

a

self-designed interview protocol.

series of questions

as

mdicated

m

The

Appendix D.

Congregation Questioimaire
The fourth instrument

congregation who

were

fi-ont and back of one
similar
the

was

the

questioimaire for leaders

willing to complete the form.

sheet,

for

questions to those asked

quick and

easy

and volunteers within the

questionnaire is two

The

completion.

The

pages, the

questioimaire reflects

in the informal interview with the pastor. A

sample

of

questionnaire is found in Appendbc E.

Vision Statement Selection Procedure
In order to discover the churches with

selection
1

.

name

procedure was

devised. The

quaUty vision statements,

procedure consisted

Upon receiving the completed vision request form, the
of the church

was

found in the

"Appomtments" Ustmg

1998 Louisiana Conference journal. A "Y" for yes

church if the church had
name

of the

if it did not have

a

a

was

vision statement. An "N" for

location. Church size

statement.

This data

vision statement

following steps:

response
on

was

recorded. The

pages 191-200 of the

placed next to the name of the
no was

placed next to the church

vision statement.

2. An assistant recorded the actual vision statement

name or

a

was

was

removing

evidences of church

uidicated. A code number was

the coded vision statement document

assigned to the vision

(Appendix F).
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3. The assistant recorded the code number and church

name on a

separate document

entitled, church codes (Appendix G). Hidmg the identity of the church reduced
researcher bias in the selection process.
4. The researcher referred to the coded vision statement to evaluate each
entry. The

researcher evaluated each vision statement
worksheet

(Appendix H).

criteria and five

by

seven

criteria

A scale of one to five with

one

the vision evaluation

being low compliance with the

being high compUance was used to measure

5. The assistant recorded the church code number, its

total of the

on

each vision

seven

ratings,

quaUty.

and

a

combined

ratings.

6. The top

thuty combined ratings

7. The identities of these

thirty

scores were

part of the final selection process.

selected churches

were

revealed to the researcher from

the church code document. A three step evaluative process used the statistical charts of
the Louisiana Annual Conference journals.

a) Church growth under the
1997 to 1998 for each church
1998 and 1999

journals.)

was

current

calculated.

The AAGR

was

pastor was determined. The AAGR firom

(The journal records statistics from the

determined fi-om the table in

b) Church growth under the former pastor was
determined for the last year of the

Appendix K.

determined. The AAGR was

previous pastor's appointment to the church under

consideration.

c)
considered

a

Church

growth must

occur

under both pastors before the church

was

possibiUty for selection.

8. Three churches

fulfilling the above

criteria

were

selected. Preference

was

given
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to the selection of three churches of different sizes

(small,

medium and

large).

One

church of medium size and two churches of large size met all criteria.
Research
The research used

exploratory design.

case

study methodology with a multiple-case, replication and

Three churches

statement selection process.

Data collection and

conclusions

were

information

was

of the

A

procedures

below. The individual

case

case

are

reports

determined. The
New

given.

Design

were

selected based

the

protocol for the vision

study for each of these churches was then conducted.

presented in the multiple
were

written and

case

study protocol

outlined

analyzed, after which cross-case

origuial theory was modified, and explanatory

hypotheses were made as

a

result of the

are

exploratory nature
The

study. ImpUcations for church pohcy changes were presented.

report presents conclusions of the study which
Case

on

cross-case

highlighted in Chapter 5.

Study Protocol

In order for the

case

study to

have

a

degree

of repeatabiUty,

a case

study protocol

was

followed:
I.

PreUmmary procedures were conducted for quality vision
A. Letters

formal

were

sent to all churches in the Louisiana

vision, mission,

or

B. Vision statements

delivery at Aimual

purpose statement

were

collected

statement selection.

Conference

requesting

(Appendix I).

by mail, personal contact,

or

drop box

Conference.

C. The vision statement selection

procedure was performed (see above)

which resulted in the selection of three churches for the

case

studies.

a
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n. A field observation

each

case

were

A second letter

.

Sallowed to

gather data for

study.

A. Initial contacts
1

protocol (Stake 52-53) was

made to the three selected churches.

(see Appendk J) to the three selected

mailed out

was

churches.
2. A

follow-up telephone call was made to

selection of the church for the

each pastor to

verify the

study and to receive permission to proceed.

B. On-site visits to each church

were

conducted usmg

a

field observation

protocol.
1

.

The researcher made
a.

Dates

were

visits to each church.

preparations for the on-site

church visit.

set on the researcher's calendar for

(The visits were unexpected to

unexpected

on-site

reduce bias fi-om any

possible participant preparations for the visit.)
b. The researcher

gathered needed materials,

tapes, batteries, notebook, and observation guidelines
2. An

such

as a

tape recorder,

to prepare for the visits.

on-site, field visit was made to each church, where data was

gathered.
a.

GuideUnes

were

followed for data collection

by direct observation

of the activities at each church.

b. All

were

worship

services and

Simday

School activities

were

observed.

c.

Any available materials that were vision related were collected.

d.

Any other scheduled events, which met

relevant to the

study,

were

observed.

on

the visitation

day and
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e.

Informal field interviews

3. The

on

how he

random church members.

congregation received the questionnaire for completion.

a.

FoUowmg the on-site visit,

or

she would Uke to

coUection of the

proceed

the pastor

in the

was

contacted for directions

distribution, completion and

questionnaires for the congregation.

b. The pastor handed out the

specified day during worship

questioimaires to the congregation on a

announcement

questionnaires would be coUected
c.

given to

were

times with instructions that the

at the end of the

The pastor retumed the

service.

completed questionnaires to the researcher

by mail.
4. The researcher interviewed the

a.

An

pastor.

appointment was made with the pastor of each church for the

one-hour uiterview.
b. A semi-formal mterview

protocol was foUowed during the interview

(Appendix D).
III. Data
A. A
1

.

was

analyzed

and

case

study reports were written.

procedure for data analysis (Stake 53) was used.
Raw data

2. Pattems

was

were

reviewed

considering various possible interpretations.

sought in the

data

(whether or not indicated by the

issues).
3.

were

Linkages between program arrangements, activities, and outcomes

sought.
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4. Conclusions

research

drawn; the findings were organized accordmg to

were

questions; the final report was organized.

B. Individual

case

studies

were

written for each of the three churches.

1.

Descriptive mformation of the

2.

Explanatory mformation was provided vnth findings organized

church

was

given.

according to the four research questions.
3. An
C. A

all three

analysis of the findings fi'om the

cross-case

case

church was

performed.

analysis with conclusions was written using the findings from

studies and

organized according to the four research questions.
Variables

A number of variables

were

present that could influence the

intervenmg variables mentioned
statement which could

the vision statement
and context,

been

m

are

outcome. Some of the

(1) classification and qualification of the vision

technically be

a

mission

or

purpose statement,

(2) ownership of

by the congregation, (3) quahty of the statement, (4) the church size

(5) pastoral tenure, (6)

church

health, (7) how long the vision

place, (8) the new pastor of the church,

and

statement has

(8) accountability structures.

Other

mtervening variables during the data collection process were the cooperation of the pastor
in the research, advance

preparations made by the church for the on-site visit,

term field observation that

might not reflect normal circumstances.

and short-
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CHAPTER 4

Findings of tlie Study
The

findings of this study

are

churches of the Louisiana Aimual Conference.

My purpose is to evaluate evidence of

shared, transcendent visions, and changes in vision
and after

a

shared, transcendent vision m

the result of my search for

statements

and

growth both before

pastoral change in three Louisiana United Methodist churches that possess

quality vision statements and have experienced growth before

and after

a

change of

pastors.
I initiated the

study by using

a

quality vision selection process,

identify three churches with quahty vision
case

study was carried

out on

statements. As this is

a

which enabled

multiple

case

me

study,

a

congregational questionnaire.

documents such
brochures

or

as

Additional information

the conference journal

displays in the

church. The data

each

case

foUows:

their statements?

(3)

(1) How did the

coUected from

which drove the

study was guided by the research questions as weU.
are as

and

any other

gathered fi'om these instruments in each

study answered the four research questions,

churches?

was

statistics, the church newsletter, and

case

questions

a

each of the three churches. The three mstruments used to

gather data were the foUowmg: (1) field observation, (2) interview with the pastor,

(3)

to

churches with

study.

The

analysis

of

Once agam, these

quality vision

statements

develop

(2) What church growth had occurred in the previous ten years in these

In which ways is the vision statement considered

Have the vision statements

changed with a pastoral change?

a

shared vision?

(4)
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Church Selection Process
As I

objectively

my most

select three churches with

quality vision

555 churches

m

criteria in the

following order: (1) vision

do I

puzzUng question was "How

approached this research,

statements for this

project from the

the Louisiana Aimual Conference?" I decided to select them

the past ten years, and

statement

quality (2)

a

using

change in pastors within

(3) Annual Average Growth Rate (AAGR) from the

most recent

year of the current pastor and the last fiill year of the former pastor. I used church
as a

criterion, because I needed

population.

a

quantitative measure for selection from

I also wanted to select churches that

since

Vision Statement

even

the local church is considered

charge, along with a colored

envelope.

than

an

part of the Bocfy of Christ.)

quaUty vision statements, I first needed to

know which churches had vision statements. I mailed

return

a

more

Quality

In order to determine which churches had

of each

large

displayed heahh through growth.

Healthy, living organisms grow. (I view the church as an organism,
organization,

a

growth

The retums

were

an

introductory letter to the pastor

response form for each church

very

encouraging.

on

the

charge and

a

Table 4. 1 shows the responses.

Table 4. 1 Vision Statement Responses
NUMBER

RESPONSE CATEGORY

OF

CHURCHES
Vision Statement request forms sent
Number of responses
Churches
Churches

232

indicating no vision statement
indicating a vision statement

Did not submit
Did submit

a

a

vision statement

vision

statement

Of the 555 request forms sent, 232 responses
Of the 232 responses, 118 churches

or

555

or

114
118

22
96

41.8 percent of the total

were

retumed.

50.9 percent of the responses uidicated that

they
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had

a

written vision statement. One hundred fourteen churches

responses said

they did

not have a

vision statements, 96 sent

percentages

are

a

or

bishop
were

written vision statement. Of the 1 18 churches with

representative of the conference, approximately fifty percent

directs the church's

statements had

no

formal, vision, mission or purpose

ministry. Many of the churches that

Vision 2000 statements that the churches

in 1990. Pastors often made comments to

I reaUzed

their parts. I then included

an

some

additional

included in the cumulative seven-part
narrow

the

in Table 4.2 below. The

The top

evaluation

thirty

m

measure

The

score.

highest

cumulative

highest

for

did have vision
at the du-ection of the

seven

chart),

chosen. The

score was

among churches with

a

used to

quality is found

possible was thirty-five.

score

cumulative

of

score.

for vision statement

cumulative

general

sum

which would not be

scores were

selected for fiirther

according to the next criterion. Twenty-eight churches with
were

criteria of a

better than the

general quality,

cumulative

score

score

were

general quaUty

same

each cumulative

churches with the

fi-om 26 to 32

the

vision statements

selection, if two churches had the

The number of churches

in

statement that

that the Vision 2000 statements

evaluatmg the quahty of the vision statements, using the

quality vision statement,

on

me

prepared

of the

essentially nonfimctional.

While

score

49. 1 percent of the

copy of the vision statement and 22 did not. If these

churches in the conference have

guides

or

a

cumulative

of individual churches

score

of 25,

was

the

(not shown

determming factor

selecting the remaining two churches to reach the thirty church goal.
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Table 4.2

Quality Vision

Statements Based

Cumulative

Number of

Score

Churches
32

1

30

2

29

5

28

1

27

9

26

10

25

7

24

10

23

9

22

7

21

7

20

6

19

6

18

5

17

5

16

1

15

2

14

1

12

2

on

Cumulative Scores

Rate of Grovyth with Current Pastor and Previous Pastor
Once the top

tWrty churches were selected, I identified the church names fi-om the

church code document. I entered data for each church fi'om the 1999 Journal of the
Louisiana Aimual Conference

inraiediately disquaUfied
Churches

were not

on

the Selection Evaluation Worksheet

St. Charles

UMC, since this was

eligible if the church lost

lost members the last year of the

I

appointment.

members in the current year,

or

if the church

previous pastor's appointment. Eight churches

remamed for the final selection process. The
Mark UMC, Baton

my past

(Appendbc L).

Rouge District; (2)

eight churches were the following: (1)

Fu-st UMC Baton

Rouge,

Baton

St.

Rouge District;

(3) First UMC, Lake Providence, Monroe District; (4) First UMC, Thibodeaux,
Acadiana
Denham

District; (5) First UMC, Coushatta, Shreveport District; (6) First UMC,

Springs, North

St. Andrews

UMC,

Shore

Baton

District; (7) Asbury UMC, Shreveport District; and (8)

Rouge District.
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I evaluated the

remaining eight churches

lack of growth that could indicate

a

ui

fluke year

order to select the final three. Growth
considered.

was

or

Any possible pattems in

growth that would be helpfiil were investigated. Further information about the churches
that

was

available when I first started the selection process

not

was

discovered. Table 4.3

provides figures used m the final selection process.
Table 4.3 Fmal Selection Process
Church Name

Vision

AAGR

AAGR

EUgibility

Quality

Current Pastor

Previous Pastor

+/-

29

2 percent

+

26

2 percent
3.5 percent

FUMC Lake Providence

26

Loss

loss

-

FUMC Thibodeaux

26

loss

-

FUMC Coushatta

30

8 percent
2 percent

loss

-

FUMC Denham

26

2 percent
12.5 percent

6.5 percent
N/A

+

14.5 percent

+

St. Mark

FUMC Baton

Rouge

Springs

Asbury UMC

25

St. Andrews

27

*The AAGR was not

loss*

6.5 percent
measured in negative percentages.

The selection process narrowed the choices down to

criteria, such

as

the

three churches. I

small churches
showed

an

three years.

general

was

were

only three

score, needed to be used to select fi'om

-

-

churches. No fiirther
a

group of more than

pleased with the churches selected, but I was disappointed that no

represented

excellent church

Asbury UMC

in the final selection.

growth rating of over

was

12

excluded because the

Asbury UMC

in Bossier

percent AAGR for

at

City

least the past

founding pastor was still

at the

church. Even with this excellent rate of growth, the church does not meet the criterion of
a

change m pastors.
The three churches which met all three criteria for selection

Methodist Church in Baton Rouge,
Methodist Church in Denham

a

were

St. Mark United

mediimi sized church of 468 members. First United

Springs,

a

large

sized church of eleven hundred

and St. Andrew's United Methodist Church in Baton Rouge,

a

large

members,

sized church of
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eleven hundred

seventy-eight members.

contacted the pastor of each
and

After the final selection

was

complete,

I

church, received permission to proceed, made preparations,

gathered data for each case study.

Mean

Responses from the Congregation Questionnaires

References to

a

comparative table

below) will be made

at various

times

questionnaire mean responses (Table 4.4

of church

throughout the study.

Table 4.4 Mean Responses from the Congregation
Questions Ordered by Mean Response
St. Mark's

St. Andrew's

Questionnaire

Denham

Springs

Quest. #

Mean

Quest. #

Mean

Quest. #

Mean

Q7

1.516

Q7

1.281

Q7

1.357

Q12

1.430

Q5

1.125

Q5

1.293

Q5

1.381

Q12

1.100

Q19

1.211

Q21

1.378

Q19

1.094

Q12

0.976

Q8

1.354

Q8

1.063

Q21

0.951

Q19

1.349

Q21

0.969

Q11

0.950

Q13

1.285

Q15

0.967

Q8

0.905

Q17

1.256

Q10

0.906

Q10

0.878

Q6

1.240

Q13

0.906

Q6

0.829

Q16

1.232

Q16

0.906

Q9

0.769

Q14

1.200

Q20

0.813

Q14

0.714

Q15

1.189

Q9

0.813

Q4

0.683

Q10

1.180

Q17

0.733

Q15

0.643

Q20

1.161

Q22

0.677

Q13

0.619

Q22

1.150

Q11

0.656

Q16

0.548

Q4

1.132

Q6

0.656

Q17

0.488

Q9

1.063

Q14

0.621

Q18

0.405

Q18

1.031

Q18

0.548

Q20

0.220

Q11

0.468

Q4

0.226

Q22

0.220

The table presents

a

comparison

of the

mean

responses for the

questions fi'om the

questioimaires completed in each church (Appendbc E). Questions
three responses of "yes," "no," and "imsure,"

table. The

mean

for each

strongly disagree

=

these

questions

through 3

are not

had

mcluded

only

on

this

question fi'om 4 through 22 was determmed by assigning

numerical values to each of the five responses
were:

so

1

following the question.

These values

-2, disagree= -1, neutral= 0, agree= +1, strongly agree= +2.
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The

mean was

obtained usmg the individual responses from the

and the number of total responses

According to the table,

all

value of zero

Case

or

an

questions in all

levels of agreement with the
mean

giving

questions.

overall

mean

churches had

No

completed questionnaires

response to the

mean

values

question.

indicating differing

question from any of the churches had

a

below, mdicating disagreement with the question.

Study

1: Case

Study of St.

Mark United Methodist Church

St. Mark United Methodist Church discemed God's mission and vision for the church
in 1990

as a

part of the

statement is a

bishop's Vision 2000

description of the church,

a

initiative.

Followmg the

mission and vision

discussion of the data collected and

an

analysis

of the data.
OUR MISSION

The mission of St. Mark United Methodist Church is

to

MAKING DISCIPLES for Jesus Christ. St. Mark is to be

be
a

a

church committed to

"Beacon" for

pilgrims

seekmg God's love through Jesus Christ. This "Beacon" will
WITNESS by work and deed to the need of our community and world;
PLAN, ORGANIZE and IMPLEMENT programs and activities which will
motivate and activate our congregation to a deeper understanding of the Gospel of
Jesus

Christ;

Be FAITHFUL to

our

commitment of LOVE and SERVICE at home and

abroad;
Be advocates of PEACE and JUSTICE for all

people;
respond to fimdamental changes
occurring throughout the world inclusive of the diversity of people who attend
church, while mauitaming the Wesleyan Tradition of The United Methodist
Provide WORSHIP EXPERIENCES which

Church.
OUR VISION

*to

uicrease

the

membership and attendance of our

Church and

Church School

community and world
tithing congregation
*to be a nurturing, caring fellowship
*to plan, organize, and unplement an early childhood leaming center
for working-mother's children m the immediate community.
*
design a program for the elderly, singles, and young adults
*to be
*to be

m
a

mission to

our

our
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*to engage

more

fully in Bible Study. (St. Mark UMC Vision 2000

document)

Description
St. Mark United Methodist Church is committed to

makmg disciples for Jesus Christ

through leadership training. The church is certainly becoming
God's love

seeking

through Jesus Christ.

must go

forth from that beacon into the

out mto

the

community to

St. Mark UMC is
an

a

share the

African- American. The three

acres

thoroughfare in the community.

of and to the
canvas

an

rear

The church is

community.

gospel

buildings

only ten years

of church property

The church

buildings

are

right-hand

The

primarily
on a

main

on

buildings is
physical

either side
a

covered,

appearance of

facility is immaculate.

The

old.

area

at 14

current location to minister to the many unchurched

St. Mark UMC has several
a.m.

The church

was

Street and Convention. In

had the courage and vision to relocate to the Glen Oaks

a

go

attractive, bricked

available

side of the

The interior and exterior of the

Rouge

School is at 9:30

are

strategically located

consist of an

congregation has a long history of faith&hiess.

in the downtown Baton

started

training leaders to

Rouge. The members and constituency

of the sanctuary. On the

quite attractive.

Sunday

light

of Jesus Christ.

awning, which protects people in inclement weather.

are

pilgrims

of the church knows that

adjoining education/fellowship hall. Parking is

the church is

The

leadership

beacon for

medium-sized United Methodist church of 468 members located in

older subdivision of north Baton

sanctuary and

The

a

area.

founded in 1889

1989, the members

The church moved to its

people in the area.

carefiilly scheduled ministries and activities in place.
followed

Praise Service at 8:00

a.m. on

by worship
the first

at 10:55 a.m.

The church

Sunday of the month.

recently

Most of the
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regularly scheduled ministries,

such

as

youth and men's

or

women's groups, meet

on a

monthly basis.
Rev. James

and

Haynes is the pastor of St. Mark UMC.

welcomuig mdividual.

He

of teaching. The church has

ministry at
able to
with

a

move

"To Do

The

an

or

Not to

a

vision "to

Mark

were

saints in order that

we

of

might be

community and the world."
his message

entitled,

certamly the friendliest

of any church I have visited. I

from the moment I entered the church doors until the tune I left.

fiiendly "good momuig" when we passed in the hall. Many members

friendliness. At

a

who had

visitors

were

The current and

congregation

themselves, and to

if I needed

members demonstrated

After this

help

genuine

introduction, the visitors were

stood to greet those of us who

shook my hand and welcomed

primary focus of the

see

asked to stand. The pastor introduced

signed the registration book.

people

offered formal

introduce

During the service,

specified time,

seated and the rest of the

outside

energetic,

ministry after twenty years

energetic preacher. During my visit,

at the church.

About fifteen

equip the

church vision of "being in mission to the

finding anything

one

warm,

gradually, but steadUy grown during his four years

approached me in order to welcome me,

each

a

Do," reflected the need for active, hands-on mission to the community.

warmly greeted,
a

call to the

responded to God's

Haynes has

articulate and

people of St.

Some gave

Haynes is

[beyond] the church walls" (Haynes). His personal vision is in keeping

portion of the

Haynes is

was

St. Mark.

Rev.

church is

were

visitors.

me.

leadership development.

training classes monthly in the fall of 1999.

The church

The pastor and well-known

speakers with expertise m leadership led week-long

classes. The

goal of the
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church is

to

establish several Wesleyan classes with trained leaders for each class. As

Haynes said in an interview.

Rev.

gouig back to the old John Wesley concept of developmg class leaders.
already selected the class leaders. They are gomg to be consecrated in
January 2000. What we have done is [we have] taken the congregation and
We

are

We've

broken it down mto cluster groups of anywhere from eight to twelve persons,
no more than twelve m each group. We have assigned a class leader to each
group. The purpose is to monitor a person's spuitual hfe and watch hun as he
grows in Christ. Class leaders are going to meet periodically with each person
in theu class. It is set up with the persons in the unmediate neighborhood. If a
person Uves in a particular neighborhood, he [or she] would have a cluster ui

his
I

were

saw

[or her] neighborhood. (Haynes)

additional evidence of leadership

very mvolved. At least four ushers

the entire service. The person

trained when she welcomed
read the

good

were

me.

The different

projection.

forward to counsel her. These
weU. The young

the service

as

required to

attend

strategicaUy m the

lay speakers who

and led children's tune

aisles

were

during
or

weU

gave announcements,

trauied

m

At the end of the sermon, when

responded to the invitation to accept Christ,
came

stationed

welcoming visitors was fiiendly and clearly gifted

Scriptures, led worship,

articulation and voice

development during my field visit. Laity

two women from the

speaking with
a woman

church

immediately

lay women remamed with the young lady foUowing

woman

who

responded was counseled that

membership trauiing classes before her name

she would be

could be entered

m

the

church roUs.
Research Results
The research results
some

were

organized

and

analyzed according to

how the data answered

aspect of the four research questions that drove the study.

Vision statement

development.

executive board of the church

A committee

consisting of the pastor and the

developed the mission and vision statements of St.

Mark
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UMC. The executive officers

Council

on

Ministries

the administrative board

chairperson,

Rev. Randall

lay leaders.

are

the Finance

2000, which

were

the church's

chairperson, the Trustees chairperson,

were

developed.

developed m response

states that each church

m

to the

bishop's

1990

initiative. Vision

the Louisiana Conference should have

a

mission

and vision statement that would lead the church into the year 2000. The church

the Vision 2000 document and put it into

original framed
When Rev.

copy in his

vision of the church

is to be
The

a

place by January

1991

as

in

place.

When asked what the

is, Haynes replied, 'The vision of St. Mark United Methodist Church

making disciples for Jesus Christ" (Haynes).

congregation has the understanding that the pastor and

developed the vision statement.

The results from the

congregation mdicate that 49.24 percent
discemed and

of those who

developed by the pastor

and

a

committee. Of those who

statement.

Only 4.55 percent thought it was the pastor alone.

percent did

not indicate a response.

committee alone discemed and

Haynes indicated that he emphasized

different from his

predecessor.

His

emphasis

differences. Some aspects of the vision

committee discemed and

responded beUeve the vision

34.09 percent beUeve that

a

a

questioimaire completed by the

responded,

Rev.

(Rev. Haynes has the

pastor of St. Mark UMC, he assumed the mission and

church, which were already

church committed to

statement was

.

accepted

desk.)

Haynes arrived

vision statements of the

and

Campbell, the minister before Rev. Haynes, was the pastor

when the mission and vision statements
The statements

chairperson,

certam

on

The

developed the

remaining

12. 12

aspects of the vision which were

leadership training is

portion of the

statement

one

of those

changed with the years;
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however,

the church has been consistent

whatever way

do

we can

[it],

as

m

that its "main

long as we stay focused

goal is to
on our

make

disciples in

mission statement"

(Haynes).
Further evaluation and

planning occurs each year.

church set up committees to survey the

The

At the

beginning

of 1999, the

congregation as to perceived needs

leadership then prioritized those responses and developed strategies

act upon these

priorities.

The October 1999 church newsletter Usted the

or

and duection.
ministries to

following

priorities under the mission statement, "Making Disciples of Jesus Christ": (1) education
and

traming, (2) priority items from origmal

church

plan, (3) secondary items, (4)

purchasing tables and chairs, (5) clean-up campaign, (6) MIA (Men In Action), (7)
purchasmg robes,

and

(8) hospitality.

Church Grovyth. The chart below shows the

growth trends, based

on

Journal statistics

over a

membership

and

worship

attendance

ten-year time span.

St. Mark United Methodist Church

Figure 4. 1

St. Mark UMC

Membership

and

Worship

Attendance
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The numbers do not show any decadal
of thuty-nine members occurred

people is shown m the

average

over

growth (growth over the past ten years).

the ten-year

worship

period.

a

drop

Rev.

m

A reduction of sixty-eight

attendance. A loss of members occurred in the

year of pastoral transition from Rev. Fisher and Rev.

growth occurred

A loss

from 1990 to 1994, with

no

Campbell.

change indicated

Smaller mcrements of
m

attendance until

worship

1994, although membership mcreased shghtly. When Rev. Campbell left and

Haynes arrived, attendance slowly clunbed, along with a cUmb

numbers, although

a

drop

in

membership

numbers do not indicate any

in

membership

occurred in the transitional year of 1995. The

growth due to the acceptance and implementation of the

mission and vision statements.
The

questionnaire gives

a

different

congregation. Question 22 stated,
been

a

factor

m

the

perspective of the reason for growth from the
opmion having a defined vision

"In your

growth your church has experienced."

percent agreed and 26.52 percent strongly agreed with the
percent who agreed with the

The response
statement.

statement

was

Thus,

statement beUeved that the vision statement

has

that 59.85

the 86.37

definitely was

a

positive mfluence on the church's growth.
Shared Vision. St. Mark UMC considers its vision to be transcendent
Because the vision statement

development occurred nine years

discuss in the interview any clear
vision. The group that

certainty as to

whom God

ago, the pastor did not

certainly could

statement

have

consisted of the pastor and

spoken through any of them. Any

spoke would require further investigation. The

that the vision is from God.

nature.

spiritual disciplines used in the discernment of the

developed the vision

committed Christians. God

m

current

belief is
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The

questionnau-e revealed that the respondents within the congregation believe the

vision to be from God. Question 7 asked for response to the statement, "I believe God is
the

source

of the vision of this church." The responses

with the statement with

agreed and
the

a

50.76 percent

were

in

total of 91.25 percent in agreement

agreed).

This

overwhelming agreement

(40.91 percent strongly

question had the highest level

of agreement with

highest mean response (1 .5 16) of all the questioimaire responses from

similar response
founded

was

who

came to

bibUcal

on

strongly agree

question five, which asked

principles.

The response to

and 37.12 percent who agree

or

Question nineteen which asks if the vision reflects
36.36 percent who

Lf the

respondent believed the vision

question five gave

53.79 percent

90.91 percent in agreement.

an

aspect of the kingdom of God had

56.06 percent who agree

strongly agreed, and

St. Mark. A

or

92.42 percent in

agreement.

My visit

to

the church gave many evidences of the vision

In informal field

uiterviews,

of this church?" One middle

1 asked the

question,

training during the Thanksgiving hoUdays.
We made

one-on-one contacts

to mform

"What is the vision

"To make

aged lady repUed,

becoming

a

or

vision statement

disciples; we have leadership

We sent out letters and made

people.

shared vision.

telephone

caUs.

I love the Methodist church because of

its

accountability and leadership." The pastor's wife repUed that the vision of the church

is,

"to make

disciples; especially ui our own neighborhood.

January using
and

a

class leader

early Methodism.

system."

It goes back to

A yoimg

lady repUed,

We learn and then go out in
'T did research

on

Wesley

early Methodism with emphasis on the Word

of

God, worship, and the preaching of salvation." A young lady setting up the tables said the
vision

is, "to make

more

disciples for Christ

-

to go out uito the

community. Many
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unchurched people
Mark is to grow
We have

a

are

in the

We need to invite them." Another

spiritually, to know Christ,

pastor with

a

vision and

that the vision is the young
out and

community.

people.

we

and to be

follow

Another

disciple

a

along with him."

man

and go out into the world.
One

gentleman answered

said that the vision is to

preach the word and to reach out into the community.

said, "St.

serve

and go

Someone else said it is to

reach out to the children and the unchurched in the commumty

so

they will

know Jesus.

Another said that the vision of the church is to reach out to the commumty.
Other evidence of the

questionnaure
with certain

congregation perceivuig its vision,

responses. In each of the

seven areas

shared,

from the

quality vision statement matched

statements

reflecting

a

the

shared vision.

only question which showed a greater spread in response was question 1 1,

church relies

heavily upon the pastor to move toward its

showed that 20.45 percent

neutral,

22.73 percent

response. This

strongly agree,

disagree,

vision." The

rehed

"This

spread of responses

34.85 percent agree, 1 1.36 percent remain

and 4.55 percent

strongly disagree;

question had the lowest mean response (0.468)

or

6.06 percent gave

no

lowest level of

agreement of all questions. Responses uidicated that the church did

not

perceive that it

heavily upon the pastor to move toward its vision.

The church itself had

some

visual evidences of the mission. The church

uncluttered; however, that which was displayed showed

ministry.
A

came

questions reflecting qualities of shared vision (Appendbc M),

predominate response was in agreement with the
The

of a

as

sign

A white-painted tree branch

above it

was

some

stationed to the

was

open and

evidences of mission and

right of the narthex entrance.

said, "Class Leader 2000 and Beyond." The tree was decorated with

number of small

signs highUghting the following words

or

a

phrases: Holy Spirit, works of
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mercy, works of piety, acts of justice,

ministry,

Bible

acts of compassion,

Study,

Bible, support schools,

printed banner said,

prayer,

the

new

are

praise service, and

nursmg

the narthex. The

prayer,

of worship,

acts

prison
lay reader,

home, and fasting.

the branches." These

several announcements about the

The process
whose

m

usher, greeter,

project enviroimient,

"He is the Vme. We

decorations and materials

display with

help disabled, hospital visits,

fellowship hall had

a

were

the

A

read

nearby

only

large bulletui board
the church

leadership workshops,

calendar,

more.

whereby new ministries

are

started reflects

personal vision is in line with the mission.

When

a

degree of support to those

a

person has

a

ministry or

program that the person wishes to start, he/she is asked to pray about it and discem if God

is

calling him/her to it.

The person must have

objectives that line up with the mission,

some

type of vision statement, goals and

then he/she

can move

Ministries, which determines

resources, and targets

dates, and

evaluation. If the program is

accomphshing its purpose,

In the

interview.

Rev.

will continue with the

the vision. He

Haynes made the statement,

congregation" (Haynes).

His

forward to the Council
sets a sk-month

it is continued.

"It is

a

shared vision and I think it

plans in 2000

are

to

continue castmg

hopes to place attractive banners with phrases emphasizuig the mission

statement around the

sanctuary walls. At the end of the worship service, before

dismissal, he has the congregation join hands and sing together, "Go ye therefore
all nations

-

go, go,

to

all,

go!"

Changes in the Vision

Statement after

following the last pastoral change.

packet

on

of information

was

given to

a

Pastoral

Change.

In June 1995 when Rev.

Some

changes

Haynes arrived

him from the former pastor. Rev.

occurred

at St.

Campbell.

Mark,

A copy

a
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of the Vision 2000 statement was included in this information. Rev.
certam

aspects of the mission and vision resonated with his

made informal

to the mission and vision

adjustments

A

own

He

vision and

gifts

emphasis was that Rev. Haynes

doing things for the surrounding community.

majority (46.97 percent)

indicated that the vision did

of respondents to the

not

congregational questioimaire

change with the change of pastors.

36.36 percent believed that it did
not

personal vision.

reflecting his

of ministry to the mission and vision. The difference in
wanted to focus upon

own

Haynes realized that

change,

7.58 percent

were

Other responses

unsure, and 9.09

were

percent did

respond.
The chart of growth

Figure 4. 1

m

times. The first

change

statements were

developed

stabilized. Attendance

Campbell left

and

occurred after Rev.

Campbell

and the initial decline in

plateaued,

and

growth changes

membership

following the changes

of pastoral

leadership

rise

key

and attendance

membership grew slightly. Again in

membership began to

at two

arrived. The mission and vision

Haynes arrived the numbers began to drop. Following

of adjustment in 1996, the

occurred

indicates certain minor

again.

1995 the year

an

These increases

and mission statement

initial year
came

adjustments, which

simultaneously.

Analysis
I

found, overall, that

most

people stated the

core

part of the mission

asked them about the vision of the church. The pastor and
terms vision and mission

parameters of this study.

regularly.

This

statement when I

congregation interchanged the

switching of terms was permissible within the
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developed its mission and vision

St. Mark UMC

led method. A

statements

using the people-pastor

high level of participation from the executive committee, along with the

pastor, took place. On

a

continuum between reUance

discem the vision, St. Mark falls into
and committee vision

a

on

the pastor

or a

committee to

place a little to the right of the place for pastor

development as indicated below.

+

X

+

Pastor

+

Committee

Pastor & Committee

Strong laity involvement is consistent with the characteristics of a middle-sized church.
In

fact,

many members of the

heavily on the pastor to
the

move

congregation feel the church should not necessarily rely
toward its vision.

They felt the church

should

rely upon

leadership of the laity. The paradox of this reUance upon lay leadership is that the

personal vision of Rev. Haynes is to equip the laity for ministry,
and do the work of the
St. Mark UMC has
statements. WhUe

operational.

to rate

quaUty.

that

they wiU

experienced unwritten changes in its mission

changes in the

statements have not been

or

image of a beacon.

the vision statement

and vision

formalized, they

The beacon unage is the factor that influenced
when

measuring vision

made since Rev.

me

statement

basicaUy an adaptation of the bibUcal uijunction of

Jesus' Great Commission in Matthew 28: 19. The actual vision statement
covers a

are

any variations mentioned in the research did not

high on a visual scale,

The mission statement is

the document

go out

gospel.

The mission statement

mention the visual

so

as

recorded

m

wide range of areas and is not very focused. A change the church

Ha5mes arrived relates to

one area

emphasizes that the church is "to be in mission to

of the vision document which

our

community and world."

Based

on

research responses, the mformal combined mission and vision statement would be "St.
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Mark UMC is

a

church committed to

Christian leaders who

are

making disciples for Jesus Christ, by training

sent to minister to the unchurched in the Glen Oaks

community."
St. Mark UMC is

a

church that believes its vision is transcendent. The strong bibUcal

content self-authenticates the statement as

to

how the pastor and committee

the

origms

would be

the continuum below with

an

has made

an

a

ui

order to evaluate

of the church

moving toward

the
a

Humanly Inspired
spiritual directive

Torah

No

of Scriptural vision is that the vision

on

its mission statement in

questiormaire and mformal field

clearly articulate

are

it to

ever

increasing ways

interviews mdicated most

someone.

questionnaire,

shared vision.

and

on

fiiUy shared, but based

formal and informal

Enough pieces are in place to

duection. The church's acceptance level of the vision

as a

+

+

Coexistence

a

shared

on

interviews, the church is
continue to

move

it in that

shared vision is indicated

the contuiuum below.

Denial

people

The current activities and

focused upon the vision. The pastor beUeves it is

vision that could outlast his tenure. The vision is not
on

position.

+

Scriptural

church that reUes

knew the vision and could

observation,

St. Mark

mformal alteration due to the vision of the current pastor.

shared vision. The

resources

marking the

~+

why the mark is placed to the left

St. Mark UMC is
as a

X

X

Transcendent
Chazon

statement

statement

as

of the vision. Another way of looking at the transcendent nature of the vision

on

reason

God. No evidence is available

spiritually discemed the

+

The

being from

X-+

Acceptance

+

Ownership

on
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The research

gathered is mconclusive as to whether the vision

the church to grow. Loss of members occurred
not been consistent

pattem has

over a

through the years.

hundred mark in attendance. Church

with the mission

or

was

or

developed

the

occurred

or

growth has

vision statements. Correlation with

closely related to pastoral acceptance and tenure.
gradually

after

a new

created

The

helped

growth

no

clear correlation

growth appears to be more

In two of the

changes in church

pastor arrived and the vision

altered. The research is mconclusive

pastoral influence

period.

has

The church has not been able to break

through the two

growth, growth

ten-year

statement

m

statement

determining whether the vision

growth, but growth occurred when both were

established.
St. Mark UMC has

Case

Study 2:

mission statement that is somewhat transcendent and shared.

a

Study of First

Case

First UMC in Denham
statement was

provided,

Springs

a

simple vision

Springs

statement. No other formal

other than the statement below. The vision statement in its

current form was discemed and
statement is a

has

United Methodist Church in Denham

accepted in January

description of the church,

a

1999.

Following the vision

discussion of the data collected and

an

analysis

of the data.
VISION

"Making disciples

who

help

a

hurting world."

Description
Fust United Methodist Church Denham

the outside wall of the

activity center is

World." First UMC is

a

a

Springs is a church with a vision. Visible

large baimer with the words, "Help

large church of eleven hundred

a

on

Hurtuig

members. The church is in

a
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neighborhood area,
estabUshments and

three blocks ofiF of the main street, where many older business
stores aboimd.

antique

Livingston Parish, which is
The church

a

buildmgs take up

The town of Denham

rapidly growing rural
most

of the

area on

the outskirts of Baton Rouge.

block, with additional parking

catty-comer to the sanctuary. The L-shaped building is attractive with
The

design.

buildmg consists of a sanctuary on the left

adjoinmg two-story educational
The sanctuary, which has

a

of

Springs is part

across

a

the street

uniform brick

side of the property, with

and office wmg cormected to

an

an

activity center or gym.

capacity of about two hundred eighty people,

has

an

attractive, traditional style, with exposed beams and beautifixl stained glass wmdows
located

on

stained

glass depiction of Jesus praying in Gethsemane is located

the sidewalls. Decorative banners

The choir loft is located
Fust UMC

area.

on

recently celebrated its

After initial moves, due to

moved to its present site
when the sanctuary

Family Life
occasional

Center

about

on

was

was

m

large

above the chancel

area.

right hand side of the sanctuary.
one

hundredth

anniversary in the Denham Springs

floodmg problems from the Amite River,

1927. The church continued to grow and

destroyed by fire.

A

added in the 1980s to

new

sanctuary

was

buih

the church

build, until

by

1973

1975. The

provide recreation, fellowship,

buzzing with excitement and activity.

Sunday monungs.

one

A

and

worship (First).

First UMC is

place

the front

hung between the windows.

hundred twenty

somewhat traditional, with

Three

worship services are in

In my visit to the first service at 8:00 a.m., attendance

people of mixed

age groups. The service

personal elements of sharing,

passing the cross from one member to

such

was

as a new

another each week with

was

relaxed,

practice

of

accompanying testimony.
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The

passing of the cross,

were common

This service

a

was

contemporary in style with praise music led by

first service. The

was

sharing

about two hundred

a

early service.

of testimonies.

The

atmosphere was upbeat

Laity led most of this

School hour was also at 9:30

each service where coffee and snacks
and chairs available. The 1 1:00

apparent

second

choir.

a.m.

A Fellowship

were

served in the

at this

service, but

a

hundred

Assembly time was between
Center with tables

Family Life

service. It

a

Older

people present.

good generational mix was

Sunday School hour at this time with

was

to pray. The first

worship tune was a traditional
one

and relaxed with

service. When altar prayer

a.m.

formal than the other services with about

was a

praise

a.m.

people of a younger age group than the

offered, almost ninety percent of the congregation went forward

were more

message

congregation was predommantly baby boomers with more youth and

Gen-Xers present than the

Sunday

same

elements in all three services. The second service started at 9:30

Attendance at this service

emotional

scripture memory verse for the weelc and the

was more

generations

still evident. There

larger attendance

at this hour than

the first hour. Activities in the afternoon consisted of youth and children's choir

rehearsals, orientation for a new nutrition and exercise
a

well-attended youth program of about

youth-led worship
other activities

service. The minister

to her

ninety youth and
participated in

Akin, is

an

and

counselors, ending with

scheduled prayer meetings and

energetic and personal leader.

appointment, having been at Fust UMC

appointment

adult

Place,"

weekly.

The pastor. Rev. Leslie
new

program called 'Tirst

at First

for

UMC, she served for several years

Worship Mmistries on the conference

a

year and

as

staff and three years

a

She is

relatively

half Prior to her

Director of Education and
as

Executive Director of the

a
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conference Council

and

enthusiastic, personal
maimer

with

conference.

powerfiil preaching

brings

a

First UMC. She is very clear

hurtuig world."
to

Her

Strawbridge,

summarized the

revival every

who assists her in the
church

are

a

Sunday.

grouping is
among the
sense

a

The

father,

also dommant

worshipers is

of purpose and

The

some

ui

to

those who

The

"Making disciples to help

the

being

she

a

are

new

purposeful drive

minister.

said, "This church is upbeat.

Rev.

It's like

demographics of the

on

of the

Family demographic grouping, which usually

children at home and

a

a

part of First UMC. One member

a

middle class

area.

The

adults between the ages of 33 to 42

ministry is

A

her

associate

an

lifestyle.

largest

(Branton,

This

age category

Consultant

1).

A

part of most activities of the church.

primary focus of ministry is "helping a hurting world."

weight issues.

skills to

leadership

people love, accept, and reach out." Eighty percent

nutrition and exercise program
with

and

pastoral ministry of the church.

general feeling of many when

mother,

experience,

its vision. She has

excited about

church consists of a Middle American
mcludes

service. From her

congregations in and beyond the

the vision of the church:

on

from her

pulpit, to her friendly, caring,

personable style and strong relational skills aid

Many people of the

a

on

personable style-

they leave the

wealth of information,

focus the ministries of the church

Bill

out of the

exposure to other United Methodist

Rev. Akin

and

a warm

embrace for each person when

a warm

training and vast

Ministries. Rev. Akin has

on

the

Sunday of my visit

An orientation for the

dealt with those who

struggle

Friday night worship service, the Serenity Service, ministers

in twelve step programs, and who desire

a

greater spiritual direction.

youth met concerning a summer mission to Mexico where they would build houses

for famihes in Chihuahua. "Home Church" groups have been

organized with the purpose
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of personal care,

ministry,

and

I will discuss this

evangelism.

ministry focus fiirther in the

"Shared Vision" section of the research results.
Research Resuhs
The data collected from the on-site

visit, the questionnaire and the interview

are

organized according to the four research questions, providing the research results.
Vision Statement

the

Development.

The vision statement of First UMC is

point: "Making disciples who help

discemed and

developed the vision

From my interview with Leshe

a

hurtmg world." The pastor and a committee

statement.

Akin,

a

process

was

the current vision statement. When she arrived at the

simply, "Making Disciples."

She

understanding is that it was just
as

its mission. She believes it

Larry Miller,

whose heart and

When Rev. Akin first

felt

a

involved

not sure when it

was

is

of

statement was

accepted by the church.

Her

general conference stated

tmly an expression of the heart

passion

development

church, the vision

matter of accepting what the

was

the

m

of the former pastor,

sharing the gospel.

arrived, the statement, "Making Disciples" was in place, but she

need to add to it. In the

small group meetmgs, called
dreams of the

was

a

simple and to

summer

and

"Companions

early fall of 1998,
in

Akin met with

twenty-eight

in order to Usten to the

Christ,"

hopes

and

congregation. She said, "[W]hat I kept hearing is 'helping a hurting

world.' It wasn't that I

actually heard anybody say it; it just was

a

phrase that kept

ringing in my soul" (Akin).
In

January

1999 Rev. Akin met with the Administrative CouncU of the church for

She decided to

planning retreat.
the councU held

a

prayer

"try out" this vision

walk, council members

of "helping

were

a

hurting world."

asked to pray about the

new

a

As
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vision. The entire committee
committee limit the
vision

heartily accepted the new vision. The pastor asked that

statement to seven words or fewer for easy

statement was

communication. The

then put in its current form.

According to respondents to the congregational questionnau-e,
that the vision statement

Only

was

discemed and

7.14 percent beUeve that

development.
with the last

the

developed by the pastor and

only the pastor was involved in vision

Also 66.67 percent of the

change in pastors,

However, 73.81 percent

85.71 percent beUeve
a

committee.

statement

respondents feU the vision of the

church

while 21.43 percent did not beUeve the vision

agree that

m

order to

move

changed

changed.

toward its vision the church reUes

heavily upon the pastor.
Church Grovyth. First UMC is
and

worship

attendance

a

membership

increased

and

attendance increased

The chart below

m

community grew by 31 percent.

by 33 percent,
by

but

Sunday

150

percent!" (Branton,

Figure 4.2 from Journal

statistical chart indicates overall growth in

even

vyith each

vyith the two

pastoral change,

pastoral changes

but

grovyth stiU

Smce 1985, church

School attendance grew
Consultant

statistics reflects this

membership and worship

throughout the past ten years vyith an increase
occurred

experienced consistent membership

grovyth over the past ten years. Accordmg to Ray Branton' s

consultant report, "Since 1990, the

worship

church that has

m

place until

1).

attendance

of 3 12 members. Consistent

shovyn.

100 percent

growth trend. The

grovyth has

Percentage growth initiaUy dropped

occurred. The chart does not indicate

foUovying the first vision statement unplementation. The revised vision
not

by

statement

afl:er the time frame of the statistical information ended. Some

grovyth
was
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First United Methodist Church Denham

Springs

lembership
forship

"

Worship

Figure 4.2
unknown

i9ee

leso

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1S9S

1907

1998

702

748

766

781

792

839

890

939

1001

1016

252

285

283

288

258

294

303

349

388

375

First UMC Denham

change occurred

in 1993 to

Springs Membership
cause a more

and

Worship

dramatic increase in

Attendance

growth,

a

trend

that continues
Results from the

questionnaire

do not reflect

occurred due to the vision statement.
a

The response received the lowest

mean score

was

16.67 percent

1 1.90

factor

ui

confident response that

22

Question

defined vision statement has been

responses

a

the

asked,

"In your

opinion, having a

growth your church has experienced."

(0.220) of all questions.

disagree,

and 1 1.90 percent
a

strongly disagree.

questionnaire had the top three mean
transcendence. Those who
80.95 percent. Others
No

one

spread

of the

result of parish

growth

Informal mterviews of the
and

pastoral leadership.

Shared Vision. First UMC considers its vision to be transcendent.

percent).

The

percent strongly agree, 38.10 percent agree, 19.05 percent neutral,

congregation indicated growth was

were

growth

scores

relating to the three questions dealmg with

agreed with question
were

disagreed that

either

God

unsure

was

Respondents to the

the

5 that God

was

(16.67 percent)

source

the

or

source

did not

of the vision

respond (2.38

of the vision. Of those who
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responded to question

calling them to

do

or

7 that the vision is founded

be,

90.48 percent

strongly disagreed with question 7.
statement reflects an

statement, while

aspect of the

uitegral part of many

Of the responses to

kingdom of God,

The

points to the transcendent

chapel is open for prayer daily.

was

given.

of the

hopes

and dreams

more

of a chazon type of vision,

of the vision. I

church

was.

a

on

Prayer is

Prayer walks

the revised

an

are

The Administrative Council

was

vision, after which strong

Her conmients reflected

hurting world,

comments which

she said in the

pomted to the

shared

informally asked people what they thought the goal or vision

heal the

of the church

were

Holy Spirit in the people where everybody comes together as

spiritually,

seek what God would have

us

-

of the

service, reach people for Christ,

world, praise and glorify God, make disciples, love,

youth participate, evangelism, bring people to Jesus,

Christ.

agreed with the

phrase that kept "ringing in her soul," as

world, make disciples, reach people in love

was

73.81 percent

expressed in the gatherings.

Responses that the goals

of Christ, grow
and

19 that asks if the

nature of the vision.

congregation, members made

nature

of the

None

(Akin).

In my visit to the

a

of what God is

Rev. Akin indicated that the latter part of the vision statement

out

help

question

of the announced activities of the church.

came

mterview

principles

agreed, while only 4.76 percent disagreed.

encouraged to pray before making comments
acceptance

biblical

only 7.14 percent disagreed.

Additional evidence

encouraged.

on

do, all

make

a

power

family as the Body

age levels

-

men,

women

disciples for a hurting

unconditional love, and reach

people for

Uniformity of response was not clearly present, although the intent of the vision

present in the responses.
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Respondents from the questionnaire
73.81 percent knew the church had

communicate the

vision,

a

vision statement. Of those who could

23.81 percent

percent agreement) that they could

gave mixed responses. Of those who

strongly agreed

20 had the lowest

Question

resources

on

but all in this category had

(Question 20 had the

during the

hurting world.

sermon

and

Visual evidence

question

pointed to

shared vision. A

said that whenever

a

special project

baimer, such as "a flood bucket
was

a

observation.

laity prayers and testimonials indicated concems for

activity center with the words, "Help

on one

below

of

same mean score as

through Ustening and

outside waU of the

vision statement

a mean score

growth.)

Other evidence of the vision was apparent
Comments

agreed (59.52

(0.22), relating to the alignment

mean score

around the vision statement.

22, the question

clearly

clearly communicate the vision. Purpose-oriented

questions were given positive responses,
1.00.

and 35.71 percent

responded,

arose

family,"

printed at the top

a

large banner hung

Hurting World."

on

a

the

Rev. Akin

members would add additional words to the
or some

of every

other

specific, related project.

newsletter,

on

The

stewardship materials,

and

of the pages of the church's web site.

According to the interview with the pastor,

accepted,

additional work

The group at the 1999

was

done to

once

aUgn the

planning retreat looked

the

new

at a fishbone

chart with the various
area

moved

or

did not

move

July, when the time came for planning the 2000 budget.

Rev. Akin asked aU those who would be

church-financed

was

ministries of the church with the vision.

ministries of the church. The members evaluated how each
the church toward the vision. In

vision statement

making budget requests to

ministry would move the church toward its vision.

consider how that
If a

particular
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ministry was not moving the church toward the vision,

members

that

fiinding m that

ministry a part

of then- program and not to ask for

approved according to how the ministry
A

move

or

world. The committee
of Church

ten years

report to help the church

moving to

as

that Rev. Akin is

a

it

moves

recently completed

Consultmg Services.

forcing unanticipated

as

move

a

toward

consultation process with Dr.

toward its vision. Continued

as a

and led the

and third services, such

as

church groups.

neighbors,

new

Serenity

service

practiced

and

a

Ray Branton

are

controversial,

and she

Service.

was

a

hurtmg world."

hurting world.

Evidence of

Small group leaders among the

(One lady who

was

hosting

not even a trained

a

home group

leader.) Laity

Laypersons led various parts of the first

announcements, prayers and

service. In fact, the

hurting

growth in the church is

necessarily "helping

"making disciples" who help

of the middle service, except where the pastor

worship

a

see

congregation is a creative option

makmg disciples was clearly underlying most programs.

organized

goal.

possible altemative to relocating.

The main thmst of the vision statement is not

both

Funding was

make

Dr. Branton makes several reconmiendations in his

initially exploring

went out and mvited all of her

area.

makmg disciples who help

new, visible location. A multi-site

laity were trained for the home

not to

church wants to

choices. Some of Branton' s recommendations

The focus of the statement is

asked

the church toward its

Visioning Committee is currently in place to discem where the

itself in the next five

such

would

area

were

Scripture readings. Laity led

preached.

The

all

youth led the evening

youth who performed the Uturgical dance during the youth

performed

is present to show the church is

on

then-

own

without adult

leadership. Enough evidence

making disciples of laity who help

a

hurting world.
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Although the vision is not yet fijUy shared, strong evidence indicates the church is
quickly moving in the right
Changes

direction.

in the Vision Statement after

a

Pastoral

during the tenure of the previous pastor, Larry Miller,
retreat

m

When the council considered Rev. Akin's

"instantaneous

awareness

vision statement

was

Respondents to

of putting the two

clearly perceived

the

as

made clear
was

"yes,"

Because the

21.43 percent

conclusions

as to

planning

vision, the council members felt

an

[visions] together" (Akui). The revised

being built

on

the

asked for

a

one

that

preceded

it.

response to the statement, 'The vision of the

was

not

66.67 percent

"no," and 1 1.90 percent "unsure."

change in the vision statement was made

information for 1999

the

sunply "makmg

changed with our last change in pastors." Responses were:

answered

at

questionnaire clearly perceived the vision changing with the new

pastoral leadership. Question 3
church

was

1999. The church's vision statement with Miller

disciples."

The vision of the church

Change.

available

so

recently, statistical

during the time of research.

any uifluences the vision statement has had

on

I could make

no

growth.

I asked Rev. Akin about how she would hand the vision to the pastor who follows her:

image that comes to mind is an egg, because I would do it very firagilely
and prayerfiilly and say, "I think what's in there is a people who want to make
disciples who help a hurting world, but you carry it and you see what comes
out of it. It might be something that I don't see at all." I thmk that person
would need to be empowered to see a different vision. .1 think it would be
imperative for hun [or her] to give all the information I possibly could about
how it was bom and how we got to where we did. (Akin)
the

.

.

Analysis
Because the vision statement
current stams

as a

shared vision.

was

revised

so

recently,

it is difficult to determine its

However, because of the active participation of the
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pastor in casting the vision and strong evidences of ownership of the vision in the laity
and the ministries in which

they are involved, I believe the vision is rapidly

becoming a shared vision. Right now,
vision. The

congregation does have

have not had

not as many

a sense

are

in

place,

such

as

can

of what the vision is all about.

its way to

state the

They simply

Elements necessary for the vision to

enough tune to flilly assimilate it.

become shared

people as I expected

on

casting the vision

and

resource

aligrunent with the

vision.
I

am aware

part of the

objective,
reached

The latter

statement.

clearer, however, it does not

have

a

measurable

in most vision statements, which is used to determine if the vision has been

not. Recall remarks

specific actions,
evaluation,

actually a mission or purpose

statement makes the purpose

as

or

that the statement is

quoted earUer by George Bama,

mission relates to

general approaches to

I believed the statement

was

committee. However,

a

(Turning 46).

specific enough to provide purpose

duection, while also avoiding the resemblance
First UMC discemed and

action"

"While vision relates to

to a

In my

and

slogan.

developed its vision statement through the pastor and

variation

on

this vision

a

development is that the discerrunent

happened in stages. During the group gatherings,

the pastor discemed the vision

by

Ustening to the personal visions of people m the congregation. The words of her part
the revised vision reverberated in her soul. After

prayerfiil consideration, the

heartily agreed with her vision. Together, they combuied the new
In

a

continuuhi between sole

pastoral discernment and

UMC falls between pastor and pastor and
+

Pastor

X

committee,

committee

as

Pastor & Committee

council

statement with the old.

discernment. First

indicated below.

+

of

+

Committee
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m

vision statement

development is in

keepmg with expectations of leadership m a large

church. A clear

expectation is present

The strong

emphasis

that the church reUes

on

pastoral leadership

heavily upon the pastor to

pastor has clearly accepted this

opportunity and

in

a

leadership

role in

correlation between church

continued,

down at least

the church toward its vision. The

consciously castmg the vision at

even

growth

after each

during the first year.

in Fu-st UMC in the past ten years. No direct

and vision statement

implementation is apparent.

pastoral change. However, it was temporarily slowed
More apparent

reasons

for

growth,

worthy of fiirther study are the personal vision and gifts of the pastor,
involvement of the

manner

a

no

growth,

and

doubt the first part of the statement is the summary

"Making disciples" is the scriptural portion of the

in which the statement

resembles

area

clearly perceived by both pastor and people to be

(fi-om God). There is

of Matthew 28: 19.

which would be

laity in outreach.

The vision of First UMC is
transcendent

every

variety of forms.

Significant church growth has occurred

Growth

move

portion, "helping

type of chazon vision. Based

on

a

this

statement.

hurting world," was

information,

the First UMC vision statement would fall closer to chazon

The

discemed

the transcendent nature of

on a

continuum

as

illustrated

below.
+

The

+

+

Transcendent

Scriptural

Chazon

Torah

degree the transcendent vision was

determine. As
a

.X

previously stated,

Humanly Inspired
spiritual directive

No

shared at the time of the

indications

were

that it

was

well

study was

on

difficult to

its way to

becoming

shared vision. From my first visit to the church, I sensed that the vision motivated and
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energized the congregation.
and the

participation of the council,
of ministries led

development
a

Due to the amount of prayer uidicated

shared vision.

ownership,

as

Although much

The level of acceptance is

+

The vision statement did

change

Coexistence

occurred. The pastor was

vision, based

verified the

new

on

the needs of the

vision and the council

This verification and

of the vision

Ownership
The church

recognized

able to discem the

spuitually alert enough to be

personal vision to the vision of the church.

revised

+

change with the last pastoral change.

her

statement.

moving beyond acceptance

Acceptance

a

leadership

leadership is beginning to

_x

+

need for
own

The

indicated in the continuum below.
+

a

high level of ownership was developing.

of the church is imaware, the

Denial

that

vision discernment

by the laity, which reflected the vision, also pointed toward

aUgn its resources with the vision.
to

a

m

community. She was able to apply
The discernment of the council

participated in the revision

participation aided in the acceptance

and

of the

implementation

statement.

First UMC has

a

mission statement that is

clearly transcendent

and

rapidly becoming

shared.

Case

Study 3:

Case

St. Andrew's UMC has
the acronym FOCUS.

a

Study of St.

Andrew's United Methodist Church

vision statement discemed

presented.

church in 1998 that

Following the expanded version of the vision statement,

description of the church is given, research results
resuhs is

by the

are

discussed, and

an

uses

a

analysis of the
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VISION:

Listening to God's voice and focusing on God's fiature, we composed a shared vision
for St. Andrew's United Methodist Church. Five key components of the vision form an
acronym.
F orward

Looking forward and plaiming long range for fiature ministry and
FaciUty needs.
O ne to one Utilizing a one to one approach to mvite and mvolve people in
Ministry
C ommitted
Strengthenmg spiritual conraiitment to enable faithful discipleship
U nited
Seeking to know our neighbors and unite our community in Christ
S erving
Reaching out to serve our community and our world
FOCUS (Summary document)
-

-

-

-

-

Description
St. Andrew's UMC is

a

seven-day-a-week church where somethmg is going

ministry every day of the week.
various times of the

day

and into the

the main groups mvolved,

night.

a

large

The

"baby boomers"

and their children

at

are

is

church of 1,178 members. The church is located

street fi'om a CathoUc

Subdivision in south Baton

in

buildings bustle with people of every age

although representation of every demographic group

present. St. Andrew's UMC is

directly across the

The church

on

high school in the heart

of the Shenendoah

Rouge, which is filled with beautiful homes of middle

to

upper-middle-class families.
The

buildings are relatively new and

of a modem

walkways with an open bell tower connect
center

design. Attractive,

the sanctuary, which is located

of the property, and the two-story educational/administrative

behmd the sanctuary. A

for outdoor

courtyard

area

covered

between the

buildings has

a

near

building,

the front

which Ues

garden and benches

feUowship.

The modem sanctuary is open and

attractively decorated
chairs that join

in

a mauve

inviting.

color. The

The

nave

seating

is

spacious, simple,

and

consists of cushioned, movable

together in an appearance of pews. The chancel

area

has

a sense

of
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openness to it. No stained

glass windows

are

blinds. A large clear, circular window with
of the chancel

area.

banner has the
boat. A baby

rear

together as
sizes

are

smaller

uniform,

Large, well-made banners hang

on

are

clear with mini-

frame is in the upper center

cross

either side of the window. One

design of a church logo with the church name,

St.

Andrew's, and

on

the

The section to the

built at different

right is primarily the education

times, but tied

section. Classroom

spacious, with some classrooms having sUding dividers for a larger class
The section to the left is

ones.

primarily office

although classrooms can also be found there.
fenced, well-equipped playground

buildings. The church

parking lot.

area.

To the

Parking

Members of the

or

two

and administrative space,

right of the building in the rear is

space is found

additional land to the left of the

owns

fishing

moming of my visit.

buildmg consists of two two-story builduigs,
one.

a

A violinist

grand piano provides the primary mstrumentation for music.

accompanied the piano
The

a

present. Side windows

on

a

either side of the

buildmgs, behind the front

congregation have discussed building

a new

sanctuary

on

this imused land.
St. Andrew's UMC is still considered
1982. The

He

was

them

founding pastor.

followed

was a

Rev. Fred

young church. The church

Wideman, remained

by a clergy couple who

charismatic leader and

a

at

Conference in

Rev. Steve

mid-year, March

eight years.

served for two years. The pastor who followed

speaker and helped the

Stephens

1995.

founded in

the church for

church grow for

time. After three years of ministry, this pastor left the church and

alleged moral failure.

was

came to

a

period of

ministry due to

an

St. Andrew's LIMC from the Texas
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Rev. H.E.
years. Rev.

(Steve) Stephens has been the pastor of St. Andrew's UMC for almost five

Stephens has

making any person feel
in the

the

warm,

engaging personality.

at ease and

accepted in his

m

St. Andrew's UMC has three

smaller,

more

members of the builder
was

children

time

were

was

services

This
in

outside

gift.

intimate service. The

The 8:30

also the time for the sole

9:45

of the

a.m.

service had

congregation of this

congregation was made up primarily

At this

similar to

one

musical

An informal

a.m.

more

worship time

"baby boomer"

Sunday school hour. Many

the three

services,

two

greater generational mix
mmor

was

variations. A violinist

The beautiful music added to the

conversation

present. The

accompanied the

atmosphere
was

of

held in the

services.

St. Andrew's has

number of choirs,

a

a

another with

pieces.

courtyard between

Sundays,

service,

fellowship time with coffee and

Throughout the week,

a

wide

variety of ministries and activities.

includmg the youth choir, three different

children's choirs for different age groups, and

for rehearsal. A youth band
Cross

bring healing and

Sunday school, while their parents were in worship. The third worship

pianist for various
worship.

reflect this

Sunday moming worship services.

worship time was

at 1 1 :00 a.m.

were

good communicator

a

Stephens is known in

generation of fifty-plus years old. The

well attended. This

generation.

Rev.

of

growth pattems of the church and the excitement of

people about what the church is doing,

was a

exceptionally capable

often is sent to churches in difficuh situations to

duection. The recent increase

service

He is

presence. He is

pulpit with well-prepared and timely messages.

ministry as one who
new

a

practices

and

plays on Sunday evenings.

Club, for children in fifth and sixth grades

On

adult choirs for

a

bell choir all meet

A

meets at 5:00 p.m. The

new

mmistry.

youth group
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meets at the same time. The

with

youth have an informal time of worship

youth led suigmg and worship. The

other adult

Sunday evenings

associate minister. Rev. ElUs Newman and

youth counselors lead the youth in their activities. The youth are starting

"Youth Clubs" where
mterests.

new

on

they will

meet in small groups with others

The church is the center for

Boy Scouts, O.W.L.s

or

variety of other mmistries, such as Cub Scouts,

a

Older Wiser Leaders

-

a

ministry for and with aduUs fifty and

older. Other ministries include United Methodist Women,

pre-school (with an

of various similar

enrollment of about

one

hundred

a

five-day a week Christian

eighty children),

Kairos

prison

ministries, Cursillio and Emmaus spuitual life retreats (the participants also help with the
UMC Mission Center
Can Do

-

a summer

by collecting food for the Greater Baton Rouge Food Bank),

day camp

Bible Studies I, II and III,
medical mission

for children

serving food

trips to Mexico,

complete the long list

and

a

kuidergarten through

at the

wide

sixth

grade. Disciple

Holy Grill, youth mission trips,

variety of other

Club

adult

seasonal mission

projects

of very active groups at this church.

Research Resuhs

The research results

are

organized in such a way as to

answer

the four research

questions through the data collected.
Vision Statement

Development.

A group

consisting of the pastor

church leaders

developed the vision statement.

advance

retreat) held

(not

a

at the church in

tables.

Groups of six

This group did the work at

January

planning workbook designed by Rev. Stephens
sat at each table to work

and all elected

as a

1998. The group used

a

planmng

a

vision

guide. Forty-eight people filled eight

through the visionuig process.
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The

brain

or

step-by-step process
creative

person to draw

thinking.

a

picture

involved

a

variety of creative

One of the activities

exercises that

encouraged right

during the visionmg time

of their vision for the church and then to

asked each

explam what that

picture meant. The group talked about the ministry to which Christ calls them
church. The exercises

emphasized the need for the vision to be

unportance for all of the leaders beuig
The results

calling them.

a

a

as a

group vision and the

part of the vision.

during that visioning time gave five areas where the group

A summary document of the St. Andrew's

heard Christ

Planning Advance gave the

foUowing results:
To reach out to

community (35 percent or 13 of 37 responses).
Community Outreach (evangeUcal and service) is our primary mission as a
church; an effective means of communicatuig the Gospel to those outside
the church; and a foundational part of our growth as disciples.
2) To strengthen our commitment -Spiritual, Financial, Service (22 percent or
8 of 37 responses). When we are spiritually centered, we are open to
God's guidance and true discipleship is the fiaiit of our commitment.
3) To get to know each other (24 percent or 9 of 37 responses). We have a
need for fiiendship and community; for more opportunities to gather, and
for a broader based community.
4) To expand our ministries (19 percent or 7 of 37 responses). To meet the
needs of our growing congregation and our community, we need more
program ministries and more faciUties. (A Summary of the St. Andrew's
Planning Advance)
1)

During the meeting,

a

our

layperson suggested that the participants use the acronym FOCUS

for five elements of the statements

presented above.

stated at the

case

which

was

beginning of this

The result

study (page

was

the vision statement,

13 1-32).

FoUowing the vision discernment, the next step taken by the church leadership was a

plarming process.
Rev.

four

Stephens.

The church work

area

With the vision set, the

committees used

a

planning guide prepared by

leadership encouraged the work areas to develop

goals that would help implement the vision.
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In

four

January,

once

the

planning was

year. Rev.

Sunday.

He

1999, the

was

same

of this year's

or

pastor and

can

work

on

a

were set.

vision statement

be

a

worship service when the congregation

The second year,

on

Sunday for one

the front of the bulletm each

m an

effort to

accompUsh about

Rev.

plaiming advance

80

develop goals for

brought back to the work areas again.

was

easily sidetracked

area

plans with the

and commitment to Christ. Then every

planning was uncertain.

congregation

Based

at a

excited about the fact that the church was able to

necessary to have

seasonal

vows

the vision statement and

Stephens began to put the vision statement

percent of the goals that

The

success

Stephens expressed a concem that perhaps it

each year. He

from the

expressed concem that this

vision, focusing instead

on

immediate

programs.

the responses from the
committee

questionnaire, the congregation believes that the

developed the vision statement.

percent believed that the vision
a

place,

goals were presented to the congregation

also affirmed their baptism

was

in

statement was

In response to

question 2,

75.00

developed and discemed by the pastor and

committee.
In the

an

near

fiiture, St. Andrew's plans to reevaluate its vision. The church has signed

agreement wdth Percept Group, Inc.

Revision consists of a

to work

through a program called "Revision."

strategic planning model with three key elements

of vision,

mission, and ministry. Advance material fi"om Percept indicates the need for recmitment
of a Revision task force to work through the process, strong bibUcal content, clarification
of the difference between vision and
of planned activities based

on

mission,

the vision.

use

of demographic material and the focus
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Church Growth. In

spite of setbacks,

St. Andrew's UMC continues to grow

as a

congregation. Figure 4.3 illustrates the trends in both membership and worship
attendance.

St. Andrew's United Methodist Church

"

Y�ar

^���worship

1989

1990

1891

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1097

1998

851

843

867

867

941

1088

1129

1092

1078

1157

409

374

345

281

344

408

388

349

349

383

Figure 4.3

St. Andrew's UMC

The ten year trend shows

growth of 306 in membership and

In the last year of Rev. Wideman' s

and attendance

began to drop.

couple's ministry,

The

uicreases

St.

a

loss of 46 in

Stephens'

membership plateau was
experience

maintained

a severe

saw a

growth

statement has been

a

and

,

attendance, until he

eighteen months,

again.

of the church.

factor in

drop in attendance.

continued decline for the first

Respondents fi^om the questionnaire indicate that the vision
factor in the

during the clergy

membership dropped following that pastor's alleged

arrival

started to show

worship.

Andrew's, membership leveled off

significant growth m both membership

left hi mid-1995. Attendance and

before

ministry at

but the church continued to

The next pastor fostered

misconduct. Rev.

Membership and Worship Attendance

statement has been a

Question 22 asks if the person feels the vision

growth

are

that 15.63 percent

strongly agree and 43.75
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percent agree (or 59.38 percent
when the

and 31.13 percent

agree)

they could

present that the vision
Shared Vision.

and 37.50

statement is

were

factor

a

neutral

m

was

founded

53.13

on

agreed,

which asked if God

disagreed.

of all responses

The top response

46.88 percent

or unsure.

bibhcal

to

was

the

source

pertaining to transcendence,

scores

question

principals

12.50 percent

were

(mean

were

of the

7 which asked if the

neutral, and

no one

vision, showed that
were

When asked if the vision reflected

an

strongly agreed,

disagreed. Question 5,
3 1.25

percent strongly

aspect of the kingdom of God, in

with 21.88 percent who

percent agreed, 12.50 percent

unsure, and

which

respondent felt the

neutral, and only 3.13 percent

question 19, respondents answered
were

no one

strongly agreed,

65.63

disagreed with the statement.

summary document reflects transcendence. A title for the

presented the various responses,

had the

of 1.281, 1.125 and 1.10

showed that 40.63 percent

percent agreed, 12.50 percent

Wording in the

No conclusive evidence is

Responses from the questionnaire indicate that the congregation feels

mean scores

respectively).

agreed,

However,

or unsure.

growth.

the vision is transcendent. Questions 7, 5, and 12,

vision

neutral

respondents were aslced if they could communicate the vision, only 40.63

percent said that

top three

are

states "We Hear Christ

section,

Calling Us" (Sunmiary 1).

The end of the document presents the final vision statement and opens with the statement:

"Listening to

God's voice and

focusmg on God's fixture, we composed a shared vision for

St. Andrew's United Methodist Church"
Answers tO the

indicated the
these

questionnaire on most

(Summary 2).
of the

questions relating to

congregation also beUeves the vision is

questions

scored close to 65 percent

or

shared vision

shared. Most of the responses to

higher in agreement.

The

only questions
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that showed

a more

vision statement
on

spread

out response were

questions concerning the uniqueness of the

bemg distinct from other churches. The lowest

mean score

(0.226) was

question four about the ability to communicate the vision to another person. This

means

the

respondents did

My visit

not

reflect

a

to the church revealed no

statement. I did not

see

confidence in

primary,

the vision statement in

communicatmg the vision to

others.

observable evidences of the vision

signs, the bulletin,

or

the church

newsletter.
In my informal

uiterviews,

Andrew's?" I received the

I

asked, "What is the vision or vision

following responses:

"I don't

congregation;" to build a new sanctuary and fellowship
congregation; to build
social
to be

train

a

a

church that

serves

disciples to go

out

ui

guess it is to

order to

to grow more based on

serve a

serve

the

larger

spiritual growth (not

community; to love

said that he
us a

was

meet

one

another

as we

love ourselves; to

and love. One made the comment that if I asked

ten

different

I would get ten different visions. Others said that the vision

to be open,

community and

Ufe

the

caring, fiiendly church; to try to

themselves;

gave

sanctuary and

hall

of St.

club); to be a missional church to the community; to reach out to the community;

people in the church,
be

a new

know;" "I

statement

have

more

needs;

to

be

a

did not know; to

we are

serve

the

close, personal neighborhood church. One man

suspicious of written mission or vision

whole Book of what

supposed to

statements. He

do and that

we can

said that God

spend

our

whole

doing that.
Secondary evidences

of the mission

to

outreach and to step outside of

family-oriented, and fiiendly;

their

was

(not the vision)

were

evident in the informal

interviews and the available ministries. From the comments in the informal interviews.

a
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different people
seemed to be

visible

was

Sunday

emphasized

aware

a

Grill. There

high quaUty,

over

the

they

such

as

stated

a

in the written vision statement. There

was

entrance of the

narthex,

was new

growmg

devotional material

pre-school,

a

a

senior aduU program,

Emmaus and

Statement after

a

food

m

the

pack meetmg with famiUes spread all

and the strong programs for children and

Changes in the Vision

serve

('Taith Home" pamphlets in the narthex),

Cub Scout

growth opportunities (such as CursilUo,

by the children's

bulletm board about

a

youth sponsored sign-up for people willing to

parking lot when I arrived that afternoon,

ministry),

statement. No one

decorated food boxes collected

classes, food barrels at the

the Mission Center,

Holy

that the vision

secondary evidence,

School

points m the vision

different individual

Happening, Kairos prison

youth

Pastoral

questiormaire were basically unsure if the vision

spiritual

Change. Respondents

statement

to

the

changed with the change in

pastors. Responses showed that 34.38 percent feU that it had changed, 15.63 percent feU
that it had not

changed, and 40.63 percent were unsure.

There

were reasons

for this

uncertainty.
St. Andrew's UMC has gone

of the

founding pastor gave

it

through many changes in its

stabUity and created

Vision 2000 mission and vision statement

ministry at

St.

Andrew's,

no one

had

seen

were

climate of growth.

developed during Rev.

the vision statement for

of continuity with the vision could be due to the
years.

a

short life span. The tenure

instabUity that

Although
Wideman' s

some

came

a

time. This lack

in the ensumg
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clergy couple that followed Rev.

The
reasons

have

for such

a

short stay

easily been lost

were

church and

provided, but

in the midst of the

The pastor who followed the

Wideman remained for
any focus

The members of the

during his tenure. However,

church's vision

new

sanctuary

on

the unused

sanctuary would enable church members to
needed

fellowship hall.

healing for the
Rev.

the vision statement could

change in pastors.

written vision statement
of a

No

clergy couple showed superior ability in revitalizing the

adding new members.

was

on

only two years.

convert

But with the turmoil and

congregation could remember no

some

members indicated the

portion of the land.

the

A

new

existing sanctuary into

a

much

pain from this pastor's departure,

church became the critical need.

Stephens spent the first

several months of his

ministry at

St. Andrew's in

a

healing ministry that addressed the hurts experienced from the former pastor's departure.
The minister and

said that it
church

was

congregation did not

Uke the other

(Stephens).

A

sense

spoke

of how

is that fijU

Stephens

cut out of the

come

evidence of this need for

history of the

for five to ten years.

healing.

At least two

minister, everything was now

on

"hold"

Due to

(St. Andrew's Field

The setback had occurred almost five years earlier.

said that it

was

congregation (Stephens).
year later.

healing wiU not

passing of any vision. Stephens

they once were moving toward plans for a new sanctuary.

the setback with the former

Observation).

consider the

pastor's ministry was just

During my field interviews, I found
members

even

eighteen months before he felt as if he were the pastor of the

The

development

of the current vision statement took

place

a
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Stephens how he would

When I asked Rev.

recognized how difficult it would be.
encouraging the leadership to
where

a

vision

was

pass it

already m place.

pass the vision to the next pastor, he

He feU that
on

In

would be

the

change in direction caused

new

new

person to

congregation to be

come

able to

never

gone to

a

church

pastor wanted

to go

m a

conflict in the church. In the

mterview, Stephens recognized the tension when he said,
for this

He has

helpful.

fact, when he thought that the vision in his last

appointment would be passed to the new pastor,
different direction. This

leaving copies of the vision and

"You want to have the freedom

in-this is their church now-but you also want your

keep the vision ahve"(Stephens).

Analysis
St. Andrew's UMC is

a

church that has bounced back after

programs that involve many members of the church. With this

evidence of a

unifying

shared vision is apparent. Not

one

a

crisis with strong, vital

vitality in mind,

congregation and community,

as

It is very certain that the pastor and

well
a

as a

clear

person in the field interviews

knew the vision statement. This lack of knowledge could be due to the

of the

no

transitory nature

limited amount of castuig the vision.

committee

developed the vision statement. The

pastor provided leadership in guiding the church leaders through the process. Any
discernment and

pastoral

development

came

discernment and committee

committee, and committee,

as

fi-om the committee. On the contmuum between

discernment, St. Andrew's falls between pastor and

indicated below.
X

H

+

Pastor & Committee

Pastor
Because of past hurts

relating to

discernment could be

a

the former pastor, the

+

Committee

emphasis on committee

part of the healing of the leadership where trust

can

be rebuilt and
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affirmed. The church could still hold
reUes

individual, especially

on one

a

a

strong distrust of a chazon vision that mitially

pastor-any pastor.

Currently, the church is preparing to reevaluate its vision through hiring

professional. Christian consultmg company that will
Revision program appears to have

pastor and

a

Church

biblical base.

assist it in the process. The

According to

advance

growth has

occurred in the

occurred under the

attendance decreased

of the next pastor, but
once

church,

with setbacks from

of the

damage was

done under the conditions of his

and

of Rev.

Stephens.

community characteristics.

appears to be

a

evidence that

growth is in any way related to the vision statement.

departure.

The

growth

There is

no

congregation and pastor beheve the vision statement to be transcendent in namre,

however, the

Group

leadership

and

clergy couple. Growth occurred under the

again under the leadership

result of pastoral

pastoral changes.

founding pastor. Membership growth plateaued

during the time

Healing brought growth

The

materials, the

task force will discem the vision.

Steady growth

leadership

a

a

maimer

process is

degree of prayer

in which it

more

and

a

was

evident. It is

Christian

developed

does not reflect elements of chazon.

probable that the group

perspective.

I

placed

process involved

St. Andrew's just

on

some

the other side

of Scripture in the transcendent continuum.
+

+-.X

Transcendent

Scriptural

Chazon

Torah

+

Humanly Inspired
spiritual directive

No

According to stated resuhs, the pastor and congregation have confidence that the
vision is

a

shared

vision,

but I did not observe any direct evidence to validate this beUef

From the responses in the informal

mterview,

not one person

mentioned the FOCUS
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acronym

or awareness

Many people did mention aspects of what the

statement.
to be the

primary

responses

that their vision matched any of the five

-

of the vision

summary document considered

community outreach. However,

these

given fi-om their own personal vision perspective, when the person did

were

not know what

mission of the church

points

the vision statement

actually said.

Most responses about vision matched

characteristics of the

demographic age group

about

sanctuary. Boomers and Busters talked about service and mission.

building

Question
lowest
A

4

on

the

on

the

a new

of the person. Builders talked

more

ofl;en

questionnaire relating to the ability to communicate the vision was the

mean

scale of all

questions

answered

(0.226).

possibihty is present that the term shared vision is being confiised

vision. The simMnary document announced that

a

with group

shared vision had been

vision statement

certainly represented the consensus of the group, but the

the vision could

only be discemed fi-om the congregation with tune.

composed.

The

shared nature of

On the acceptance contmuum, St. Andrew's is between coexistence and acceptance of
the vision. Coexistence is when the

congregation acknowledges the vision, but is too

busy to change anything. Acceptance is when the congregation accepts the vision,
well

as

changes moving toward the vision,

as

but is not driven by the vision. This level of

acceptance is indicated in the continuum below.
+

+

Denial

Church leaders show fiiistration in
the
and

transitory nature

of the

sporadic attendance.

baby boomers.

-x

Coexistence

+

+

Ownership

Acceptance

leading the congregation to greater acceptance,

congregation, the

due to

short-term level of commitment to program,

These characteristics

are common

in

a

suburban

community of
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The vision of the church seemed to
statement

was

tenure of the

lost

or

misplaced.

a new

its

clear vision

a

The

leadership

difficuh task in

for the future. In the

discernment process from

discernment

present,

as

bibhcally.

a

near

Christian

them

many

are so

the brief

during

St. Andrew's UMC has been

leadmg the

of a

popular, outgoing pastor.

church

through positive healing

St. Andrew's UMC is

organization that

appears to

I did not find strong elements of shared

or

entering a

in its vision

approach vision
transcendent vision

clear, shared, transcendent vision could

beyond their own healing to the community mission outreach

passionate.

m

and the current pastor

fiiture, the church is receiving help

stated in the vision statement. A

move

discemed

grieved with the departure of the founding pastor.

point where a clear, unifying vision can be pursued.

tune of hope

was

unwritten church vision was present

grieved more deeply with the alleged betrayal

The current pastor has had
to a

no

each pastor. The Vision 2000

unpression is that

The church

grief

an

abmptly.

vision statement. My

preoccupied with
The church

1 discovered

clergy couple. Apparently,

the tenure of the pastor who left

discemed

change with

about which
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CHAPTER 5

Conclusions and Discussion
A church with

church. The
A

shared, transcendent vision has the characteristics of a visionary

a

congregation is excited about what God is doing in and through its church.

spirit of enthusiasm permeates the activities of the

direction is evident

m

My search at

songs, to vision-centered ministries

the

a

springing forth firom

begmning of this study was

a

search for United Methodist churches

shared, transcendent vision.

I wanted to

shared, transcendent vision could take hold of an existing congregation

maintained

m some

church and

move

form after

toward

or

a

pastoral change in order to

shared vision is present. I

and be

flilfill God's purpose for that

reach its vision. Churches vyith shared, transcendent vision

do exist in the Louisiana conference. The

in

of

people.

in the Louisiana Aimual Conference that had
know if a

common sense

the church leaders and ministries. The vision is apparent in

variety of forms-from signs, to
the hearts of the

church. A

hope to

degree that the vision is shared varies, but

encourage my conference to assist

visionary

churches

keepuig the vision alive, especially when a pastoral change is about to take place.

consultation process

personal vision

prior to the change

could mclude

a

discussion of the

new

pastor's

and the church's vision. The conference also could train pastors and

in how to discem God's vision for their church. This additional

traming

The

laity

could assist the

congregation in the process of vision discernment with church stmcture and fiiture
planning

centered

Before
about the

on

the church vision.

moving into the cross-case analysis

rehability of the questionnaire.

The

and

findings,

a

comment must

be made

questionnaire proved to be a weak
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instrument. A reason for this weakness is that all
churches

degrees

were on

the side of agreement with the

of agreement

were

values of all

some

questions had

Other variables could account for this

all three churches had the

questions from all

questions (see page 104). Varying

evident, which means that

leaning toward disagreement.
example,

mean

highest mean for questions

more answers

disagreement.

For

concemmg transcendence.

A natural response for any church member would be the beUef that the vision of their

church

(even if the member did

nature. If a person

this

not know what the vision

disagreed with the transcendent nature

could be present, such

disagreement

was)

as

would be transcendent

of the

vision, other

dissatisfaction with the pastor

or

reasons

analysis,
Greater

measure.

Results from the

but because I did not

are

still included

fiilly trust these results, they are

rehability can be found in the findings from the field
Cross-Case

The

questionnaire

cross-case

studies. In this

Analysis. Evaluation,

and

are

cross-case

relied upon

heavily.

Interpretation of the Data
in the individual

analysis, theoretical repUcation is present.

repUcation occurs when contrasting resuhs

the

an

observations and interviews.

analysis looks for repetitive features found

cross-case

not

ui

for

the current

duection of the church, which that person opposes. Therefore, the result would be
unreUable

ui

mdicated but for

46). Further conclusions, poUcy changes, and evaluations

are

case

Theoretical

predictable reasons (Yui

presented later m the

chapter.
Vision Statement

Development

Churches with

quality vision

then- vision statements. In

some

statements

formaUy work through a process hi discerning

churches the process is

more

formal than others. The
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higher degree that

a

committee

vision statement, the

Churches with

pastor and

alone,

nor

a

was

involved in

discerning and formulating the actual

formal the process.

more

quality vision

leadership committee. Vision discernment is neither done by the pastor

by a committee alone without the pastor.

discenmient, but the role of the pastor varies-from
it for vaUdation

developing

a

to a

committee,

one

always involved

in

who discerns the vision and offers

discerning and

vision from within the members of the committee itself The continuum

discernment and

on

St. Mark

?

X

+

+

Each pastor was concemed about
both First UMC Denham

?

T

X

X

keeping the vision

Springs and

under the direction of their
a new

involvement in vision

St. Andrew's

+

Pastor & Committee

Pastor

seek

pastor/committee

development.
FUMCDS

preparing to

The pastor is

to one who facilitates the committee in

below illustrates where each church is located
statement

level of involvement of both the

statements have some

as

cunent.

St. Mark UMC had been

respective pastors.

vision,

Committee

The vision statements

recently revised

or

The pastor of St. Andrew's UMC

the former vision did not

refined

was

provide needed passion and

enthusiasm from the members. The vision statements of First UMC and St. Andrew's
UMC

were

discemed

only two years

discemed in 1990, but has

ago. The vision of St. Mark UMC

was

originally

experienced mformal revisions ui the past year and a half

Church Grovyth
Over

a

consistent

ten-year period,

grovyth.

not all churches vyith

quaUty vision statements experienced

Various factors influenced church

growth.

No clear evidence

at

was
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available that showed what effect, if any, the
had
to

on

church

have any

the

The

growth.

significant

unplementation of a vision

people ui the churches

effect

on

church

growth.

did not

In

a

scored in the lower thud of the

Independent variables,
systemic

comparison of mean responses fi^om

or

unwritten

degree

(see Table 4.4).

which appear to have affected church

growth, included

experienced decreased growth

of decreased

growth

or

former pastor left also affected the
If the

pastoral leadership.
recover

positive, growth

growth were pastoral effectiveness,

loss

from

new

utiUzation of his/her

was

or

the presence of a

following most pastoral changes.

dependent upon the conditions

of the

new

pastor. The

maimer

of the former

in which the

length of time before growth resumed under new

membership

loss to

temporarily.

growth.

Continued

If the

a

greater time period

was

pastor's departure was

growth depended upon the

jpastor to lead the congregation through separation grief and the

own

gifts and graces in the context

The vision statement of each of the churches

would encourage church

loss

pastor's departure was traumatic,

decreased

effectiveness of the

other

vision, and community growth.

pastor's departure and the effectiveness

required to

statement and church

receptiveness of the congregation to that pastor's gifts,

Each church
The

responses

elements. Variables that influenced church

which included
written

mean

has

perceive the vision statement

congregational questionnaire, question 22, concerning vision

growth,

statement

growth.

was

of that church settmg.

oriented toward outreach, which

St. Mark UMC stressed

being

a

beacon to the

community arid sending out trained leaders to minister to the unchurched in the
conununity.

St. Andrew's UMC had

as

part of its FOCUS statement,

community. First UMC emphasized helping

a

hurtmg world.

to reach out to the

Each of these statements
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had
the

an

element of outward focus, which is the

begirming of spiritual growth, renewal,
All churches selected

question

as to

what elements

that would faciUtate
obtamed for this

growth

and

were

and

even

in the greater Baton

are

growth. Specific mformation

corresponding

church

Springs.

any vision

mission statement, and

or

revival.

Rouge

This fact raises

area.

common

to answer

knowledge

growth ui two

of the

St. Andrew's UMC is in

this

of the

question was

churches,

a

indicates

area

where St. Andrew's is located. Location has been

an

complex issues relating to the

school systems,

not

conmiunity

growing area of south Baton

mfluence

on

church, which also reflects the make-up of the community. First

unmediately to the west

area

St. Andrew's UMC and

Rouge. Many people in middle and upper management positions live

is in Livingston Parish

a

unique to the demographics of the Baton Rouge

study. However,

First UMC Denham

key to

of East Baton

the

in the subdivision

growth

in the

UMC Denham

Rouge Parish.

Livingston Parish has

a

Springs

Because of

higher quality

school system than East Baton Rouge Parish. Also the Baton Rouge school system is
riddled with

problems fi^om political issues

problems in the East Baton Rouge Parish

and

inadequate fixnding.

As

a

result of the

school system, many young families

moving to Livingston Parish for the quality

are

schools for then- children. As indicated in the

data. First UMC Denham Springs is growing at

a rate

just

above the

community.

Shared Vision
In my discussion

on

shared vision in each

nature of the vision. AU churches

of whether the members

transcendent

even

nature of the

case

study,

I also discussed the transcendent

beUeved that their vision was transcendent,

knew what the vision

church's visions

was

was.

regardless

This confidence in the

reflected in the responses to the
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questionnaire.
were

founded

received the
the

In Table 4.4

on

biblical

highest

principles

in every church.

mean score

churches and the third top

answer m

instrument, other means

Transcendence
chazon vision with

was

a

a

the

formal

the

mean scores m two

questioimaUe was

a

on a

contuiuum

a

with the two

extremes

being

humanly-inspired vision and

a

a

low

strongly influenced the location of the church on the

degree prayer or other spiritual disciplines were

discerning their vision.

position were whether

on

needed to support the transcendent nature of the vision.

are

transcendent nature. A variable that

mentioned in

highest in agreement

high transcendent nature, to

was

calUng it to be,

Question 5, which asked if God were

the other church. Since the

also measured

transcendence continuum

if the vision statement

of what the church beUeves God is

of the vision, ranked second

source

weak

(page 104), question 7, which asked

or

Other variables

informal process

uifluencing the transcendence

was

used in the initial vision

discernment, and whether clear Scriptural elements were present within the

statement

itself
[CDS

+

-X

Transcendent
Chazon

St. Mark

St. Andrew's

X -+ -X

+

Scriptural

Humanly Inspired
No

Torah

Transcendence also appears to correlate with the

mvolved

ui

discerning the vision.

being received from

perceived as having a higher transcendent value.
from God

was a

primary,

not a

degree that the pastor was actively

When the pastor offered

God within the context of that

spiritual directive

an

initial form of the vision

congregation, the vision was

The discerrunent of the vision

secondary response,

as

as

bemg

in observations and interviews.
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The

degree of acceptance in the

shared. The
the vision

higher the

can

sense

be considered

church

measures

of ownership of the vision

a

+

The

+

St. Mark

X

X

+

Acceptance
in

Ownership

consistently casting the vision

degree to which the vision was considered to be a shared vision.

greater the variety of forms in which the vision
moved toward

higher degree

FUMCDS

X-+

Coexistence

degree that the pastor was actively involved

influenced the

the church, the

m

becoming

a

was

shared vision.
St. Andrew's

Denial

the level of which the vision

was

cast, the greater the

shared vision. A correlation also

The

degree the vision

appeared between the level

of uivolvement that the pastor has in vision discernment and the level of acceptance and

ownership

of the vision

by the congregation.

In every case, the pastor acted

vision

was

more as a

facilitator in

discemed and the vision statement

of leadership, but the leaders of the

developed.

Planning was dependent

on

Changes in the

Vision Statement after

Pastoral

or

effective vision statement
those

changes which built

more

traumatic the

The pastor had

a

congregational leadership.
Change

vision statement occurred with each

changes,

varying degrees

congregation were highly mvolved in any planning

that followed.

Changes ui the vision

strategic planning once the

which

were

well received

pastor. The

most

by the congregation,

were

new

upon the vision statement utilized under the former pastor. The

departure of the former pastor, the greater was the break in the

continuity of the vision.
Evidence is inconclusive

as to

whether

changes in the growth pattems were influenced

by the unplementation of the vision. Initial observation indicated that growth pattems
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were

not

directly influenced by the development

would shed

more

light

No formal method

from

one

pastor to the

on

this matter.

was

present in the churches where the vision would be passed

Any method usually consisted of either passmg a packet of

next.

information from the former pastor to the
vision statement existed. The
the vision of the

pastor,

congregation was

more

to

accidentally discovering that

effective than the pastors

No consideration

of matching the church's vision Avith the

was

at

a

passing

apparent

m

the

personal vision, gifts and

incoming pastor.

ImpUcations
The

new

previous pastor to the new pastor.

appointment process
graces of the

of a vision statement. Further research

of the

Findings for Revismg the Existing Body of Knowledge

findmgs of the study are

considered to be theories that refine, refiite

or

original theory of the study.

As this

study reflects theoretical replication logic,

contrastuig results

due to

predictable reasons.

findmgs that can

can occur

be

theoretically apphed in different

The

add to the

findmgs below represent

churches.

Shared. Transcendent Vision in the Louisiana Conference
Two out

of three United Methodist Churches with quahty vision statements in the

Louisiana Annual

Conference studied have differing degrees of shared,

vision. These churches

the

use a

congregation, helping to

written vision statement to continue
transform

a

transcendent vision into

transcendent

casting the vision before
a

shared, transcendent

vision.

Among

St. Mark

UMC, First UMC, and

Springs showed the strongest
had

some

good

evidences of a

evidences of a

St. Andrew's

UMC, First UMC Denham

shared, transcendent vision. St. Mark UMC

shared, transcendent vision. St. Andrew's UMC had very
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few evidences of a shared, transcendent vision. St. Andrew's had spent much energy

recovering from

a

time of grief, after which

they had plans m place to rediscover God's

vision. All three churches have strong, vaUd ministries in thek

Only First UMC

and St. Marks UMC had from

respective communities.

good to strong evidences

of a

shared,

transcendent vision for which I searched.

Vision and Pastoral
When

a

Changes

pastoral change

occurs

becoming increasingly shared,
vision. This

UMC, the

viewmg the

seeks balance

or

seeking a form

new

shifting involved
reached. The

church
a

as a

period

and

unphcitly at

St. Marks

clearly was built upon the former vision
was

retained in written

form, but

system, when the head of that system is changed, the

of instabiUty. This unstable

homeostasis. A search for homeostasis

period is
occurs

a

time when the church

when the system is

relationships (Friedman 23).

eventually be re-estabUshed under the new leadership. Sometimes the
m

new

this time of adjustment creates initial

turmoil, until

a

balance is

pastor will have his/her ovra personal vision, which aligns

way with the vision God has
In the United Methodist

his

vision statement

of equilibriiun in the network of its various

Homeostasis will

m

vision emerges which is built upon the previous

practice under the new pastor.

ui

system experiences

step

congregation with a transcendent vision that is

At St. Marks UMC, the former vision

revised and refined
In

a new

a

phenomenon occurred expUcitly at Fust UMC

UMC. At Fust
statement.

in

progressive

and

m some

given to the church.

Church, God uses pastoral changes to communicate another

increasingly clarified vision for that

church.

Occasionally,

a

progressive change in vision occurs imder the same pastor, but the tenure of most United
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Methodist pastors is

usually not long enough to experience progressive changes in the

vision.
When

a new

pastor arrives, his/her first task is to discover the written

vision of the church. A fi-esh tkne of vision discernment is necessary for

revision,
the

new

new

or

renewal. When the vision is transcendent and is

pastor's arrival,

vision statement. A

some

form of the

previous vision

new

vision is discemed

leaders, which builds upon the former vision. The
vision,

vision. The

or

new

the

new

aspect of the

making

vision

vision often

vision can be reached
new

new

to the forefi-ont

brings

statement contmues within the

by the pastor or the pastor and

vision is often
a

God

even

of a

church,

as

it

a

refinement of the

specific aspect of the

works

happened at

leading up to

an

visionary church: 1) the vision must be from on high

also

of the vision to continue to

incoming pastor

former

incorporate some

through the appointment

St. Mark UMC.

effective
a

-

pastoral change m

must be

reasonable and

Grovyth Pattems and Pastoral
In the initial stages

clarify,

fine tune

a

transcendent vision firom God

through a prayerfiil people; 2) the pastor and congregation must

ownership

in both

bring the needed aspects of a new pastor's personal vision to fiirther

Three conditions should be present

church

hicreasingly shared prior to

(see Figure 5.1). The new vision might

clarify the existmg vision

discemed

reaUgnment,

provides more specific ways in which the broader based

pastor's personal vision.

process to

unwritten

retaining of the vision under the former pastor occurred

St. Mark UMC and First UMC. A

former

or

or

recast the

have

vision; and 3) the

S5mipathetic to the vision.

Changes

of reestablishing balance with

often experiences a change

in

the arrival

of a new pastor,

the

growth patterns-more often an initial decrease

in
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growth

occurs.

The direction of the

which the former pastor

alignment

of the

new

growth pattem change depends

departed, the gifts

and graces of the

but

at a

appointment

new

some concems were

initially voiced

of the first female senior pastor. Growth contuiued

Rev.

worship attendance,
who

Campbell,

was

the

before the numbers

previous pastor,

m

membership,

experienced

an

began to rise. At St. Mark

waited until the

appointment

of a

mmister, then left the mmistry due to personal choice. Membership and attendance
one

membership

after two years under the

departure

year, before

gradual increase first in attendance after

dechned for

the

pastor, and the

reduced pace than the last year of the former pastor. The church

initial decrease in

UMC,

the conditions in

pastor's vision with the vision of the church. At Fust UMC, the

pastoral transition was relatively smooth, although
with the

new

on

loss for two years and
agam. Based

second

leadership

of the former pastor occurred

alleged improper conduct

occur

a

and caused

worship

on

a severe

mid-year and

direction under the

Shared Vision and
Vision is

was more

traumatic due to

drop in growth to the point

this evidence fi'om St. Andrew's UMC and St. Mark UMC,

growth, following

leadership
a

of membership

growth began to

can

of the

a

new

degree of trauma.

a

be made.

depccrture of the former pastor creates trauma in the church,

its vision and

year, then in

At St. Andrew's UMC

attendance loss for three years before

decrease in growth is proportionate to the

context

Haynes.

theory under growth pattems and pastoral changes

When the

renew

m

of Rev.

one

the

degree of

A traumatized church

can

period of intentional healing and positive
pastor.

Healthy Congregational System

systemic and moves more rapidly toward becoming a shared vision

of a healthy congregational system.

Because vision is

systemic,

in the

other influences
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must

also be present. Mission,

interpersonal relationships,

alignment influence the degree the vision becomes
pastor/leader is

a

Adversity has

a

can

shared vision. Also

be derailed fi-om

different role when it

occurs

moving toward

occur

ways of doing

system. The pastor and church leaders
amount of adversity due to any new

things than new members,

must

a

particularly

shared vision.

also have greater

give great care

even

in

a

healthy

and attention to reduce the

changes that the vision brings.

cannot

adapt will leave the church. This loss will not always be

church

or

a

Those members who

bad

thing for the

the members who leave.
Relation of Resuhs to

Some results fi-om this

Broad

visionary

by those who normally have

difficulty adopting new ideas. Long-time church members will
new

a

organizational

in the normal process of a vision

becoming a shared vision. Opposition is expected to

difficulty adjusting to

values and

if the church has suffered trauma,

key ingredient. However,

where it involves the pastor, vision

a

core

versus

Previously PubUshed

Studies

study further support results fi-om previously pubhshed

studies.

Specific Vision

A vision statement must be broad enough

not to

get bogged down

in

specifics, yet

specific enough to provide direction and ignite or enhance passion for the vision. Many
of the vision statements I evaluated at the

provide any direction or to

create a

actually mission statements,

passion for mmistry.

which could be

A fiuie Une exists between

or

beginning of the study were too broad to

a

mission statement and

vague. A similar fine line exists between

enough to give direction,

and

a

appUed to

a

Most of the statements

any church in any

a

were

setting.

vision statement that is too broad

vision statement that is broad yet

vision statement that gets

specific

bogged down in specifics
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prematurely (Bama,

Power

103). Transcendent vision progresses in time from general to

specific. Vision unfialds progressively (Bama, Turning 13,
In

an

effort to

see

this

graphically, I designed Figure

understanding of the progressive nature
purpose

or

timing to the

great, and you wiU be

would make him into
a

blessing

vision

was

age. Each

given later,

a

to

clarify my

God reveals the

grand

people's

as

example,

God told Abram in

great nation and I wUl bless you; I wUl make your

blessing" (NIV).

God gave Abram the vision-that God
or

purpose-that Abram would

of the earth would be blessed

to how Abram would be a

of how

Figure

by him.

A

great nation-through

subsequent
a son

in his old

pastoral change,
toward

out

study can be

with the

found

m

a

greater vision. First UMC
St. Mark UMC

saw

saw

God's vision

God's vision

reaching out to the community."

subsequent vision God will reveal

First UMC and St.

mission, "Making disciples." After a

each church discemed God's vision for them to do

hurtmg world."

become leaders

of the broad vision.

5.1 relates to the

Mark UMC. Each church started

a

attempt

subsequent vision became more specific as the subsequent visions

Examples

help

unfolding vision.

great nation, and Abram's mission

a

that aU

so

a

progressively lead to the fixlfiUment

to move

m an

disclosure of the mission. For

Genesis 12:2 "I wUl make you into

be

5. 1

187).

mission of a church. God's disclosure of the broad based vision is sometunes

sunultaneous in

name

of an

Barton

as

as

something additional

"making disciples who

"making disciples who

It would be mterestuig to

see

what

next to these churches.

Transcendence and Shared Vision

Transcendent vision
rare.

Based

on

can

be found in any church, but a

the resuhs of this

study,

the

more

shared, transcendent vision

the transcendent value

moves

is

toward

a
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Figure

5. 1

Progressive Vision Discernment

Progressive Vision Discernment

MISSION
i&

(#1)

VISION
(Broad Based)
Subsequent Vision #5
(More specifically defined)
-

Increase in

t

Clarity**

Subsequent Vision #4
(More specifically defined)

of

-

t

Subsequent
Visions

Subsequent Vision #3
(More specifically defined)

&

-

toward

t
Subsequent Vision- #2

(More specifically defined)

*

Numbers

Clarity applies

are

in

to more

progressive
specifics

Movement

Broad Based

Vision

order of discernment.

and/or other

broad vision revealed in the

Reaching the

unexplored aspects
subsequent visions.

of the
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chazon

or

transcendent vision, the

the vision is

a

more

the vision becomes shared. The active

dependent variable in this high level of acceptance toward ownership in a

congregation that reflects

a

shared vision.

All three churches beheve their vision is

transcendence,

people

are

casting of

as

defined in the

transcendent, whether evidence for

is present

study,

An

or not.

assumption is that

most

present in their church because they beUeve God is directing the church and its

ministries. Some element of transcendence will be in every written

or

unwritten vision of

every church.
In

creatuig

congregation,

a

shared vision, the pastor states the group vision and

while at the

same

time

enhances the vision. In Quest for

assisting the leadership

Quality in the Church.

in

keeps it before the

designing a structure that

Ezra Earl Jones states:

The first critical

question of leadership is whether the leader has the ability to
people
question of
leadership is whether the leader can hold the vision, while at the same time
designing and constructing a system to give Ufe to the vision. (Jones 50)

Usten to

and to state their shared vision. The second critical

However, in the church, shared vision is

Any intuitive leader of any corporation
even

invited to enter the

picture.

can

more

than the

pronounce

resources, and

synergy among the activities and enthusiasm of the

These

people have sought

responded in obedience in the context

visions

are

Biblically,

usually

organizational

structure and

membership begin to

occur.

church, the Holy Spuit places personal, burning bush visions of ministry in

people's hearts.
and

group vision. God is not

The corporate vision does not become shared untU

aUgnment of member's personal visions,

In the

a

encapsulated vision of a group.

the individual flames of a
God is in the

God in prayer, heard God's caU

of their church and

community.

ui

theu

These

Uves,

personal

larger burning bush in that congregation.

burning bush.

He

speaks to those who Usten.

He directs those
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who

are

pastor

obedient in

As the

pursuing the vision.

must receive from God the vision of the

spiritual leader of that congregation,

the

larger burning bush, which can

incorporate personal visions.
The Pastor and Vision Discenmient
The level of transcendence

involved in the discernment

of the

vision correlates with the

of the vision.

on a

pastoral

discernment. The

more

the vision reflects

pastor, the higher the transcendence. The
discernment of the

on

group vision. A vision from God is not

states, "Vision is not the result

a

chazon-type vision discemed by the

the pastor is involved in the actual

congregation.

shared vision,
a

matter

of a

a

The

shared vision is not

consensus

of consensus; it should

transcendent vision, reflects the cunent

is present in

in discernment and solo

vision, the higher degree the vision is hkely to become shared.

As I mentioned in the discussion

members of the

more

a

reality of a church,

and finds

and

resonance

A

in

humbly seeking God's
by the pastor.

All discernment is carried out in the context of the Christian

leadership is always involved
a

(Power 45).

exception to this idea of consensus is when consensus

vision. The vision would still need to be affirmed and named

acceptance of the vision. Either

simply a

of opinions. Bama

resuh in consensus"

congregation due to the people prayerfiilly

church. Church

the pastor is

studied, the vision is discemed by

In churches

continuum, between high committee involvement

persons

degree

leadership

at some

community of that

level of discernment and

committee

helps by discerning the

transcendent liature of the pastor's vision with fiirther refinements,

or

the committee and

the pastor, discem and refine the vision. The level of transcendence and the level of

acceptance both favor the former. The pastor discems the vision from God in the

context
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of that

congregation and community and offers it to

the Christian

confirmation. The pastor and church leaders should

use a

the vision is from God. Barton presents fourteen different
used

by visionary leaders (Barton 1 56).

Even

discenmient, vision is always discemed

Turning 75,

Barton

in

safeguards for testmg vision
on

each

one

use a

different

the vital

methodology in

perceives vision to be vital to the hfe of his/her church.

actively leads the church in a vision discernment

process and

planning that

wUl tum the vision into action. The pastor also evaluates how the church

organizational design to align other aspects

Casting the Vision

actively cast the

becoming a shared vision.

the pastor has

vision
own

m

a

the greater the

shared vision. The greater

degree the vision moves

A conelation exists between the level of involvement

vision discernment and the level of acceptance and

by the congregation.

the vision. The

aspect of the

The pastor must

own

ownership

the vision before the

of the

congregation will

personal vision of the pastor must align with the vision God has for

the church that pastor
some

of the church with the vision.

vision for it to become

variety of forms in which the vision is cast,

toward

might be

and Shared Vision

The pastor must

the

the pastor for

community with others (Bama,

quality vision statements have pastors who recognize

discerning that vision,

streamlined in

discem if

185).

importance of a vision. Although each pastor might

The pastor

for

variety of means to

though emphasis is placed

initial vision

Churches with

leadership

serves.

new

When

a

renewal

or

re-vision

occurs

under

pastor's personal vision is likely to be a part

statement. This inclusion could be God's way of fiirther

a new

pastor,

of the revised vision

clarifying the church vision.
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For

examples from other studies which this study supports,

the Pastor/Leader
A

Quahty Vision

m

an

quaUty vision statements seek to keep the

triggered by various factors.

make-up
the

experiences

or

the

prodding

a

The

of the

community.

observed in the churches in the

Chapter 2

on

duection

No evidence

can

be

change in the

previous vision.

again.
The

Often the

change

change in the vision

direction. This re-discenunent of the

a

simply be

as

vision,

discussed in

ten-year vision should be revisited

less.

Statement and Church Grovyth

was

found in

facilitates church growth.

this

study to support that a quality vision statement alone

Some evidence at Fust UMC mdicates that the

transcendent vision becomes

a

shared

vision, the

of any church would mdicate that church

which must be present. Some of these

context, lay

once

study, is consistent vyith the vision cycle,

or

a

A third unportant indicator would

page 83-84. Some pastors believe

Quality Vision

nature

of the

a new

and/or re-discerned every five years
A

Another mdicator would be

Holy Spirit to seek God's

shift the church in

by re-discerning,

prevalent indicator to revisit the vision is when

most

might be the clarification and refining
might begin to

vision fresh

The need to re-discern the vision statement

change of pastors.

dynamics

of the

'The Role of

Emphasis on a Fresh Vision

clarifying and recasting the vision.

the church

Chapter 2,

Shared Vision."

Statement and

Churches with

see

participation,

and the

more

the church grows. The

the

systemic

growth is a result of several elements

systemic elements

are

visionary leadership, church

practice of spuitual disciphnes (John 15:4-6).

clearly articulated vision would be included in this
to validate any effect of a

more

Ust. Further

shared, transcendent vision

on

A

study would be required

church

grovyth.
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A

Quality Vision
No evidence

the presence

Statement and Shared Vision

was

found in

this

study to support that a quality vision statement assures

of a shared vision. All three churches hi the study displayed quality vision

statements, but only two of the three
Based

on

vision

quahty score m the top

the church selection process,

situation),
The
no

showed httle to

no

clear

fifteen percent

bearing on its effectiveness
more

have remained

of the churches that scored

can

highest

on

the

(where I personally knew their church

a

characteristics for vision

seven

quality,

has

shared, transcendent vision. The effectiveness

its transcendent nature, the castmg of the

vision, and

shared vision. Many well-crafted vision statements

impotent because the

unplement and

A church

as a

closely to

resonating vision within the

the presence of a shared vision.

apparent signs of a shared, transcendent vision.

degree the vision is becoming

done to

some

quaUty of a vision statement, using the

of the vision relates
the

statements reflected

statement either did not reflect the

church and discemed

by the pastor,

or

God-breathed,

nothing fiarther was

cast the transcendent vision.

stiU be considered

vision statement. The vision

a

visionary church with

a

shared vision without

might be understood, proclauned,

and Uved out

a

by the

pastor and congregation Avithout the vision bemg written down. It would be interesting to
observe how these churches communicate the vision
and pass it to the

organizations
high on the

succeeding pastor. However,

do have

seven

some

ui

most

the

congregation and community

visionary churches and

form of written vision statement, whether

characteristics of a

quaUty vision

statement.

or

not it scores
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Contributions to Research

Methodology

My research adds to the whole of the mcreasing body of work using multiple

study research.
research. This

The

abihty to replicate the study will add credibility to this form of

multiple case study represented

contrastuig resuhs for similar

produced
In

certaui

reasons

statement

designed

a

case

theoretical

repUcation, which produced

study and

theoretical

seven

repUcation.

I created certain tools which could be used in fiiture

vision statement evaluation worksheet in

quaUty using

in other similar

a

(Yui 46). The exploratory side of the research

theories that requue fiirther

developmg my research design,

research. I

case

criteria. The

studies. Also the

case

measuring vision

study protocol I developed could be used

methodology of quaUty vision

statement selection

could be beneficial to fiirther research.
Limitations of the
There

are

several limitations

Louisiana Annual Conference

mnety-six church vision

ui

the

were

Study

study. Only United Methodist

Churches in the

studied. Of the 555 churches in the

statements were evaluated.

further evaluation. A total of three churches

passed

conference, only

Thirty churches were

selected for

all three criteria in the selection

process.

Another Umitation of the

recent, being

two years

developments that

old

come

study is that two

or

younger.

of the three formal vision statements

Enough time has not elapsed for fiirther

when the vision is

m

place and bemg cast,

the vision and adverse responses. A loss of members who wUl
occur, before

growth

occurs

were

from those attracted

not

by the vision.

such

as

resistance to

accept the vision

can
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Intervening Variables
In

an

attempt

to reduce

bias in the church selection

selection process where vision statement

procedure, the mitial step

quahty was measured

produce all churches with a shared, transcendent vision.

The results

with well-crafted vision statements. A level of subjectivity

quality evaluation that
Another

on

at

discussed in

each church. Since

to the influence of the

affecting the Ufe

or

hoUdays,

an

was

the absence of key

growing parish,

Sunday in

average

a

the vision

ui

where

new, suburban church

the hmited time available

Sunday

or

several

selected for field

attendance

lay persons,

are

quite

a woman

predominately Afiican-American church m an older,

Andrew's UMC is

present

or

program, due

current events

congregation.

several aspects of the three churches
but

produced churches

only one Sunday was observed,

mood of members of the

Springs is m a rural,
a

Chapter 3

the observations could have been in effect. The

research could have been different from

FinaUy,

was

necessarily

produce varymg resuhs in selection.

mtervening variable not

for field observation
influences

could

did not

of the

m a

different. First UMC Denham
is the senior pastor. St. Mark is

estabUshed

highly transient

neighborhood.

area.

St.

St. Andrew's also

experienced greater trauma in its brief life history than the other churches.
Unanticipated Resuhs
An

unanticipated result was that not one

statement selection criteria.

smaU church

Some small churches had

included in my first selection. Some small churches

passed

all three of the vision

quality vision statements that were

were

growing under the leadership

of the current pastor, but not the former pastor. Some of these churches grew under the
former pastor, but not the current pastor.
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From my studies of the

smaU church

might

Uterature,

I understood the basic difference in the way the

discem and cast its vision. I

was

surprised that

none

of these

churches passed aU three criteria.
Practical

Training

AppUcations of the Findmgs

of Louisiana United Methodist Pastors and Churches

Based

on

the results of the selection process,

United Methodist churches have

an

only a

many pastors and

operational vision or mission

churches, there is

no

Vision Discernment

small percentage of Louisiana

Bama's estunate of four percent among Protestant churches

Among

ui

statement. RecaU

(Bama, Turning 135).

clear grasp of the difference between

vision and mission. This confusion is understandable because of some of the vague and

conflicting
The

definitions of vision and mission in

importance and value

training.

sense

of unity,

of churches with

a

the vision. These

was

study feU they were fiilfilling

common

passionate

could enable it to

goals, spiritual awakening and enthusiasm were

shared, transcendent vision.

visionary churches

were

Resources

were

future oriented.

about thek church's vision.

The vision

a

part

beginnmg to align with

People were concemed

about

promoted action. People

People owned the vision

and it

"shared." Testimonies of visionary pastors and church members have been
annual conference. This excitement could be channeled to action

God's vision is for each church.

in this

God's purpose for

reaching toward a vision that only God

reachmg others with the gospel of Jesus Christ.
were

of the Uterature.

shared, transcendent vision could be emphasized

The church members in this

their church. The church

reach. A

of a

some

was

tmly

given at

by discovering what
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Louisiana United Methodist pastors and

training

on

congregations would be helped through

methodology for vision discernment.

This

training could clarify bibhcal

definitions of mission and vision. Methods of vision discernment could be taught with

emphasis on the unportance
developing a vision

of prayer and

statement that is

Scripture. Guidance

specific enough to

end with vision discerrunent and vision statement

casting

and

be

This

professional.

trainmg would be personal
provides church

Christian

development. Further training in vision

Tuttle of Asbury

such

a

a

a

a

can

be

Inc. which will be used

for such

process. A

used, such as the

by St.

Andrew's
Dr. Robert

prayerfiil

month when the pastor prays and Ustens to

leadership is

in prayer for the pastor

and

refimng of the church leadership.

chosen, the vision must stiU

and humble

during

written statement of the vision he/she received. This

subject to the discerrunent

Whichever type of consultation is

On

consultation

visioning

seminary faculty could be utihzed.

vision. The church

this tune. The pastor retums with

a

possible format

Theological Seminary consuhs with churches in vision discernment.

the voice of God for

for

as

begirming of his presentation includes

statement is then

a

consultants to assist in the

Percept Group,

Independent consultants,

response to

should not

and in the context of that church. The General

organization that provides

"Revision" program fi-om the

The

on

implementation would be of immense value.

Board of Discipleship

UMC.

provided

practical. Training

A consultant who could meet with the local church presents

traming.

could be

an

come

fi-om God in

people.

larger scale, Louisiana United Methodism is very fortunate in that the Academy

Spuitual Leadership has recently been developed for pastors and laity of the

Louisiana Conference. The

Academy enrolls the pastors

and

lay leadership of up

to
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thirty churches.
and church
year

The

Academy leaders focus

development.
The

("Academy").

on

both the

The program offers various tracks

a

the

to follow up

trainmg by senduig tramed consuhants

no

consisting of five retreats a

possibility for the Academy to expand
m

local churches

or to

on

do the

training.

Vision Considerations in Making
There is

of spiritual leaders

Academy provides the perfect platform for training in vision

discernment and implementation. There is

actual local church

development

doubt that the

Appointments

bishop

and cabinet of any conference have

a

difficult and

a

complex task m making appointments. The cabinet uses various criteria to assist the

bishop

in

appomting a new pastor to

a

church.

My recommendation is that the mission

and vision statements of each church and each pastor be collected in the
Vision statements of the church and the pastor would then be used

as a

January Review.

major criterion in

matching a pastor's vision with the vision of a church.
Rev. Akin of Fu-st UMC Denham

Springs expressed this

concern,

I wish our conference would ask different questions. I wish we would ask,
"What is the vision of the church?" and "What is the vision of the pastor?" and

if they match with

another. Because if they send

a pastor here whose
and
maybe
reaching out is not really
high church,
a significant part of them
that would strongly tint their leadership. I would
want them to be careful about that. To know that there's got to be a match,

see

whole vision

was

one

to be

more

-

especially when its

so

firmly planted. And it's very firmly planted here. (Akin)

Passing the Church Vision to the Next Pastor
The

thought of transferring the church's vision to the next pastor leads to the need for

the outgouig pastor to think

incoming pastor.

A

through how the

church vision would be handed to the

special worship service, where the new pastor is invited to

participate, before his/her official arrival,

could

provide

a

formal

setting with liturgy
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when the vision is
to

have such

a

symbohcally passed from one pastor to the next.

symbohc ceremony

church lay leaders to
conference. An
the

closmg

on

newly appomted pastors

service at annual

conference, but

conference

service

during

no

reference is made to the

passing of church vision would

a

from

armual

passing of the

make

a

greater

church vision.

Any

shared, transcendent vision should seriously and prayerfiilly
can

be

effectively passed to his/her successor.

Revise the Vision Statement after

a

Renewing or revising the vision statement
pastor arrives

worship

participants concerning the unportance of the

consider how the church vision
or

at a

or

acknowledgement of the changing of leadership is made in the liturgy of

pastor of a church with

Renew

possibihty is

of passmg church vision from pastor to pastor

vision. A more mtentional and visible

impact

Another

at a church. A

Pastoral
could be

Change
a

high priority item when a new

pastor has many priorities when he/she first arrives

at a new

appomtment. Meeting the members, becoming acquainted with the church and

conununity are

among the top

priorities. Every pastor and

together within the first year, they would
God

m a

focused time of prayer

church would benefit

if,

review the church vision statement and tum to

concerning God's current

and fiiture vision for that

church.
Lessons Leamed
I
I

began my

was

Pertaining to

search for

St. Charles UMC

shared, transcendent vision discernment and development while

the pastor at St. Charles UMC. I

Appendix A. Although I

even

mcluded the

methodology I used

excluded St. Charles UMC from the

study due to

bias, the church would have passed all three criteria in the selection

in

researcher

process. After
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completing this study,

I would

process, if I could do it
A

do

things differently in the vision discernment

again.

major lesson leamed relates to the

In John

hi

over

now

15:5, Jesus said, "I

am

source

the vme, you

are

him, bears much fruit; for without Me you

been
The

only resuh

can

do

nothing''(NKJV). My focus had

where the branch
connected with

My focus needed

Vme.

was

to

connected with the Vine. If the

peculiar to that branch and

methodology would

of the church

imitation of fruit from

emphasize the need

stress the means of grace, such as prayer,

spiritual conversation.

about what the Bible says

concerning

members of the church into prayer groups,

different

God's vision is for

neighborhoods.

our

other

searching the Scriptures,

Once agaui I would
a

preach a

transcendent vision. I would

I would request that

they would

would fast and pray for

a

organize

prayer walks

ask God what

church, and that God might reveal that vision to

m

series of

providing Bible study materials concerning

of the church. I would hsten for the voice of the

would seek agreement

some

of the church and the

vision, demographic information about the community, and encouraging

through the

were

connection with Jesus Christ. Our vision discernment

communion and

sermons

m

of the branch to

its connection with the Vme.

The vision discernment process would then
on our

not

people

much with the

not so

change to the other end

Christ, fruit would be produced,

but fruit

pastor to focus

churches, by studying their vision.

could be imitation fruit. The crucial connection is

fixiit, but with the

fasting,

the branches. He who abides in Me, and I

the fitiit. I wanted to imitate the fruit of other

on

branch,

of the vision and the vision's discernment.

me,

as

the pastor

Spirit, speaking through theh visions.

the Church Council to fast and pray to discem God's vision. I

month, meetmg with the various prayer groups,

as we

seek

I
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God's vision

together.

communicating to us.

After this

period I would write

I would then meet

vision would be shared in

an

m

out what vision I believe God is

retreat with the Church Council when the

atmosphere saturated with the means of grace. The Church

Council would pray and return with its discernment to accept, revise
Once it is

accepted,

constant vision

made

the vision

or

reject the vision.

(and mission) would then be presented to the church with

castmg by the leadership of the church and the pastor. Plans would be

by the Council to develop goals and strategies to focus the church

on

its

vision,

mcludmg a possible organizational realignment, within the parameters given by the
Discipline

of the United Methodist Church.

congregation would be emphasized
in

ahgrmient with the vision.

the vision

or

case

ministry would result.

of a

people today.

would be

of re-visioning under the

methodology does make

Another

responsible for the passing

leadership

certam

dupUcated

in

a

source

secular, corporate setting.

church would remain focused

of the

assumptions.

on

new

pastor.

One

God still communicates
is that this

of the vision and could not,

A third

of

ways of passing the

assumption, which comes from this study,

methodology emphasizes the transcendent
be

We would revisit

pastoral change. Upon the prospect

assumption is that the pastor and church members beUeve that
with his

gifts of the

producing new ministry opportunities

m

congregation, itself,

initiating a time

This vision discenmient

in the

and creation

church, I would insiue more formalized

vision to the next pastor. The
of the vision and

and utihzed

I beheve effective

again in three years,

my appouitment to another

Spiritual gifts

normally,

assumption is that the pastor and

then: connection with Jesus, the

Vine,

as

the

Holy Spirit,

flowmg through them fi-om that connection, produces the fioiit. The last assumption is
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that when
and

a new

pastor is appointed

S5mipathetic to the

to the

church, that

new

pastor would be reasonable

church's vision.

Speculation
A flood of information has

about Further Studies

poured out of the literature about vision. My study was not

specific enough to explore if a relationship between

shared vision and church

exists. Further

element and any effects

study on shared vision

growth could be beneficial.

as a

A variation

systemic

on

this

same

transcendent vision becomes shared and its effect
An

exploration of the iirfluence of the

church context would be of interest. I have
one

on

(begmning)

the pastor

not reflect

or

phase four (dymg)

discerning

a

of its

a

on

church

degree the

growth trends.

on

church life

theme would be the

growth

cycle

on

hunch that the

life-cycle,

the

chazon vision. In these two

vision discenmient and
more

more

phases

the church is at

dependent the

phase

church is

of growth, the vision

might

resident vision within the activities of the church. The vision could be

something totally new and
A future

outside the

experience or context

study, related to this study, would

be

a

of the church.

search for other Louisiana United

Methodist churches with shared, transcendent vision which directs their ministries. Other
selection criteria could also be

superintendents.
same

used, such

as

recommendations fi'om the

Stories of visionary churches would

conference. I

am sure

prayer is that God would

other churches of vision

mcrease

then- number!

bishop

or

district

inspue many others withm the

are m

the Louisiana conference.

My
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APPENDIX A
ST. CHARLES UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

STRATEGIC PLANNING;
LOOKING AT OUR FUTURE

-

PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE
MOVING TOWARDS OUR FUTURE
-

L

LOOKING AT OUR FUTURE
A. CONGREGATIONAL GROUNDWORK
1. Administrative board approval for strategic
2. Selection of Vision Team members

planning

3. Series

4.

5.

reaching on Acts for congregational awareness and inspiration.
Congregational questionnaire to be distributed and received for one
Plan for Vision Team meetings, scheduling, notebooks, assignments,
-

month

time line
B. GOD'S VISION AND MISSION FOR EVERY CHURCH
1. DifTerence between vision and mission
2. Bible study
3. Determination of basic elements of God's vision and mission

C. INITIATE FEEDBACK PROCESS
1. Vision Hali
2.
3.

presentation sheet put up
"Sticky pad" responses
Review and evaluation (revision, if necessary)

D. OPEN SYSTEMS
1. Read

chapter

-

A FIRST LOOK

3 of Managing the Congregation

2. Discussion of the concept for

our

church

E. A LOOK AT THE PRESENT TO UNDERSTAND OUR FUTURE
1. CHURCH AND COMMUNITY IDENTIFICATION
a. Identify what you mutually understand the church's environment to be

1) Personal Views
2) Windshield survey Ormond, New Sarpy, Red Church, Destrehan,
Norco, St. Rose (to be assigned to Vision Team members)
b. Use census information that pertains to our community
c. Identify the essential type of church you are entrusted with
2. SITUATION ANALYSIS (Where is the organization now? Situation
-

analysis)
a. Membership

data

1) Gender, age spread, education, socioeconomic-vocational status
2) Interviews what attracted them, what needs they came with, what
ministries engaged them, what significant experiences, their ideas
-

b.

about how other people like them could be reached
Membership strength trends (past 10 years)
1) Active resident membership at year's end
2) Average worship attendance for the year
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c.

3) Average church school attendance for the year
4) Number of persons regularly involved in the church's ministry of the
laity to persons, inside or outside the church's physical facilities.
5) Number received as new Christians for the year
6) Projections for the next ten years (Ask: Is this where we want our
church to be ten years from now?)
WOTS UP! (Weaknesses, Opportunities, Threats and Strengths that
Underlie your Planning)
1) Identify these within the community
2) Identify these within the church

3. THE STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK
areas in which the local church is not experiencing the
desires, but could achieve.
b. Task 2: Identify the church's stakeholders, defined as all those personas
who have a personal interest in what the church becomes and achieves.
(Interviews)
Questions: Our church's planning committee wants to get our church's
act together for the future. What should our church be achieving that is
not happening now? What are our church's strong opportunities to serve
and reach people? What one area of concern occurs to you where we

a.

Task 1:

key

Identify

the

outcomes it

need better outcomes?
PLANNING FOR OUR FUTURE (Where do

A. CORPORATE VISION

(GOD &

THE

we

want the

organization to go?)

CHURCH) FOR THIS CHURCH

IN

THIS COMMUNITY
1. The Church's Vision
a.

Evaluation of previously collected statistics

b. Evaluation of Dream Team '93
c.

Evaluation of congregational

Report
questionnaires

2. Review of God's vision for every church
3. Translating God's vision into our church and

4.

Determining

a

community

vision statement

B. THE MISSION STATEMENT
1. Review of differences between vision and mission
Determining our mission to achieve our corporate vision

2.
3.

mission statement (including God's mission for every church)
A strong mission statement is:
1) Brief no more than 100 words, and preferably much less

Developing
a.

a

-

2) Simple;
3) General
4) Energizing
2. It should

answer:

a) What? b) For whom? c) How?

C. FEEDBACK ON THE VISION AND MISSION STATEMENTS
1. Submit the statements with appropriate background material to the

Administrative board, council
evaluation and approval.

on

ministries and other ministries for review,
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2. Submit to the

congregation for discussion, modification (if necessary)

and

action.

MOVING TOWARD OUR FUTURE

A. OBJECTIVES AND GOALS
1.

Objectives
a.

Defined: "The outcomes we want and intend to achieve that flow from
are consistent with it, and begin to turn strategic

the mission statement,

planning from

a

general into

a

specific process" (Spreading the Power 201).

b. Determined

2. Goals
a.

Defined: "Measurable statements that
be

specific,

Power

attainable

(with stretch)

help

reach

objectives...They

must

and measurable" (Spreading the

203).

b. Determined
B. STRATEGIES
1.

Strategy defined: the broad action you will take to move toward achieving
your objective
church organizational structure
a. Organizational design
b. Open systems A second look transforming system
Five mega-strategies of growing churches
a. Identifying and reaching receptive people
b. Reaching out across the social networks of believers.
c. Multiplying units as recruiting groups and ports of entry.
d. Ministering to the felt needs of people.
e. Building culturally indigenous forms of ministry.
-

-

-

2.

C. PROGRAMS AND ACTIVITIES (TACTICS)
1. The programs and activities that implement the strategy
focus of open systems
a. Large scale process
b. Strategies of each area age level ministries, other mmistry
-

-

areas

D, OPERATIONAL PLANS
1. For each program, who will do what
2.

by when? (Planning sheet)
questions:
Management
a. What people do we need to get there? Organizing human resources
b. What do the people need to get us there? Organizing physical
resources
c.

How well should

job description;

our

people work? Standards of performance

Measurable

d. How well are our people working?
e. How can we help people do better?

mentoring/ training/ goal setting
we reward our people?

f. How will

Incentives and rewards

E. EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK
1. Final

presentation to

the

Appraisal of performance
Development and controls

congregation

2. Feedback
3. Revisions

(if necessary) and acceptance

4. Celebration

KEEPING IT BEFORE THE CONGREGATION
1. Nehemiah Principle repeat it every 26 days
2. Symbols name of newsletter, logo, letterhead
-

-

3. Pastor's welcome class
4. New member class
5.

Services

Special worship

6. Creative

means

-

-

anniversary

skits, dramas,

songs

celebration
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APPENDIX B

GOD'S VISION FOR ST. CHARLES UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
We

family of believers in Jesus Christ, where caring and love
ignite the passionate fires of Christian living and service.

are a

(Fulfillingthe Great Commandmait Love God and Others Luke 10:27
'"Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your strength and with all your mind' ;
-

-

and, 'Love

your nei^bor as yourself.'")

"Light the Fire!"
ST. CHARLES UMC MISSION STATEMENT
Iti order to

toward God's Vision for us, the Mission of St.
Charles United Methodist Church is:
move

bring individuals and their families into
a family of believers in Jesus Christ (ESTVITE);
To worship and pray together as affirmations of
our mutual love for God (IGNITE);
To experience fellowship and care as active expressions of
our mutual love for one another (UNITE);
To help one another grow in Christian discipleship (BURN BRIGHT);
Then, as each family member is transformed into a disciple of Jesus Christ
and each heart is ignited with the passionate fires of Christian hving and
service, we will go out together in ministry and mission, into our
surrounding community and our world (LIVE RIGHT).
To

(Fulfillingthe Great Commission: Mafce�>/5c/p/e� Matthew 28:19-20
'"ITiereforego and make disciples of all nations, baptizingthem in the name ofthe Father and ofthe Son and ofthe Holy Spirit,
teaching than to obey evaything I have commanded you.")
-

OUR FIVE MISSIONAL GOALS
1 INVITE (Everyone to Everything)
2. IGNITE (Worship and Prayer)
.

.

3. UNITE

(Fellowship and Care)
4. BURN BRIGHT (Christian Education and Discipleship)
5. LIVE RIGHT (Service and Mission)

and
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APPENDIX C

Examples
From

quality vision

of good and poor

statements

Visionary Leadership by Burt Nanus:
Department of Parks and Recreation intends to make enormous
the next decade by
stressing local empowerment and urban
progress
focus by devolving state management authority for recreational services to
regional and local authorities and acting mainly as the standard setter,
facihtator, Hinder, educator, and planner for the state recreational system but
not actually deUvering the services. (218-219) [POOR]
The State

over

.

.

.

-

In the

coming decade, the State Department of Parks and Recreation will
Demonstrably enrich the lives and hnprove the wellness of more citizens by
providing attractive, uiexpensive recreational opportunities hi beautifiil, wellpreserved natural envu-onments. (223-224) [GOOD]
.

From The Power of Vision

.

.

by George Bama:

provide the greater metropolitan area with a church geared to the needs
hfe-styles of baby boomers who are nominal Christians, offering a ministry
that is sensitive hi personaUty and characterized by a loving, forgiving,
acceptuig environment. (35) [GOOD]
To

and

the lost at any cost."
"One thousand more by '94."
"A church that wiU worship, reach, bmld and
"To

wm

pray."
'Trammg workers to reap the harvest." (139-140) [POOR
the mission, not the vision, of the church.]
From The Northbound Train

Sabre

by Karl

-

Slogans reflect

Albrecht:

Operations (Computerized Reservation System of American

AirUnes)
To satisfy each extemal

and internal customer by providuig caring yet
exceeds aU our customers' expectations. (151)
that
service
professional
Albrecht gives it a grade of D.]

[POOR

-

Department of Administrative Services (CommonweaUh of Australia)
To be recognized by our customers and the government as AustraUa's best
provider of services and a leader in public sector reform. (152) [GOOD
Albrecht gives it a grade of A. J
-
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APPENDIX D
INTERVIEW WITH THE PASTOR

QUESTIONS:

�

Does the church have

�

Who

�

If the church contuiues

�

Do the

involved in

a

vision? Could you state it for me?

developing the vision

statement? Formal

committee, pastor
alone, pastor and committee? What was their process of identifying this vision?
When was it done? How long did it take?
was

its current path, where will it be headmg over the next
decade? What does that look Uke to you? How good would such a durection be?
on

key people m the church know where the
they agree? Disagree?

church is headed and agree

on

the

dUection? Where do
�

How do the structures, processes, personnel, uicentives, and mformation systems
support the current direction of the church (Nanus 56-57)?

�

What do you feel is the level of acceptance of the vision

by the congregation?
Denial, Coexistence, Acceptance
Ownership (Vision
135-137)?
are the signs of this level of acceptance?
hito Action

or

long was the tenure
developed?

�

How

�

How

of the pastor who

was this vision passed to you
the pastor who foUows you?

was

What

here when the vision statement

through your predecessor?

was

How wiU you pass it to
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APPENDIX E
CHURCH VISION QUESTIONNAIRE

Please Read This To Help You With This Questionnaire:
1

.

2.

3

.

Please

answer

the

questions based on your perceptions of this church as it presently exists.

questionnaire, the term "vision statement' will be used to represent "mission
statement," "purpose statement," or "vision statement."
The term 'Sdsion statement" and 'Vision" are used interchangeably with the assumption the
vision statement clearly communicates the church's vision.
In this

Please Answer These Ouestions to the Best of Yoiu- Abihty by Circhng the
1

Does this church have

.

a.

the pastor

Letter:

c.

Unsure

b. the pastor and

a

committee

c.

a

developed by:

committee of chmch leaders, but not the pastor

The vision of this church changed with ova last change in pastors:
c. Unsure
b. No
a. Yes

.

I

4.

conmumicate the vision of this church to another person in a sentence
Neutral
Disagree
Agree
Agree

can

Strongly
5

or

written statement of vision?

The vision statement of this church was discemed and

2.

3

a

b. No

Yes

a.

Appropriate Word(s)

The vision statement of this church is founded

.

calling it to be and do.
Agree

Strongly Agree

on

bibUcal

Neuttal

principles

the focus ofthe

Strongly Agree

I believe God is the

7.

Strongly Agree

source

people

and groups who

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

are

of the vision of this church.

Agree

Neutral

The vision statement of this church describes the

8.

Strongly Disagree

Sttongly Disagree

Disagree

ministry of the church.
Neutral
Agree

several sentences.

of what you beheve God is

The vision statement of this church identifies the target audience of those

6.

or

major activities through which the gospel of Christ is

communicated.

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

The vision statement of this church identifies the
Neutral
Agree
Agree

9.

Strongly
10.

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

geographic area in which it is called to minister.
Disagree
Strongly Disagree

The vision statement of this chinch reflects the results my church

anticipates through implementing

the vision.

Stiongly Agree
11

.

This church relies

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

heavily upon the pastor to move toward its vision.
Neutral
Disagree
Agree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Disagree
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12.

The vision of this church creates

Strongly Agree
13

.

dream for the future.

Neutral

The vision of this church

produces
Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

unity.

Agree

The vision of this church

or

Neutral

The vision of this church promotes

Strongly Agree
15.

vision

Agree

Strongly Agree
14.

a

a

mental

picture

or

Neutral

provides motivation to the

image.
Disagree

members.

Strongly Agree

Agree

16.

provides overall direction to the church.
Neutral
Agree
Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

The vision of this church encourages financial

Strongly Agree
18.

Neutral

The vision of this church

Strongly Agree
17.

Strongly Disagree

The vision of this church

giving.

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Disagree

Strongly Disagree

Disagree

gives the church identity and definition that distinguishes it from other

chiu-ches.

19.

The vision of this chmch reflects

Agree

Strongly Agree
20.

Neutral

Agree

Strongly Agree

an

Disagree

aspect of the kingdom of God
Neutral

Disagree

The vision of this church aids in focusing its financial,
and

productive

Strongly Agree

Strongly Disagree

by defining what the
Neutral
Agree

manner

physical,

Strongly Disagree

and people

resources

in

an

efficient

church will do.

I believe the vision of this church is reachable.
Neutral
Agree
Strongly Agree

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

21.

22.

In your opinion

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

having a defined vision statement has been a factor in the growth your church has

experienced.
Strongly Agree
Please

use

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly Disagree

this space for any comments you wish to make.

I want to express my

appreciation for the time

and effort you made to

Sincerely,
MarkK Martin

help me with this project.
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APPENDIX F
CODED VISION STATEMENT SAMPLE
157

Size

-

2666

******is

(Sixty
158

a

community of Faith seeking to make Disciples for Jesus Christ.
BeUeving
Belonging Becoming)

years of Faith

Size -325
The ******* *js

community of believers whose purpose is to know God and to
proclaim
Lord; to experience and give expression to His Holy
hi
Spirit our hves; to encourage others to share m His knowledge through fellowship,
worship, study, and service; to nurture our Faith, support each other and share God's
Jesus Christ

3

as

love and hfe with others.

Savior and

.

.

Size -143

159
"

BeUeving that Jesus Christ is Lord, We try to implement His Teachhigs in aU
Ministries, To aU persons everywhere."
160

Size

-

25

"EVERY MEMBER A MINISTER"

member of the church and
each member's
161

Size

-

our

provide
ministry Blossom."

the

plan is to find "a ministry" for ever
and encouragement necessary to help

Our

resources

225

"EVERY MEMBER A MINISTER" Our plan is to find "a ministry" for ever
member of the church and provide the resources and encouragement necessary to help
each member's ministry Blossom.
162

we

Size

respect

163

-

209

our

Size

-

God

by our behavior towards him and

our

actions towards others."

325

************attempts to be a visible community of gathered people who are
seeking to recognize, to accept, and to share the love of God through Jesus Christ. We
are wUUng to be a church family to all people, and provide the famUy opportunities for
worship, study, discipleship, feUowship and service. We hope to become less concemed
for ourselves and more concemed for others. We invite any
and all to come experience tme commumty as the Body of Christ with

us.
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APPENDIX G

Church Codes

Sample

108

4803

Broadmoor UMC Baton

109

275

St. Luke's

110

450

St Mark UMC

111

404

St Charles UMC Destrehan

112

650

Mangum Mem. UMC Shreveport Dist.

113

1785

AldersgateUMC

114

1000

Grace

115

43

BeulahUMC

116

197

Shady Grove UMC Shrev. Dist.

117

3600+ First UMC

118

230

Memorial UMC, Monroe

119

450

Hartzell Mt.ZionUMC

120

550

First UMC

121

2048

St.

122

140

David Haas Memorial UMC

123

900

Christ UMC,

124

203

Welsh Memorial UMC, Vmton, LA

Rouge

UMC, N.O.

Conmiunity UMC

-

-

Baton

Rouge

Hammond

Timothy on the North

Shore

Shreveport
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APPENDIX H

VISION STATEMENT EVALUATION
Church Code
# Members

1.

Future Oriented: Points to
1

Very
2.

Very
3.

4.

4

2

Low

Low

Imagery:

a

picture

2

3

Low

Average
States

or

Very High

High
or

image.
4

5

Very High

High

implies the

purpose

Low

2
Low

2
Low

4

3

2

Average
The

kingdom
3

giving it some
5

Very High

High
of God
4

Average

Attainable with stretch: It is
hard work.
Low

Very High

of direction.

Kingdom oriented:

1

5

High

Average

Produces

Clarifies purpose:

Very Low

Average

to the church and its

Clear enough to explain it to someone else.
2
3
4
5

Low

Low

3

Low

Clarity:

1

Very

Very High

1

1

7.

High

Unique

sense

6.

Average

5

Stands apart from others.
environment.

Very Low

Very

future

4

Unique:

1

5.

preferred

3

Low

Low

1

Very

2

a

be

seen

in it.

5

High

possible to

can

Very High

reach with God's

3

4_

Average

High

5

Very High

help

and
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APPENDIX I

Sample Letter for Vision

Statement Collection

June 1, 1999

Rev. John Smith
1100 River Lane

Metauie,

LA 70005

Dear Rev.
I

Smith,

worldng on my dissertation for my Doctor of Ministry degree from Asbury
Theological Seminary. My dissertation is entitled "Churches With LastingVisions." My
goal is to discover characteristics of churches with lasting vision.
am

As

a

part of my research, I hope

to

gather a copy of the vision, mission,

or

purpose

statement from each of the 555 churches

is very

large

and I cannot

Please mdicate

accompUsh

the response msert if your church has or does not have
purpose statement. I would deeply appreciate it if you would
on

mission,
place it in the enclosed envelope
or

of the Louisiana Aimual Conference. The task
it without your help.

and send it back to

vision,
complete this,
a

me.

If your church has

a formal written statement of its vision, mission or purpose, please
I
have enclosed a self-addressed envelope for you to sunply drop a copy
copy.
in the mail. AU I ask is that the name of the church is mcluded
statement
of the church's

send

on

me a

the copy

and,

if avaUable, the date the statement

was

formally accepted.

or the name of the church wiU not be used without your written consent.
Otherwise it is considered confidential mformation. The statistical results wiU be
included in the dissertation.

The statement

Thank you very much for your

help

in my

study.

GratefiiUy yours.
Rev. Mark R. Martin

VISION STATEMENT INFORMATION
Name ofthe Church

(Important! !)

Our church DOES have a vision statement. I am
Our church DOES NOT have a vision statement.

enclosmg

a

copy.
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APPENDIX J

Sample Letter for a

August 1,

Selected Church

1999

Rev. John Smith
11 00 River Lane

Metauie, LA
Dear Rev.

70005

Smith,

Recently I wrote to you about my work on my dissertation for my Doctor of Ministry
degree from Asbury Theological Seminary. As I mentioned m that letter, my dissertation
is entitled "Churches With Lasting Visions." My goal is to discover characteristics of
churches with lastmg vision. Thank you for being so gracious in sendmg me a copy of
your church vision statement.

After I received as many statements as possible, I evaluated them by certain criteria to
determine the quahty of the statement. The result was that your church has a very high
quality vision statement.
If it

were agreeable to you and your church, I would hke to do more research on the
effect of the vision statement on the life of your church. I would hke to visit your church
for a personal interview with you, as well as ask several key laj^ersons to complete a
questioimaire about the vision of their church.

only do this with your written consent and the written consent of the participants
from the church. After I complete the research, I will send a copy of my findings to you.
My hope is that what you have done at your church will benefit others.
I would

I will contact you

with your church

by phone in the near fiiture to discuss this fiirther.
leadership for their consideration.

Thank you very much for your

GratefiiUy yours.

Rev. Mark R. Martin

help

in my

study.

Please share this
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APPENDIX K

AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE (AAGR)
(see Instructions below)
Years

L

1

B
I .01

1.00%

5

0.33%

0.25%

0.66%

0.50%

1.32%
1.611%

6

1.02

2%

2.00%

0.50%
1 .00%

I .Ob

1%

11.00%

1.98%

1 .05

>%

5.00%

2.1(7%

1 .06
I. OS

6%

6.00%

1.96%

1 .1(7%

1.17%

8%

1. 10

10%

2.60%
3.23%

1.12

12%

8.00%
10.00%
12.00%

2.96%
3.92%
i(.88%

5.83%

3.85%

1.911%
2.41%
2.87%

1.55%
1.92%
2.29%

1.14

14%

14.00%

6.77%

4.46%

3.33%

2.66%

1.16

16%

16.00%

7.70%

5.07%

3.78%

LIS
1.20

18%
20%

8.63%
9.54%

25%
30%

11.80%

5.67%
6.27%
7.72%

4.22%

1.25
1.30
1.33

18.00%
20.00%
25.00%

3.01%
3.37%

35%

35.00%

14.02%
16. 19%

9.14%
10.32%

1 .40
I .45

40%

40

00%

18.32%

43%

1.50

50%

45.00%
50 00%

1%

30.00%

.

1.55

55%

1 .60

60%
65%
70%

1.65
1 .70

75%

1.75
1 .80
1.35

.

30%

55.00%
60.00%
65.00%
70.00%
75.00%
80.00%
85.00%

0.17%

0.99%

0.20%
0.1(0%
0.79%

1.23%

0.98%

4.66%
5.74%

6.39%

4.21%

14.47%

10.67%

8.45%

6.99%

3.96%

4.75%
5.20%

4.61%

4.14%

2.74%

24.50%

15.73%
16.96%
18.17%
19.35%

1 1

58%
12.47%
13.33%
14.19%

9.16%

7.58%

6.46%

4.48%

8.15%

6.94%

5.36%

4.81%

10.53%
11.20%
11.84%
12.47%
13.09%
13.70%
14.29%
.87%
15.44%
16.00%
16.54%
17.08%
17.61%
18.13%
13.64%

8.70%

7.42%

5.63%
6.05%
6.46%
6.36%
7.25%
7.62%
8.00%

4.99%

9.86%

5.72%

5.14%

2.96%
3.18%
3.39%

6.07%

8.35%

7.39%

5.45%
5.76%
6.05%
6.33%
6.63%

8.71%
9.05%
9.39%
9.72%
10.04%

7.70%
3.01%

3.30%
8.59%
3.33%

7.44%

10.36%
10.67%

9.16%

8.20%

9.43%

10.97%
11.27%

9.70%

11.36%

10.22%

11.85%
12.14%
12.41%
12.69%
12.96%

13.99%
14.24%
14.43%

10.47%.
10.72%
10.96%
11.20%
11.44%
11.67%
11.90%
12. 12%
12.34%
12.56%
12.77%

8.45%
8.69%
8.92%
9.15%
9.37%

14.72%

12.98%

15.65%

13.80%
14.37%
15.30%

28.45%
30.38%
32.29%

34.16%

.

20.51%

15.02%

21.64%
22.76%
23.86%
24.93%
25.99%

15.83%
16.63%

30.06%

21 .79%

50.00%

31.04%

51.66%

32.00%
32.95%

22.47%
23.15%

150%

140.00%
143.00%
150.00%

53.30%
54 92%
56 52%
58.11%

155%

:55.00%

160%

3.00
9.00
10.00

18. 17%
18.92%

21 .09%

23.81%
24.47%
25.11%
25.74%

55.69%

36.62%

i6.37%

160.00%
165.00%

61.25%

37.51%
38.38%

26.98%

62.79%

170.00%
175.00%

64.32%

39.25%

180.00%
185.00%
190.00%

67.33%

28.19%
23.78%
29.36%
29.93%

71.76%

200%

195.00%
200.00%

�7m-

220.00%

/S.49%

.

.

65.83%
63.82%
70.29%
73.21%

240%
260%

240.00%

84.39%

260.00%

89.74%

280%

280.80%

94.94%

300.00%
320.00%

100.00%

340.00%

104.94%

380%

380.00%

400%

400.00%

109.76%
114.48%
119.09%
123.61%

430%

450.00%

134.5594

500%

500.00%
600.00%
700.00%

700%
300%
900%

11.00

1000%

16.00
21.00
26.00
31.00

1500%
2000%
2500%

300.00%

40.10%
40.95%
41.78%

42.60%
43.42%
44.22%
47.36%
50.37%

53.26%
56.05%
58.74%

27.59%

30.50%
31.06%
31.61%
33.75%
35.79%
37.74%

39.62%
41.42%

24.57%
26.19%

1 1 .29%

12.71%

9.60%
10.01%
0.41%
10.80%

13.16%

11.18%

11.77%
12.25%

13.61%
14.04%
14.47%
14.89%
15.30%
15.71%
16.11%

11.56%

16.50%

13.99%

16.38%
17.26%
17.64%

14.31%

18.00%
13.36%
18.72%
19.07%
19.42%
19.76%
20.09%
21.39%

11 .92%

12.23%

12.64%
12.98%
13.32%
13.66%

14.63%
14.94%
15.25%
15.55%
15.35%
16. 14%
16.43%
16.71%
16.99%

18.08%

13.22.%
13.48%
13.74%

19.10%
20.08%

16.53%
17.36%

24.92%

21.01%

18.16%

25.99%
27.02%

21.90%

28.01%
28.96%

23.57%
24.36%

18.92%
19.65%
20.35%

29.83%
30.77%

25.85%

27.73%
29.20%
30.60%

22.63%

31.95%
33.24%

23.80%

22.75%

7.07%

9.96%

13.99%
16.65%
17.29%
17.89%

68.69%
71.00%

48.02%

49.53%

74.52%

53.14%

40.63%

32.84% 57.5S% S3. 75% JO.S}%

36.51%
62.66%
68.13%
73.21%

43.10%
47.53%
51.57%

38.31%

144.95%

81.71%

164.58%
182.84%
200.00%

91.29%
100.00%
108.01%

216.23%

115.44%

2000.00%

338.26%

175.39%

114.07%

409.90%

196.25%

125.81%
135.96%
144.95%
153.04%

3000% �3000.00% 45�.78% 214.14%

36.00

3500%

3500.00%

500.00%

4000%

4000.00%

540.31%

4500%
5000%

4500.00%
5000.00%

578.23%
614.14%

71.00

6000%
7000%

6000.00%
7000.00%

31 .00

8000%

681.02%
742.61%
800.00%

230.19%
244.82%
258.30%
270.84%
293.65%
314.08%
332.67%

91.00

9000%
lOOOO*

853.94%

349.79%

904.99%

23.30%
23.73%
24.16%

9. 19%

6.75%

34 49%
35.69%
36.85%
37.97%

1500.00%

...<��%

22.87%

10.80%

6.42%

46.45%

122.40%
151.93%

3000.0096
9000.00%

.

8.32%
8.76%

66.31%

231.66%
300.00%

2500.00%

19.63%
20. 1 1%
20 59%
21 .06%
21.52%
21.93%
22.42%

7.88%

43.16%
44.83%

77.33%
82.12%
100.00%

900.00%
1000.00%

19. 14%

9.23%
9.78%
10.29%

61.34%
63.86%

41.00
46.00
51.00
61.00

101.00

17.41%

33.39%
34,81%
35.72%

600%

2.51%

7.71%

48.32%

6.00
7.00

1.70%

9.73%

46.63%

i.OO
5.50

1.51%

2.27%

13.19%

125.00%
130.00%
135.00%

360.00%

2.02%

20.42%
22.47%

20.38%

300%
320%
340%
360%

1.12%

3.42%
3.79%

28.06%
29.07%

3.60
3.80
4.00
4.20
4.40
4.60
4.30

1.50%
1.76%

1.11%
1.22%

5.77%

44.91%

3.40

2.26%

2.64%
3.24%

6.96%

110.00%
115.00%
120.00%

190%
195%

0.74%
0.83%
0.92%

1.87%
2.09%
2.31%
2.83%

8.78%

110%

2.90
2.95
3.00
3.20

0.66%

0.99%

1.65%

2.14%
2.39%

11.87%

2.10
2.15
2.20
2.23
2.30
2.35
2.40
2.45
2.50

135%

O.S8%

1.50%
1.67%
1.84%

1 .27%

1.06%

3.39%
3.81%

19.66%

2.85

1.32%

1.66%
1.86%
2.05%

1 .43%

3.82%
4.30%

27.03%

2.75
2.80

1.47%

1.63%
1.89%

0.86%

3.33%

43.18%

165%
170%
175%
180%

0.57%

0.39%

0.8'(%
1.11%
1.37%

3.82%

105.0094

2.70

0.48%

0.76%

0.58%
0.77%

0.98%
1.29%
1 .60%
1.91%
2.21%
2.50%

4.38%
4.92%
5.45%

105%

2.60
2.65

0.64%

0.33%

5. 13%

2M

145%

0.96%
1.14%

0.26%

0.49%

4.47%

95.00%

140%

0.51%

0.23% 0.12%
0.31% 0.15%
0.38% 0.19%

0.10%

0.39%

0.54%
0.65%

0.70%

6.19%

100.00%

135%

0.05%

0.29%
0.39%

0. 13%

0.44%

0.61%
0.73%
0.97%
1 .20%

0.56%

0.82%

7.79%

95%

130%

0.08%
0.10%

0.20%

0.49%

0.66%

6.78%

90%

125%

0.03%

0.16%

0.25%

0.33%

2.51%
2.96%

100%

120%

0.04%

0.20%
0.24%

0.03%

3.79%

1 .90

115%

0.01%

0.07%

4.56%
5.39%

1.95
2.00

90.00%

7!

0.02%

0. 10%

3.09%

26.49%

365.70%

.

25.12%

21.02%
21.66%
22.23%

59.27%

93.73%

77.24%

63.32%

53.Sl% 44.44%

104.77%

81.71%
35.69%

66.85%

39.29%
92.57%

72.80%
75.36%
79.91%
83.85%

56.51% 48.91%
59.07% 51.08%
61.38% 53.02%
63.47% 54.79%
67.17% 57.90%

58.74%

110.16%

160.43%

115.06%

167.23%
179.47%
190.28%
200.00%
208.86%
217.02%

119.54%
127.54%

134.56%
140.82%
146.50%
151.69%

98.41%

103.49%
108.01%
112.03%
1 15.80%

73.05%

65.07%
66.99%

0.22%
0.24%

0.30%

1.05%
1.21%

0.53%

0.35%

0.60%

0.40%

1.88%
2.05%

1.35%
1.50%
1.64%

0.68%
0.75%
0.81%

0.50%
0.54%

2.22%

1.77%

2.38%

0.88%
0.94%
1.01%
1.07%

0.59%
0.63%
0.67%
0.71%

1.13%

0.75%

1.18%
1 .24%
1.29%

0.79%
0.32%
0.86%

1.34%

0.89%

1 .40%

0:93%

1.45%
1.49%
1.54%

0.96%
0.99%
1.03%

1.59%

1.06%

1.64%

1 .39%

1.09%
1.12%
1.15%
1.17%
1.20%
1.23%
1.26%

0.45%

4.55%

3.40%

7.18%

4.73%
4.90%
5.07%

3.53%

5.24%

3.90%

5.40%
5.56%
5.71%

4.02%

5.86%

4.36%
4.47%

3.56%

9.60%

6.01%
6.16%
6.30%

4.58%
4.69%

9.81%

6.44%

4.79%

10.03%

4.89%

1.93%

1.28%

10.24%

6.58%
6.71%

3.65%
3.73%
3.82%
3.90%

4.99%

3.93%

1.97%

10.44%

6.85%

5.09%

6.98%
7.11%

5.12%

2.01%
2.04%
2.03%
2.12%
2.15%
2.19%
2.22%
2.35%

1.31%
1.33%

10.65%

4.05%
4.13%
4.20%
4.28%
4.35%

7.70%
7.96%

10.84%

11.04%
11.23%
11.42%
11.61%

12.33%
13.02%

3.60%

2.54%
2.69%

3.30%
4.00%

3.26%

3.65%
3.78%

4.14%
4.25%

5.23%

7.23%

5.38%

7.36%

5.47%

7.48%

8.91%
9.31%

5.56%
5.65%
5.99%
6.31%
6.61%
6.90%

9.68%

7.18%

10.04%

7.60%
3.06%

4.75%
5.02%

1.31%
1 .35%

1.36%
1.38%
1.41%
1.43%

1.45%
1.48%

1.56%

2.43%

1.63%

2.59%

1.72%

2.71%

7.44%

1 .80%
1.87%
1.93%

10.38%
10.71%

7.69%
7.93%

6.11%
6.29%

3.01%

11.02%
11.33%

8.16%
8.38%

8.90%
9.37%

6.48%
6.65%
7.069>
7.43%

3.19%

lS.39% li.04%

15.97%

19.62%

24.57%
25.89%
27.10%

8.50%

4.42%
4.49%

1.68%
1.72%
1.77%

5.26%
5.49%
5.70%
5.91%

13.67%
14.28%
14.37%
15.43%

34.59%

93.34%

0.20%

6.91%

23.11%

62.95%

0.33%
0.37%
0.90% 0.43%

2.49%
2.60%
2.71%
2.31%
2.91%
3.01%
3.11%
3.20%
3.30%
3.39%
3.48%

21.48%

60.58%

0.17%

2.38%

29.63%

70.33%
73.21%
75.74%

0.15%

0.26%
0.30%

3.12%

25.10%
27.54%

87.34%
90.49%

0.10%
0.13%

0.23%

2.34%

29.17%
32.05%

69.98%

0.45%
0.53%
0.60%
0.66%
0.73%

0.07%
0.08%

2.98%

17.46%

72.12%

74.11%
33.34%
91.86%

0.20%

4.19%
4.37%

19.58%

66.10%

61.54%

41.42%
44.22%
46.73%
49.13%

1.32%

21

1 .90%
2.02%
2.15%
2.26%

16.49%
16.98%

36.87%
38.93%
40.85%
43.60%
54.49%

55.13%
58.49%

2.66%
3.05%

18.43%
19.04%

22.03%
24.14%
25.99%
31.61% 27.65%
33.35% 29.15%
34.95% 30.33%
41.42% 36.08%
46.31% 40.25%
50.27% 43.62%

34.80%

20

0.11%
0.22%

0.12%

2.80%

50

0.04%
0.08%

15

iO

7

0.1K%
0.28%

3.71%

36.01%
37.84%
39.64%
41 .42%

85%

�

12.69%
13.85%
14.87%
13.78%
16.59%
17.33%

31.95% 20.30%
35.59% 22 50%
38.52% 24.26%
.

10.22%

10.96%
11.61%

8.09%
8.67%
9.19%

2.81%

2.91%

3.10%
3.27%

2.00%
2.06%
2.11%
2.17%

3.47%

3.65%
3.97%
4.25%

2.42%
2.63%
2.81%

4.49%

2.97%

12.20%

9.65% 4.71%

3.12%

12.74%
14.87%

10.07% 4.91%
11.73% 5.709b
12.95% 6.23%
13.92% 6.73%

3.25%

16.44%
17.69%

3.77%
4.14%

18.73%
19.62%
20.40%

l'�.72%

7.11%

4.44%
4.69%

13.41%

7.43%

4.89%

16.01%

21.72%

16.55%
17.03%

7.71%
7.96%

5.08%

29.03% 21.10%
31.53% 22.82%

17.87%

8.57%

32.87%
34.04%
35.08%

23.76%
24.57%

18.39%

23.30%

36.03%

25.96%

19.77%
20.27%

8.90%
9.19%
9.44%

43.10%
44.97%
46.65%

26.99%

48.17%

29.97%

50.35%
53.15%
55.18%
57.00%
58.65%

28.09%

19.22%

8.13%

9.67%

5.24%
5.38%
5.63%
5.85%

6.03%
6.20%
6.35%

FINDING THE AACR AND DCR

SIcp I:

"latest" year by
Find AAGR by dividing membcra (or churchei) for
locale the number
"beginninj" year memben (L/B). In "L/B" calumn
in
the
the
AACR
then
locale
appropriate year
to
answer,
closest
your
column.

Slep

2:

and locate
Convert AAGR to DCR by going to the 10 year column
the closest
the number you have for AACR per Step I above (or
number to it). Once you've located Ihe number, move horizontally
across to the left to the "^tlNCR** calumn and read Ihe DCR.

ir the exact number doesn't appear in the 10 year column, tum to
Table B which is an expanded 10 year column. 11 the exact number
DCR. ir not, and you want to gel
�aB..j.<sa9).ia)na.Mng>'.^><^LVJuii<^te umti �ueps outlined below Table B.

(Waymire and Wagner 38)
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APPENDIX L

SELECTION EVALUATION WORKSHEET

Vision Statement

Quality

Total

Vision Statement

Quality

General

-

SAMPLE

-

29

-

4

Code#- 110
Church

-

St. Mark UMC

-

Baton

Rouge

Size -450
Current Minister
Number
'98

('99 Journal) James Haynes
of Years in appointment (inclusive)

Membership

-

-

New Members

'97

2%>
-

25

Attendance

Membership

-

5

464

AAGR- 1.02

Worship

-

182

-

455
1%>

AAGR- 1.01

New Members 37
Worship Attendance
-

'96

Membership (Optional)

186

-

-

450

'95

Membership

-

460

AAGR -0.98
New Members

Worship

-

Attendance

Campbell (89-95)
Appointment 6
AAGR (Last Full Appointment Year to
('94) 1.02 2%

Former Minister

-

Randall

Years in

New Members

-

-

22

Worship Attendance
Other Considerations

-

-

190

that

Church)

-

1.02 2%>
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APPENDIX M
QUESTIONNAIRE CATEGORIES

FtFTURE ORIENTED
12.

Tlie vision oftfais church creates

a

vision

or

dream for the fiiture.

UNIQUE
The vision stataneot ofthis churdi identifies the target audience ofthose people and groups who

6.

are the

focus ofthe ministry

ofthe churdi.
9.

The vision

1 8.

The vision ofthis church

statement

ofthis cfaurdi identifies the

gives the church

geographic area

identity

in which it is called to minister.

and definition that

distinguishes it fi-om other diurcfaes.

CLARITY
1

Does this church have
a.

4.

I

a

written

Yes

can

statement

of vision?

b. No

o.

Unsure

communicate the vision ofthis church to another person in

a

sentence

or

several

sentences.

IMAGERY
14.

The vision ofthis cfaurdi

produces a mental picture or image.

PURPOSE
8.

The vision statonent ofthis church describes the major activities throu^ which the

13.

The vision of this church promotes

go^el of Christ is communicated.

unity.

16.

The vision ofthis church

provides overall direction to the churdi.

17.

The vision ofthis churdi encourages financial

20.

The vision of this church aids in

giving.

focusing its financial, physical, and people resources in an efiicient and productive manner by

defining what the church will do.
KINGDOM
5.

The vision aatement of this churdi is founded

7.

I believe God is the

19.

source

on

biblical

principles of what you believe God is calling it to be and do.

of the vision of this church.

The vision of this church reflects

an

aspect ofthe kingdom of God.

ATTAINABLE

15,

The vision statement ofthis churdi reflects the results my diurdi
The vision ofthis church provides motivation to the membeis.

21.

I believe the vision of this church is readiable,

10.

anticipates tbrou^ irq>lementing the vision.

PASTOR

The vision statement ofthis church was discemed and developed by:

2.

c, a committee ofchurcfa
b, thepastor and a committee
a. the pastor
The vision ofthis churdi changed with oiu- last (iiange in pastors:
c. Unsure
b. No
a. Yes

3,

11

.

leaders, but not the pastor

This diurdi relies heavily upon the pastor to move toward its vision.

GROWTH
22.

hi your opinion having

a

defined vision statement has been

a

factor in the growth your churdi has

eiqierienced.
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